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Gaming has gained importance as a pedagogical device
in recent years. It is increasingly used as a teaching tool
in the language classroom in foreign countries. Likewise,
English language teaching in Hong Kong has shifted its
emphasis from a structural to a more communicative approach.
The present study was therefore designed to investigate the
attitudes of teachers and students in Hong Kong towards the
language games implicit in a more communicative approach to
language teaching. Two sets of questionnaires, one for
teachers and one for students, were used in the attitude
survey. The subjects came from thirty secondary schools in
Hong Kong. A total of 1,313 students and 346 teachers
answered the questionnaires. It was found that most of the
teachers and students surveyed like language games. The
majority of teachers said they would use language games
whenever appropriate. Teachers have problems with, for example,
timing and lack of information about games when using games in
the classroom. Students favour the gaming method because
language games are fun and they can learn from the games they
play. The most serious problem for students is the anxiety
they experience when playing games. Practical suggestions of
games are included to help solve the problems encountered by
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1INTRODUCTION
From very early times games have been the subject
for the artist and sculptor. The emotional involvement of
the players has been captured and made sublime in paintings
and statues, in ancient and modern times alike. Games not
only attract those artists who, through their artistic
skill, create some kind of permanent quality to the
transcient nature of play they are a matter of public
interest. Daily newspaper columns and TV reports con-
cerning bridge, chess, baseball, football are just some
common examples. The effort of innumerable game scholars
reveals that games have been present even in the
Preliterate period. Games are in fact touching our lives
at all points. Paul G. Brewster (1959), one of the famous
game scholars, has written a very interesting article
Games and Sports in Shakespeare in which he tells us that
Shakespeare, very much a man of this time and thoroughly
conversant with what was going on in it (p. 27), mentions
nearly fifty different games and sports in his plays. Our
life is, in some way,. also' gamif ied'. Each of us is
bringing his own strengths and limitations to the game of
life itself. Success depends, in part, on how one plays
the game within these rules imposed by life itself. Modern
psychiatrists extend this even further- every life situa-
tion is viewed as a game. We are playing some sort of
games, consciously or unconsciously, all the time. The
extent to which games influence us is also interestingly
2reflected in the 'gaminess' of some of the English daily
expressions. Thus we say 'the game is up' when we mean
the plan has failed or the plot has been exposed to while
'to make game of' is used to mean to make fun of. 'To play
someone's game' is used in reference to helping someone's
plan unintentionally, whereas 'to play the game' refers to
playing according to the rules. What Avedon and Sutton-
Smith (1971) say best describes the situation:
Games for recreative purposes, whether offered on
an organized basis by professional personnel,
commercial interests, or employers, whether legal
or illegal, whether free or costly, have been a
part of man's living situation since the dawn of
recorded history, and probably before. (pp. 1-2)
In fact, games fascinate man to such a degree that
he is not satisfied with limiting the use of them to
recreative endeavours. The anthropologist, psychologist,
psychiatrist, and educator each sees in games some elements
which serve his own purposes. Games are, thus, on top of
recreative purposes, given a functional value which varies
across disciplines. Play, whether serious or light-
hearted, is a serious topic (M. Brewster Smith in the
Foreword to Reilly (ed.) 1974). It is war games that
first took on their seriousness (Duke 1974). Then other
disciplines developed their own games for different purposes
and uses at varying paces.
Although it is fascinating to look into the various
applications of games from different perspectives, the focus
of this paper is on educational games. No doubt games have
created much enthusiasm as a recreative tool, but the way
3they are received as a pedagogical device deserves investi-
gation. Part one. of the paper attempts to provide a back-
ground to the study of the English Language Games.
Concerning :the: de.f inition, of language teaching games
Chapter One presents a discussion on English language
games and their implications in the classroom, and Chapter
Two deals with the advantages and limitations of the gaming
method. Although there is, to date, little objective data
validating the-effectiveness of teaching games, it is worth
exploring the advantages offered by them on the levels of
modern educational goals and second language learning.
Limitations of language games, on the other hand, demand
our attention as well if they are to be implemented
successfully in the classroom. To provide a larger pers-
pective for game users and potential game users, Chapters
Three and Four look at gaming in English language teaching,
and in the context of Hong Kong from a historical point of
view.
As the educational system of Hong Kong has often
been described/criti:cized as conservative, it is imperative
that an attitude survey concerning the use of language games
be made in Hong Kong schools while the government is advoca-
ting a more communicative approach to English language
teaching. Will teachers and students who have long been
accustomed to pattern drill and conventional teaching of
'talk and chalk' favour language games? How do these people
look on language games? If they like language games, what
kind of games do they prefer? Is there any distinction in
attitudes towards language games between trained and
4untrained teachers? What kind of problems, if any, do
they have in using language games in the classroom of forty
students? As we will see, these are only some of the
problems that will be attended to in Part Two of the paper.
There is a host of factors affecting the implementa-
tion of any teaching method in the classroom, such as the
number of students, class ability, student personality, past
classroom experience, etc. Problems arise if these factors
are not kept in harmony witheach other. Naturally, the use
of language games will also lead to some of these problems.
Since language games and more creative activities form a
part of the communicative-language teaching, the problems
and difficulties encountered by teachers and students must
be faced squarely and intelligently. Part Three of the
paper, then, is devoted to the suggestions on how some of
the more serious problems can be met.
Finally it is hoped that this study will stimulate
further work and research on the topic. After all, this
attitude survey, with all its imperfections, is only a
beginning in the exploration of the richness and potentiality
of language games in the foreign language classroom in
Hong Kong.
5CHAPTER 1
LANGUAGE TEACHING GAMES DEFINED
1.1 What is a Game?
The word game, as used in everyday English, is
ambiguous. Sometimes, as when we say Chess is a more
difficult game than bridge, we use the word game to
refer to a set of rules and conventions for playing at other
times, as when we say I played three games of chess last
night, we use the word to denote a particular realization
of the rules. Avedon and Sutton-smith (1971) have found
out the three most familiar Usages for the word: (a) a
form of play, sport or frolic involving specific rules, (b)
a condition of a leg when injured, and (c) wild animals or
fish that are hunted for sport and food. As often with
terms of abstract and intangible nature, the definition of
games is still elusive despite our knowledge of the possible
uses for the word. Duke (1974) says that there is no
coherent theory which explains the phenomenon of gaming.
Shubik (1975 b) states that gaming means different things
to different people (p.3). Thus Avedon and Sutton-Smith
find that the term gamd' is' used
... by children and adults with recreative intent
by military strategists and businessmen to apply to
logistic and industrial applications by health
personnel to rehabilitative devices by anthropolo-
gists to cultural forms by psychiatrists to
diagnostic procedures by behavioral scientists to
6msearchtools by educators to curriculum materials, and
byrecreation personnel to program content. (1971:438)
Zuckerman and Hon (1973) define the game as simply
an activity undertaken by a player or players whose actions
are constrained by a set of explicit rules particular to
that game and by a pre-determined end-point (p.1). Here
only the elements of rules and closure are included.
Gasser and Waldman (1979) hold that games meet the
following criteria: they have a goal... they are governed
by rules, and they are meant to be fun. Most of them also
contain an element of competition (p.54).
To Rodgers (1981), gaming is competitive, rule-
governed, goal-defined, engaging, and has closure. The
term engaging is used to describe the motivating functions
of games: Gaming engages and challenges participants.
Sometimes a game is fun, sometimes it is motivating, some-
times it is merely attention-focusing (Rodgers 1981:3).
Motivating as games may be, it does not follow that the
characteristic of engaging is one of the structural
elements of games. Enjoyment or lack of it is just some-
thing a player experiences in the game as an individual.
The engaging element is a subjective experience in contrast
with the other objective syntactical features of games.
The definition offered by Twelker and Layden (1973)
is also worth considering here:
Games are competitive interactions among participants
to achieve pre-specified goals. These interactions
may feature co-operation within groups, but competition
either among individuals or groups distinguishes gaming
Participant success is dependent upon skill or
chance or some combination of the two :games make no
7attempt to replicate real world behavior- rules of
behavior for the game need apply to the game only.
(p.445)
In the above definition, the essential features of inter-
action pattern, pre-determined goals, skill/chance, and rules
are very clearly brought out.
1.2 What is a Language Teaching Game?
Although the definition of games in general is
elusive and dependent on disciplinary uses and purposes, the
nature of a language teaching game is fairly evident. The
meaning will show itself when the term is viewed as two
separate parts. Let us consider them one by one. The
latter part- game- refers to an activity in which a
player or players try, within specified rules and through
interaction, to achieve a pre-determined goal. The existence
of rules makes closure (Rodgers 1981) a natural feature in
games. In the above definition of games, there is no attempt
to specify the competitive or co-operative elements.
Although competition is said to be present in most games, it
is not essential to the life of a game. A game can still
go-on in the absence of the competitive element. It is not
the competitive or co-operative elements that marks the
essence of games. What matters most, however, is the
achievement of goals through interaction which may take, as
situations demand, either the competitive or co-operative
pattern or a combination of the two. In the case of one
player, interaction may take place between the player and the
system represented by the game, or his own previous per-
formance. Thus we have here formulated the factors of
8interaction patterns, rules, and specific goals as the
basic features of games.
Language-teaching, the first part of the term,
serves to qualify the purpose of the games used, and in
this case, teaching language. Language games deal with
language as arithmatic games with arithmat is. This automati-
cally implies in language teaching games, language is used
to achieve a goal which is either linguistic-oriented or,
extra-linguistic. A 'linguistic focus' (Rodgers 1981) is a
must in a language teaching game. Rodgers (1981) also
includes 'format' as a characteristic of language teaching
game: ...(a game) will have a format which organizes
participants, pieces and play (p.3). But do not all games
have a certain format, whether it be dice/cards or paper/
pencil or board or field, to play on, as in gambling,
Diplomacy, Monopoly, Chess and Football? It seems reason-
able, then, to refer to the linguistic focus as the only
differentiating element between language games and other
games. Therefore a language teaching game is a
linguistically-focused activity in which a player or players
try, within specified rules and through interaction, to
achieve a pre-determined goal linguistic or extra-linguistic.
For example, in the pair game Describe and Draw, Player A is
given a picture which Player B cannot see. The extra-
linguistic goal of the game is that Player A has to describe
the picture as precise as possible in order to help Player B
visualize and draw the picture. And the rules state that
Player B cannot see Player A's picture but is allowed to ask
questions. Moreover, Player A is not allowed to watch
9Player B. In such an interaction both players have to use
language to describe, and Player B, in addition, also
practises asking questions in the target language. After
that, the two versions are compared.
However, there is soemtimes no clear distinction
between games and non-game activities in language teaching.
The latter often, as Lee (1979) says, shade off into game-
like activities (p.3). Cripwell (1978) even says that
many so-called games in foreign language learning are
clearly not games at all. they are drills, and exercises,
which may be called games in order to make them more
palatable. C. Granger's Play Games With English (1980, 1981)
are only one example of the books containing such game-like
activities.
1.3 What in a Game Promotes Fun?
Whenever the author tells her friends, whether old or
young, that she is writing a thesis on language games, their
responses are unanimous- Oh, it's fun! Certainly they are
not referring to the writing of the thesis, but to the topic
the thesis deals with -games. Their reaction starts her
thinking what the fun element in games is. Unfortunately
(or fortunately?) there has not been any serious attempt to
identify the aspect of games that creates fun and motivation.
(This may be fortunate because things very often lose their
charm in extreme lucidity). Perhaps a look at the views of
some writers will give us some hint.
One of my strongest beliefs about second language
teaching is that the whole process of teaching and
learning should be fun. This self-developing
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motivation can be enhanced by the use of games in the
classroom. Young learners, especially, have such a
high competitive spirit that nearly any type of
practice can become a contest in which the participants
learn, almost without realizing what is happening to
them. (Dorry 1966:V)
While Dorry attributes fun to competition, Lee recognises
both competition and co-operation to be the motivating
factors.
Games are enjoyable. The essence of many games lies
in out-stripping, in friendly 'fashion, someone else's
performance, or in bettering one's own, as in the
world of sport.... Enjoyable also is the active co-
operation with one's fellows. (Lee 1979:1)
ALW Rees (1975) finds the friendly competition motivating:
All game-like activities benefit from the additional
motivation provided by forming each class into two
or more balanced teams for friendly rivalry... (p.160)
On the other hand, Dobson (1974) also reminds us that
the students will be greatly challenged by the fact that
they are playing the game in a language other than their own
(p.156).
The challenge of self-actualization is identified by
Byrne and Rixon (1978) as the source of motivation:
It is the challenge of reaching a goal or performing
some intrinsically interesting task successfully that
provides the motivation, rather than competition between
players. (p.2)
Kerr (1979) thinks that games are fun because the
players can assume other personalities and be cunning,
vengeful or humorous... (p.16). This is interesting
because it suggests that sometimes we do want to be what we
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are not. Novel and pleasant experiences are always welcome
for a change of pace anytime anywhere. Maley and Duff (1978)
say that games and game-like activities do not need extra
motivation, because they engage the players' feelings:
... the enjoyment comes from imaginative personal
involvement, not from the sense of having successfully
carried out someone else's instructions. (p.8)
This is reasonable since a large part of the game-
like activities in the book of Maley and Duff (1978) involve
drama techniques which demand, above everything else, the
injection of the players' personal feelings and thoughts.
Coleman in his article Learning Through Games (1967) also
points to the attention-focusing quality in active personal
involvement:
Games tend to focus attention more effectively than
most other teaching devices, partly because they
involve the student actively rather than passively.
(p.324)
Taylor and Walford (1972) suggest that the interest promoted
in games and simulations tends to be sustained by involvement.
To the author, games are fun partly because they
seem to the learners a happy alternative to conscious
learning. The degree of freedom thus afforded them, in turn,
motivates active participation in the game. In games, learn-
ing comes indirectly without teacher insistence or interference.
In addition, this is also in line with the psychologist and
psychiatrist, Eric Bern3's theory (1964) in which the CHILD
is present in each of us, regardless of our age. The play
desire is ignited by the game in which the seriousness of
12
consequences is much less than in the real-life situation,
and in which the assertion of self is made possible. The
learners with their own individualities in every aspect can,
within the limits of rules, do things their own way in a.
game. In other words, they can be themselves while playing
games. (This does not include simulation gaming which
requires the players to take on different roles.) In this
sense games are paradoxical in that they allow self-assertion
on the one hand, and diminish self-consciousness in using
the target language on the other.
Duke (1974) has given us some highly inspiring
hunches about what makes a gaming experience a good
motivational tool:
... the more or less leaderless environment for
learning the rapid feedback mechanism the opportu-
nity to perform in roles which are normally denied
in typical life situations the relative freedom to
experiment with ideas or situations which would be
dangerous in the real world the inherent childlike
characteristic in all adults that lets us play games
with glee and in playing be doubly pleased that we
may be learning something. The fact that games are
an innovative tool, and as such frequently a new
experience, may be one of the motivational factors
involved. The outstanding reason for motivation
provided by a game is active participation in the
communicative process... (p.81)
Hardly anything more can be added now. Duke has covered
nearly all the possible aspects that can create fun. Among
the interesting suggestions, the idea of the innovative
nature of games is particularly attractive in that it high-
lights the creativity need of the learner to experience the
novel even in a learning environment. Thus, motivating
teaching techniques such as games, deserve a try in the
classroom.
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1.4 Functions of Language Teaching Games
Language teaching games allow practice in the four
skills (speaking, listening, reading and writing), and dis-
crete language items (such as vocabulary, specific structures)
in all the stages of the teaching/learning sequence (pre-
view, presentation, and re-view), and for many situations
and types of communications. Rixon (1981) has given a very
comprehensive table showing the types of games suitable at the
three stages of teaching a new language. At the presentation
stage, games should be simple, played by the whole class
under the teacher's direction, and the teacher should aim at
a good model of the new language. At the controlled practice
stage, players must produce the language correctly in the
game while the teacher cues and directs what the class does.
For example, in the game More or Less, the teacher starts by
asking the students, say, Why do people want to keep fit?
The first student has to say, for instance, The more you eat,
the fatter you get... Then the second student might say
The fatter you get, the uglier you look. And the game goes
on till all the studentshave had a chance to play the game.
Thus the correct use of the sentence structure practised is
highly essential to the game. When it comes to the communi-
cative practice stage, games normally take place in pairs or
groups not under direct control of the teacher. Above all,
players must use language to achieve a practical aim. The
teacher now steps out of the limelight and gives help whenever
required. These features are central to the communicative
games suggested in Part Three of the paper. With the recent
development and research on games in both design and
14
applications, language teaching games are no longer regarded
as a marginal activity, filling in odd moments when the teacher
and class have nothing better to do. As manifested in the
different stages of a lesson, language games are getting more
and more integrated into the lesson.
From our discussions, it is undeniable that language
teaching games can reveal some of the characteristics of the
various approaches to language teaching. Thus we had more
traditional types of language games during and before the
early seventies and more communicative ones at present.
Communicative language games can be seen as a response to an
approach which favor a use-based, fluency-driven, integrated,
language emergent... view of language learning (Palmer and
Rodgers 1983:6). To Byrne and Rixon (1979), communicative
language games mean pair or small group co-operative activi-
ties with well-defined tasks but undefined language in which
.an information or opinion gap exists between players. Moon
(1979) further explains that the object of the exercise is
non-linguistic, but the means used to achieve it is, however,
language, so that language is used for a communicative pur-
pose. For examples-of communicative games, see Part Three.
Since language usage and accuracy are as important as language
use and fluency, the traditional and more communicative types
of language games can complement each other. It is necessary,
.then, to understand the differences between traditional and
more communicative language games if they are to be played
effectively in the classroom. To give a more comprehensive
picture, Table 1. 1, which is a modification and expansion of
the version given in Rixon (1981), is provided:
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Table 1.1
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CODE-CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIVE GAMES
Code-control games Communicative games
Main language Language Use-Correct language











Form Class work Pair/group work
Teacher's Role Directive, Managerial, as
supervisory guidance
Teaching concentrate on 1. practical
Advantages correct use results in
of language games enable
the player to
as entertain- evaluate his
ing drills own success













1.5 Aspects of Language Teaching Games
In view of the growing worth of language games in
language teaching/learning, research is conducted to examine
the various aspects of teaching games. For instance, to
increase game effectiveness in the language classroom,
Rodgers (1981) has identified fourteen design variable
scales and given examples of how language teachers can
employ these scales in choosing and using language games.
As .Palmer and Rodgers (1983) say, the variables can be roughly
divided into game variables and instructional variables.
The game variables include dimensions on Format, Degree of
Chance, Competitiveness, Closure, Player Number, Play
Sequence, Psychological Risk, Pay-off, Physicality, and
Secretiveness. The instructional variables include
dimensions on Linguistic Content, Information Base, Learn-
ing Type, and Instructional Cycle. They also add that the
scales are under revision to include Communicative
Modality, Participant Roles, Cultural Specificity, and
Learner Styles. No doubt, these will prove immensely use-
ful for effective classroom use. To further elaborate the
picture, at least two more categories can be added. First,
the category of abilities and skills required for play.
Are the activities realized through cognitive, sensory-
motor or affective domains? For example, Word Bingo
requires memory as to the position of words on the cards.
Bodily movement will be involved in getting-to-know-you
kinds of games. Most of the games in Moskowitz (1978),
for instance, allow for expression of anger, joy, affection,
disgust, hate, etc. Second, the category of physical
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setting and required equipment is also important. This is
particularly so in Hong Kong where classrooms are rarely
(or never?) spacious enough for students to move about freely.
Since the daily schedule of a teacher in Hong Kong is
extremely tight and teacher-student ratio intolerably high,
the time needed to prepare game materials must be given top
priority in choosing and using language games.
1.6 Classroom Implementation of Language Games
As to the practical classroom implementation,
language games are mostly used in conjunction with other
classroom procedures. They are used to supplement structure-
based textbooks, and therefore integrated into the lesson
(RELC 1979, Duke 1974). Games, in language teaching as well
as other subjects, are necessary but insufficient in iso-
lation. While games are no panacea, they are a damn
necessary additional teaching method (Zuckerman and
Hon 1973:261). Of course, the attitude of the teacher also
affects game effectiveness (Shubik'l975a, RELC 1979).
Enthusiasm or indifference will be communicated to the
students, who may, then, respond accordingly in playing
games. Thus the first thing a teacher must do is to
decide whether he/she likes or dislikes language games.
In case of a negative response, the teacher should first try
to understand and appreciate the teaching advantages offered
by language games. This step having been tried and failed,
the teacher should give them up and adopt a method suitable
for himself /herself and conducive to learning.
Using language games as a pedagogical device is
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never an isolated matter. There are many classroom implica-
tions involved.
1.7 Teacher-Student Relationship and Class Organization
Language teaching games have revolutionized the
teacher-student relationship and hence the form of class
organization. In a primarily student-centred approach, the
traditional relationship between teacher as knower and
student as receiver is challenged. The teacher in the modern
language classroom need not dominate the class by standing
in front of rows of students whose minds may be miles away
but whose eyes may be wide open. One of the purposes in.
using games is that they provide opportunities for maximum
student participation and direct involvement in using the
target language. Hence the teacher now takes up a more
facilitating role in giving guidance and providing more
opportunities for students to use the language. The students,
accordingly, have to play a more active role and be more
responsible for their own learning. This is reflected in
a re-orientation in class organization. It is found that
group and pair work are the most effective structures for
promoting language use (Byrne 1980, Maley and Duff 1978,
Burt and Dulay 1975, Wright et al 1979, Kerr 1979, Gale
1974). Therefore most of the games collected in Part Three
of the paper are played in pairs or groups. Byrne and Rixon
(1978) put this very clearly:
The games are played in pairs or in groups rather
than in rigidly divided teams. This increases the
opportunities for talk and the need for students to
listen to each other. Direct interaction among
students is the aim, rather than between teacher and
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students with the teacher mediating the students'
attempts at communications. (p.2)
W.R. Lee (1979) makes several useful suggestions as to the
possible make-up of groups or teams. It follows that the
teacher's role, once the groups are in action, is to with-
draw from the centre of attention (Joiner and Westphal
1978, Byrne 1980, Maley and Duff 1978).
1.8 Student Errors
In the past, any student error was frowned upon
and corrected immediately. In a more communicative approach
to language teaching, errors are looked upon from a new
perspective. They are regarded as natural and unavoidable
in the process of language learning (Chastain 1976, Byrne
1980, Croft, 1980). They are signs showing the learners
testing out their hypotheses about the target language.
And this is a healthy and necessary process to undergo.
Interlanguage in the undertaking of foreign language
learning is just a natural phenomenon (Revell 1979).
Moreover, flaws are not uncommon in a person speaking the
mother tongue, let alone the second/foreign language.
Candlin (1981) argues that something less than total
correctness should be acceptable. Based on a similar
argument, immediate corrections on the spot are avoided
(RELC 1979, Kerr 1979, Byrne 1980, Joiner and Westphal 1978,
Revell 1979). Bott (1979) says that to disrupt the flow
of work for a petty quibble is harmful to the learning
process (p. 47). Dobson (1974) has this to say: Students
who make an error in a game may feel a bit sensitive, so you
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should soften any blows to pride (p. 156). It is therefor
suggested that the teacher should make a note of the errors
while going from group to group and discuss them with the
class later on. If necessary, remedial work can be pro-
vided, too. While Savignon (1976) appears to be too per-
missive in regards to student errors, her ideas of not
criticizing the student's efforts and relating to them in a
friendly and authentic manner are totally acceptable. Be
helpful, be honest, but never hurtful seems to be a useful
guide for such matters. On the other hand, Rixon (1981)
thinks that the correction problem depends on the types of
games played. In case of code-control games, correction
should be made efficiently to ensure accuracy in practising
the language. With more communicative language games,
teachers can do correction after the game is over. The
author thinks this is one sensible way to deal with the
problem. After all, measures have to be taken in considera-
tion of the objectives of games concerned. Of course, it
also depends on the class in regards to their individual
personalities,. English proficiency and the learning stage
they are at. All in all, there should not be any dogmatism
governing such ideas. It should be stressed that communi-
cative language games do not disregard accuracy as people
mistakenly think. Instead, they show an attempt to take
care of accuracy as well as'fluency at the same time. If
corrections are not made immediately, it does not mean an
encouragement of practising incorrect language. On the
contrary, it means a more effective correction method which
avoids putting the sensitive learner in an embarrassing
21
position. It is only then that the learner can use the
language freely, meaningfully and without inhibition.
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CHAPTER 2
ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF LANGUAGE GAMES DEFINED
2.1 Introduction
Why games? To play or not to play games certainly
deper on the answer to that question. The answer itself
depends on the objectives of language teaching games which
in turn are directed by the outer effective language learning
factors, a function of the general educational goals. To
arrive at the answer, the advantages of gaming must
be examined in relation to the various demands made on second
language learning.
2.2 Advantages of Language Games
2.2.1 Meeting the General Modern Educational Goals
A Learning how to learn
In view of the expanding knowledge and the conse-
quent high 'knowledge redundancy', the Orgnaization For
Economic And Development 1974 (OECD) saw a first priority in
'an education that will enable children to learn for them-
selves'. H.T. Spragne and R.G. Shirts (See Tansey Unwin
1969) suggest that our goals for education should be to help
people to become enthusiastic, to assist them in learning
how to learn, and to provide them with the resources and
aids which are necessary to further their opportunities to
learn. Teaching students how to learn is to equip them with
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tools rather than to provide them with the accomplished
object itself. Applied to language teaching, this means
that we are no longer teaching the student, for example, to
comprehend a particular passage, but are teaching the skills
required to understand passages in general. Tansey and
Unwin (1969) state that simulations and games are very useful
in the furtherance of these aims. Language games are an
instructional device which enables effective acquisition of
skills, particularly listening and speaking (Lee 1979,
Avedon Sutton-Smith 1971, Dorry 1966, Maley Duff 1978).
The skills to communicate in a second language are given all
the more attention in communicative language games (Byrne
Rixon 1978, Palmer and Rodgers 1983). With the basic skills
acquired through language games, the learner will be able to
manipulate the target language in a more creative manner.
Games are thus best perceived as environments for self-
instruction (Duke 1974).
B Students as individuals
The OECD (1974) has also envisaged an education in
which students are regarded as individuals who must be made
genuinely responsible for their own learning, and in which
the development of social and personal abilities becomes as
important as cognitive learning (p.12). Brown (1975) says
that we need to become human again, to teach persons (p.84).
If we regard students as persons, we see them as individuals.
Current trends of language teaching reveal that, among other
things, the idea of individualization is very much on the rise
(Burt and Dulay 1975). Students are no longer viewed as a
flock of ducks waiting to be fed, but as individuals with
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different personalities, interests and background:
A student-oriented approach is necessary. Such an
approach may be considered as a framework, with
individual students providing structure through
creative language activity which involves all the
class, either as participants or as listeners and
evaluators. (Bott 1979:45)
Such a student centred approach is best realized in the form
of creative classroom activities such as language games which
allow students to behave as individuals. Students inject
their own emotions, feelings, and thoughts into the games:
In game-like activities the learner is free to be
himself. He can. engage his, real personality with
those of his fellow-learners without the additional
burden of trying to be someone else. (Maley -1981:1)
As such, the well-known idea that the learner seldom has
anything interesting to say in the second language classroo
can no longer exist. Language games are able to put back
the 'forgotton emotional content' into the students'
language. Besides having a propositional meaning, language
is given a new personal significance. Genuine interaction
is thus made possible among learners who have soemthing to
say and who want to say it. In the pair game What Sort of
Person Are You?, players share their own views towards the
topics dealt with in the given questionnaires, which may be
about the way people behave or children and parents or the
future. Moreover, the player with the highest number of
correct guesses about the other player in regards to the
topic concerned is the one who is most observant of other
people. (For details, see Part Three.)
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The relationship between the teacher and student is
consequently changed. Students are given maximum partici-
pation in class while teachers take on a more managerial
role. Language games enable students to take as much part
as they can in the classroom. Besides, language games can
also take care of the different learning paces of individual
students. Group work can be arranged to meet the needs of
students so that brighter students need not be tied down
while slower ones can proceed at a manageable pace. Of
course, the gaming method demands more preparation work on
the part of the teacher. Furthermore, there is also a
development of empathy between teachers and students, which
encourages more interaction and exchange between them. And
this is important in language learning.
C Social interaction
Good education is a social process (Entwistle 1970).
Every step in the teaching process requires 'continual
interaction' (Dakin 1973) between teacher and pupil and among
pupils. In describing the various.educational changes taking
place in the seventies, the OECD (1974) envisaged an education
that takes personal development and social interaction into
account when planning curricula. This general educational
objective is soon evident in the field of language teaching.
L.G. Alexander (1976) declares that the situations that are
appropriate for language learning should include elements
like language function, notion, topic area, setting, inter-
action, social role and exponents. The social aspects are
as important as linguistic factors in language learning.
Widdowson (1972) also remarks that communication only takes
place when we make use of sentences to perform a variety of
different acts of an essentially social nature
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(p.48). Language is best learned in social interaction.
Games with their inherent characteristics of 'inter-
actionability' promote social interaction among the players.
Children learn social skills in working together in groups,
and in simulation games gain awareness of how others feel
and react (Taylor Walford 1972). In communicative activi-
ties like language games, students use the 'tentative'
(Finocchiaro 1982) type of language to build up interpersonal
relationships. The socializing effect of games is thus
realized through students' use of language within the
structure of the game. The game Say It promotes social
interaction among players who have to perform various
language functions such as asking about another player's
birthday and thanking another player for something he/she
has done as indicated on the game board. (For details,
see Part Three.)
.2.2.2 Meeting Conditions for Effective Second Language
Learning
Schumann (1972) has identified a taxonomy of factors
influencing second language acquisition. Nine factors-
social, affective, personality, cognitive, biological,
aptitude, personal, input, and instructional- with their
subdivisions are involved. To say that language games are
the answer to all these complications would be foolish.
Besides, there are factors such as social, cognitive,
biological, aptitudinal and personal, that can hardly be
controlled. Comparatively, the input, instructional, and
affective factors are the only factors that-fall within the
teacher§ manipulat ion. Therefore, when we say 'effective
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language learning techniques' we seem to refer to those
methods, techniques and learner strategies that teachers
can use to promote language learning in the classroom.
It is from this perspective that the following discussion
proceeds.
In his paper on the good language learner, Stern
(1972) developed a theory of language learning in progressive
stages. Above everything else, he considers the distinction
between the strategies of the good and poor language learner.
He lists ten features that mark good language learning
strategies:
1. A personal learning style or positive learning
strategies
2. An active approach to the learning task
3. A tolerant and outgoing approach to the target
language and empathy with its speakers
4. Technical know-how about how to tackle a language
5. Strategies of experimentation and planning with the
object of developing the new language into an
ordered system and of revising this system pro-
gressively
6. Constantly searching for meaning
7. Willingness to practise
8. Willingness to use the language in real communication
9. Self-monitoring and critical sensitivity to language
use and
10. Developing the target language more and more as a
separate reference system and learning to think
in it. (p.68)
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The author does not want to suggest that all these strategies
However, some insight can be gained into the factors
important for effective language learning by classifying the
strategies into different categories. First, we have the
affective or attitudinal factor involving the learner's view
of the target language speaker in number 3. The importance
of empathy was already mentioned in the previous Section
2.2.1 B. Second, the 'active approach' and 'strategies of
experimentation' in numbers 2 and 5 are indicative of the
value of student involvement. Third, as shown in number 6
the instructional factor of meaningful contexts enable the
good learner to relate language form to meaning. Fourth,
'willingness to learn' in number 7 obviously has something
to do with the student's motivation to learn. Fifth, the
notion of language use exemplified in numbers 8 and 9 is
clearly the essence of a more communicative approach to
language teaching. With these factors in mind, the follow-
ing discussion will be focused on the relationship between
language games and language learning on the level of student
motivation, student involvement, and meaningful contexts,
leaving the part on communicative language use to a later
section in this chapter.
A Student motivation
Early in the ancient time, the role of moti-
vation in learning was acknowledged. Thus says St. Augustine
of what we now call integrative motivation: It is clear
enough that free curiosity has a more positive effect on
learning than necessity and fear (kelly 1969:323).
of a good language learner can be met by language games.
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While the rod was used to motivate student learning in the
past, twentieth-century theorists insist that to motivate
the student the method should be interesting in itself
(Kelly 1969). In fact, learning and motivation are very
often inextricably linked. Referring to education in general,
Cross (1974) remarks that motivation is at the heart of the
learning process (p.66). Whether it is at the heart or
elsewhere, the 'interest' element is recognised by language
teachers as essential. Besides the well-known work by
Gardner and Lambert (1972), others such as Brown (1975) and
Ingram (1975) also claim that motivation or drive is one of
the necessary conditions for second language learning.
Another interesting finding is provided by Strevens (1978)
in the investigation of conditions for 'success' and 'failure'
in language learning. Aware of the fact that success cannot
be absolutely predicted, any more than failure can (p.200),
Strevens rightly concludes that almost the only absolute
statements that one can make are, first, that unwilling
learners are unlikely- to learn well and second, that enough
learning time must be provided (p.200). Effective language
learning can be seen as a function of the student's willing-
ness to learn. Moreover, the best course design, according
to Larsen-Freeman (1979), will be one that will help promote
a positive social climate in the classroom, and enhance
student motivation. Finocchiaro (1982), recognising the
universal human needs identified by Maslow, thinks that
motivation is regaining respectability in concepts in
second language learning. It is again considered a key
to learning, created, fostered, and maintained by the
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enthusiastic, sensitive, well-prepared classroom teacher at
every stage of the learning process, as he or she meets the
students' basic needs (p.7).
AA Games as motivati'onal' device
Of course it is not completely under the control of
the teacher to impart a positive learning attitude to the
student. But there are always the day-to-day classroom
activities that can contribute to the motivational dimension.
And this is within the power of the teacher.
To the question whether poetry should please or instruct,
Dryden replies 'It instructs as it pleases. Interestingly,
this can be a perfect description for language games as
well: Games... can be simultaneously instructive and
enjoyable (Gasser Waldman 1979:60). Lee (1979) openly
declares that games are enjoyable (p.1). The practice of,
for example, vocabulary is made much more interesting in
The Circle Game. In the game, students sit in a circle.
They begin a rhythmic clapping, twice on the knees and once
with hands together. On the third clap, the first student
says a word in English. The player next in the line must,
on the third clap, say a word in English that begins with the
last letter of the preceding player's word. How language
games motivate is explained by Coleman (1967) when he says:
Learning through games has a number of intrinsic virtues.
One of these is its attention-focusing quality... becasue
they involve the student actively rather than passively (p. 324).
Similar to some of the language teachers' view, Shubik
(1975a) thinks that one of the major attractions of gaming
has been as a motivational device. But motivation is not
an-isolated phenomenon in language learning it is related
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to the result, in this case, of playing the game. Thus
Shubik (1975b) adds that the relationship between payoffs
and motivation is important in every form of gaming. In
exploring the various aspects of academic games, Tansey and
Unwin (1969) find that games can both cater for the motiva-
tion and skill acquisition needed by the learner:
Pupils certainly are often much more highly motivated
by games than by other methods of conveying information.
They learn skills of the problem-solving kind, of
communication, and of co-operation readily through the
use of games. (p.65)
B. Student involvement
I listen and forget,
I read and understand,
I see and remember,
I do and I learn.
(a Chinese proverb)
One cannot fail to see the insight into the learning process
in this proverb. This forkloric wisdom is reflected in what
the moderns call 'student involvement' in the process of
learning. Regarding the educational activity for the learner
the philosopher, Polanyi(See Entwistle 1970) argues that
personal knowledge is important:... into every act of
knowing there enters a passionate contribution of the person
knowing what is being known, and... this coefficient is no
mere imperfection but a vital component of his knowing
(p.129). This means that learning is best achieved through
personal involvement, through actively doing, because no one
can teach anyone else. Above all, language is essentially
a social act, not just a verbal phenomenon. Teachers are
there to help the learners, by every means possible, in their
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learning process. They do not teach. They cannot teach.
You can lead a horse to water but cannot make it drink.
In the epilogue to his book, Memory, Meaning, and
Method, Stevick (1976) states that he hopes to find, above
everything else, 'the students involved in whatever they are
doing, contributing to it and getting satisfaction from it
on many levels of personality (p.159). Student immersion
in what they are doing is considered to be more important
than grinding out correct sentences (p.159).
In discussing the current trends of language
teaching, Newton (1974) identifies, among other things, the
trend towards cognitive activity in which language is viewed
as a natural creative process rather than as habit formation.
In this context, student involvement becomes a natural con-
sequence, and such mental involvement, according to Newton
(1974), tends to make language learning more enjoyable for
the student, which in turn leads to improved attitudes and
better results. Here actual involvement of the learner is
seen as relating to learner motivation and academic achieve-
ment. In addition, it is found that actual participation in
learning raises the retention rate of what is learned.
Whether the high retention rate is solely achieved by learner
actual involvement we are not sure. But one thing we can be
certain about is that personal experience is at least one of
the contributing factors.
Not only do the teachers want the students to be
involved in what they are learning, the latter are found
to have such needs as well. 'Let me try!' is often voiced
by the, young learner. It is the teachers' awareness of
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this student need that precipitates the present more crea-
tive classroom situation:... Student desires for relevance
in what they are taught as well as more active involvement
in the process call for a rethinking of the activities which
go on in the classroom (Disisk 1972: 136).
BB Games allowing student involvement
Allowing maximum student involvement is one of the
assets of learning games. They capitalize on the idea of
learning by doing, which means that knowledge is not trans-
mitted from the teacher as knower to the learner as before.
Instead, skills are acquired by experimenting in language
games in which the learners test out their hypotheses about
the target language in trying to get themselves across or
get things done as in most communicative language games.
Through active doing, games enable the learners to get a
personal knowledge, a first-hand experience of the language
they are learning. The ability to play the piano comes from
practising the piano. And language learning is no exception.
Because of the sense of contingency (Avedon Sutton-Smith
1971) and novelty present in language games, students
involve themselves in games with their whole persons.
Participation builds a high degree of motivation and gives
a purpose to learning. Tansey and Unwin (1969) say that
it is becaus.e of this the learning of facts and skills
should be facilitated. Perhaps this student involvement
is a prerequisite to what Rivers calls adventurous spirit
which is important to communication in the classroom. The
nature of language games also involves students in encourag-
ing student autonomy in handling the language. The emotional
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involvement and autonomy thus generated make authentic
interaction possible. in the language classroom, for example,
My Interests and Problem-Solving Games as suggested in Part Three
of the paper.
C Meaningful contexts
Language is a social phenomenon and is best attained
in social interaction. It cannot take place in a vacuum
it has to be realized in contexts of some kind. Therefore
language learning will be facilitated when the language is
presented in meaningful and appropriate contexts. Brown
(1980) relates meaningful contexts to the communication
needs of the learner in preparing classroom activities:
Classroom activities and materials in language learning
should therefore utilize meaningful contexts of genuine
communication with persons together engaged in the
process of becoming persons. (p.77)
Meaningful contexts are not only essential for language
acquisition, but personal growth through interaction as
well. Moreover, contextualization is very often a feature
in teaching/learning the language skills- speaking, lsiten-
ing, reading and writing. It enables a marriage between
language form and meaning, and the situation thus created
will be relevant and immediately useful to the student.
CC Games providing meaningful contexts for language
l3arning
Language games, especially communicative ones,
provide language practice in meaningful contexts. The
task-oriented games give meaning and significance to the
language forms required to do the task. Communicative
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language games are able to do this because they involve the
total situation (Maley Duff 1978) which means more than
providing typical sentences associated with a particular
situation such as in a restaurant. The kind of context
language games can provide embraces a host of factors
important for language use and authentic communication-
setting, role and status, mood, attitude and feeling, and
shared knowledge. In the game Looking for a Job (for details,
see Part Three) students take on different roles and use
language to negotiate in playing the game. That is perhaps
why language games play such an important role in a communi-
cative approach to language teaching that emphasizes language
use in genuine interaction. Even in a more structural
syllabus, games still offer contextualized practice for
language skills, for example, Twenty Questions.
2.2.3 Meeting the Principles of Communicative Language
Teaching
Language use, which is one of the good language
learner strategies, has become central to the communicative
approach to language teaching. Since the acquisition of a
new language is best achieved in a more functionally-
focused learning context, Morrow (1981) identifies five
principles of communicative language teaching, a summarized
version of which is given below:
1. Know what you are doing. (Why am I learning this? What
am I learning to do?)
2. The whole is more than the sum of the parts. (Communi-
cation cannot be analysed into component features. What
is needed is the ability to deal with strings of
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sentences and ideas, to work in the context of the
whole.)
3. The processes are as important as the forms. (Informa-
tion gap, choice, and feedback are central to the
teaching of the communicative use of language.)
4. To learn it, do it. (Developing control of the use of
language involves the student in doing things, in making
choices, evaluating feedback, bridging information gaps.
Therefore what happens in the classroom must involve the
learner.)
5. Mistakes are not always a mistake.
On closer examination, we find that Principle 4,
one of the factors of effective language learning, has'
already been dealt with in Section 2.2.1 A in this chapter.
Principle 1, on the other hand, outlines-the need to let
the learner know the objectives of learning various aspects
of English. This can be easily achieved by language games
which focus on and practise language functions. Principle 2
is mainly concerned with language use while the third
principle deals with devices through which the former is
achieved.
A Principles 2 3 (Language Use)
Brumfit (1976) is aware of the limitations of the
traditional classroom activities when he says: A11 language
use is language practice, not all language practice is
language use (p.79). In task-oriented games, language use
takes precedence over language practice, and in this sense,
games help bring the classroom closer to the real world.
Byrne and Rixon (1978) remark that communicative language
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games generate an unpredictably wide range of language and
language functions as the players interact, as they have to
make full use of their linguistic resources. And this leads
to language being used rather than being practised. Although
the games themselves are not 'real' in the strict sense of
the word, they represent strategies that practise the kind
of language functions learners will be involved in outside
the classroom. Do we not use teaching aids of other kinds in
teaching other subjects? Just as maps, models, and other
audio-visual aids help bring outside reality into, say,
geography and biology classrooms, the games in a language
classroom provide a fictitious framework (Maley 1981) which
includes genuine language behaviour and the use of functional
categories which will have much wider application.
Rivers (1972) identifies two levels of foreign-
language behaviour for which our students must be trained.
They are the level of manipulation of language elements, and
that of expression of personal meaning. For the benefit of
the learner, practice at the second'level should involve
making decisions in the classroom, rather than in artificial
drills and exercises. In such interchanges, the feedback
from the other participants shows the effect of the decisions
the speaker has made. For this to take place, Rivers
suggests that activities can take the form of games and other
game-like activities which call for the production of the
language learned. Dobson (1974) puts it very clearly:
In the manipulative phase, a game is a wonderful
way to break the routine of classroom drill by pro-
viding relaxation while remaining within the frame-
work of language learning. In the communicative
phase, a game can be stimulating and entertaining. (p.155)
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A communicative language game stimulates authentic language
use while emotionally engaging the players. Seen in this
light, it is perhaps logical to accept what Maley (1981)
says about games:
Games and game-like activities have an obvious and
important place in a theory of language learning
based on the development of communicative competence.
(p. 137)
B. Principle 5 (Mistakes are not always a mistake.)
Although it is recognised that all language learning
goes through stages of successive approximations to the
correct target language, much TESL methodology, as Heaton
(1979) observes, has it that students should not be allowed
to use any incorrect structure. In communicative language
games, however, the student is no longer obliged to fulfil
an obligation to the teacher to juggle phonemes and
morphemes (p.282), but is practising the art of saying
what he or she means. But this does not mean that form is
totally abandoned in language games what is emphasized is
the learner's experimentation with what linguistic resources
they have in such activities. In using language to get
themselves across or get things done, the learners are able to
evaluate their own achievement. Therefore the errors they
make in the process will not be penalised but regarded as a
sign of the directions they .have to make improvement in.
Moreover, those learners who make mistakes because they are
trying to do something they have not been told or shown how
to do, or which they have not yet mastered are, according
to Johnson and Morrow (1981), not really maing a mistake at
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all. Errors are just natural in the learning process, and
language games, particularly communicative language games,
have a great capacity in allowing the learner to 'make-do'
with the amount of language they have. Because of this,
corrections in language games are made as unobtrusively
as possible.
2.2.4 Advantages Deriving from Game Nature
1. Society is too complex in our modern world. A new form
of language is needed for communication, and for underst and-
ing the world as it is. The capacity for experimentation
and simulation in games allows for a larger perspective in
decision-making (Duke 1974, Avedon Sutton-Smith 1971).
Players may have a first-hand experience of the situations
(linguistic and extra-linguistic) of the people whose roles
they are playing in the games.
2. Games are an universal phenomenon appealing to every
nation, though perhaps differing in purposes and uses.
While games are popular with foreign students in language
teaching and other subjects, there is no reason why Chinese
students should reject games as a pedagogical device given
the necessary modifications and classroom adjustments. In
the book, Teaching Chinese Children, published by the
Nuffield Foundation 1981, it is suggested that games be
introduced for presenting and practising language points and
basic skills in teaching Chinese children in England. The
draft English syllabus 1982 also recommends communicative
acitivities such as games and problem-solving for teaching
secondary students.
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2.2.5 Advantages Deriving from Classroom Implications of Games
1. With teacher-student relationship readjusted, students
will experience less fear in dealing with teachers, which
will, in turn, generate a more friendly exchange between the
two parties. This decreases 'defensiveness' (Stevick 1974)
in language learning.
2. The co-operative group learning associated with gaming
activities is beneficial for language learning as well as
for acquisition of social abilities (Tansey Unwin 1969,
Cross 1974).
3. The considerable use of audio-visuals in language games
helps promote authentic communication as well as retention
of things learnod( Candlin 1981)
2.2.6 Research Findings on Educational Games
Again, research findings on this topic are numerous.
Space and time confine us to the description of the more
comprehensive and revealing ones here. Among them, the work
of Paul A. Twelker and Kent Layden (1970) is remarkable and
informs us of the necessary details we need to know about
gaming as an instructional device. In their article. A
Basic Reference Shelf on Simulation and Gaming, Twelker
and Layden give us a table summarizing the characteristics
of the simulation/gaming applications. A simplified version
showing the different foci of non-simulation games and
inter-personal simulation games is offered in Table 2.1.
Before we proceed, a word about the terms used in the table
is in order, though.
1. The term 'non-simulation games' is used to mean
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competitive learning contexts in which participant success
is determined by the degree of subject matter comprehension
of information, concepts, generalizations, and/or theories
demonstrated during game play.
2. 'Inter-personal simulation games' refers to those learn-
ing contexts in which the participants respond within the
simulation game as if they were in the actual system of
interaction being simulated. Interaction is structured








1. Dependability of 3 2
learning outcomes
2 Ease of adaptation 5 3
3 Degree of teacher 1 3
centredness
4. Degree of complexity 1 2-.
5. Peer interaction 4 5
6. Focus on inter-personal 2 5
and social processes
7. Accomodate heterogeneous 5 4
groups
8. Peer feedback/evaluation 5 4
9. Ease of accommodation of 4 3
various size groups
10 Ease of insertion into 5 4
curriculum
11 Cognitive learning outcomes
A. Facts 5 3
B. Concepts 5 3
C. Generalizations 5 3
D. Principles 5 3
E. Drawing analogies 1 4
F. Identifying strategies 1 4
G. Extrapolating from data 1 3
H. Interpretation 1 4
I. Application 1 4
J. Analysis 1 4
K. Synthesis 1 4
L. Evaluation 1 4
12 Affective learning outcomes
A. Involvement 5 5
B. Emotion exhibited 5 5
C. Perception of others 2 5
D. Perception of self 3 5
E. Sense of control 3 5
F. Attitude toward
1. subject 5 5
2. instructor 5 5
3. peers (playing) 3 5
5G. Motivation to participate 5
H. Level of interactions among 5 5
participants
Scale: 1 = Low
5 = High
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Comparatively speaking non-simulation games operate more
effectively on the affective level. In addition, there is
a high learning rate in the acquiring of facts, concepts,
generalizations, and principles. Indications for 'Degree
of teacher centredness', 'Accommodate heterogeneous groups'
and 'Peer feedback/evaluation' are in line with our discus-
sions in Chapter 1 of language games and their advantages.
On top of that, it is good to find that games are easy to
insert into the curriculum.
On the other hand, research on communicative language
games is very limited to date. Palmer and Rodgers (1983)
report that there are three studies comparing language
teaching methods using communicative language games and con-
ventional methods. They were conducted by Palmer (1976,
1981), Savignon (1972) and Paul Heinberg (1973). Disregard-
ing the last study for which there is no data, Rodgers
summarizes the results as follows:
1. -games are at least as learning-effective as alternative
instructional strategies (similar to other educational
game research)
2. games generally promote more positive attitudes towards
learning than do those alternative strategies against
which games have been compared and
3. it is important to integrate games with other instruc-
tional strategies (peer tutoring, discussion, etc.)
With these favourable results, games should, at least, be
given a try in the language classroom. After all, any
conclusion made with regard to learning method should be
made out of personal experience, Moreover, experience would
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also tell us which direction we should take in making
modifications and adjustments in using games.
2.3 Limitations of Gaming Method
Both advantages and limitations spring from the
nature of the game itself. The greatest problem is in the
lack of objective evidence to show game effectiveness in
the classroom. Of the little experimental data that is
available, very often it is the 'interest' element in games
that is confirmed (Avedon Sutton-Smith 1971). Ivor Kraft
(1967) argues that there might be a pedagogical futility in
fun and games on the ground that the game model is very often
a distortion of reality, which does not lead to the idea of
teaching the complexity that characterizes modern society.
Cheating is also widespread wherever games are played and
grades awarded. Moreover, he also cites some poker players,
bridge fans, pool addicts and even chess players who are so
interested in playing and winning the game that they let many
other parts of life pass them by. Therefore his advice to
teachers is to be dubious of this approach. Obviously, this
would seem too far fetched when applied to language learning.
Carlson (1967) notices that the nature of games makes them
vulnerable to abuse, particularly in the hands of inexperienced
or lazy teachers. This is again picked up in Duke (1974)
when he says that there is a widespread misuse of gaming in,
for example, academic contexts on the level of cost-benefit
analysis. The heavy emphasis often placed on winning, which
may mislead the player as to the real objectives of learning
also becomes the centre of concern. Carlson (1967) reports
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that Charles D. Lerche, dean of the School of International
Services at American.University, warns of the potential danger
of the over-simplified game when he cautions that
... the games have certain built-in limitations. The
essence of gaming is that you artificially simplify
the universe to single out a few variables. The
trouble is that there are few situations in real life
where there are only a few variables at work. (p.324,
But the point is we are not trying to replicate reality in
the classroom reality as it is, with its changing and
highly-complex nature, cannot be exactly portrayed in any
form anywhere. In this sense, even literature cannot be
a faithful reflection of reality. Reality itself is a
complex concept in that subjective and objective elements
are intricately linked. If exact reality is demanded in
the classroom, then all teaching methods for any subject
will have to be discarded. There will not be any point then
in calculating the molecular weights, finding out the quanti-
ties of liquids and compounds in chemistry problems likewise,
any measurement or work on simplified physics problems will
become totally meaningless. We are, after all, only aiming
at the training of students' skills in such prepared
activities. A simplified version of reality may well provide
a useful learning context for acquiring such language skills.
On the other hand, teacher factors also come into
the picture. Cross(1974) is aware of the reservations some
teachers hold about introducing such activities as games
into normal classroom work. These teachers think that
games are time-consuming, and they find it difficult to
give up their traditional authoritative role and take up a
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more facilitating one instead. That they are time-consuming
is undeniable in some cases, but they are no worse than a
worth-while project or sample study in any case, they can
be played in an abbreviated form. Teachers can make their
own games in case of financial difficulty. The problem
brought about by a change in the teacher's role is a question
of how teachers conceive their functions in education. This
is as much a teacher problem as a game problem.
With regard to the unavailability of validation
studies concerning game effectiveness, Tansey and Unwin
(1969) say that
... in one sense, this is a good thing because we have
an over-developed instinct for measurement. Thorndike's
dictum that, 'If a thing exists, it exists in some amount,
and if it exists in some amount it is measurable' can
be a severe brake on progress. (p.7)
In our lives, there is always the intangible which is not
measurable or quantifiable. But Tansey and Unwin do not
allow themselves to fall into the trap of superstition when
they go on to say in another sense it is not a good thing
because the theory must accordingly continue to be based on
hunches... (therefore) pertinent questions exist to be
answered, and on the answers rests the future value of
gaming and simulation as techniques. According to the
authors, these questions are not of the kind which ask,
Is this a better method of instruction than the classical
course, talk, workshop, or seminar? The questions suggested
by them, on the other hand, are constructive and intelligently
asked: What is the effect of competition in gaming? Does
it inhibit certain behaviour pattern? Does it induce
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conservative patterns of behaviour and repress both inventive
ness and experiment-when both of these might be advantageous
in a training situation? In view of the present develop-
ment of educational games, this seems a desirable direction
to take. Research and studies on the practical applications
and implementations of games should be made instead of wast-
ing our energy on the desirability of gaming itself as com-
pared to other methods. It is only then that we can find
out the necessary adjustments to be made in the use of
pedagogical games. After all, it does not really matter
that gaming method is measured against another method and
found better or worse, for who has never used such a method
with students that need the kind of motivation and learning
contexts afforded by language games?
2.4 Conclusion
Up to the present, the advantages offered by the
gaming method seem to outweigh its limitations. Whether on the
level of modern educational objective or second language
learning, language games are able to meet any challenge. As
to the limitations, they only confirm one thing- there is
no perfection on earth. Interestingly, the Chinese saying
of Diligence is beneficial and play useless
which has been held sacred by so many teachers and parents,
seems not applicable to language games. Therefore by the
above discussion, it is hoped that those who have never tried
language games will make their first attempt to use them in
their language classrooms. For those who are game-experienced,
it seems that they can only rhetorically ask, Why not games?
( 勤 有 功 戏 无 益 ）
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CHAPTER 3
A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON GAMING IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING
3.1 Introduction
Gaming is not a new method in language teaching.
The fact that language teaching has experienced a cyclic
development in methodology has been acknowledged in Kelly's
Twenty-five Centuries of Language Teaching (1969). While
language games are enjoying a new prominence (Rixon 1979:
104) there is a marked difference in the nature and purposes
of games used in each period of language teaching.
3.2 The Period between the Middle Ages and the Renaissance
It should be noted that the use of games in the
classroom has been preceded by some innovative teaching
methods. Kelly (1969) records that.the dialogue has been
in constant use for acquiring the speaking skill since the
early Middles Ages. Drama, because of the classical
prejudice against actors, was not mentioned until the
eleventh century, reaching the height of its popularity
during the Renaissance. Furthermore, what we now call
'role-play' could be found in Gouin's comedie sportanee.
It developed into a popular way of teaching later on.
With regard to games involving language, Kelly (1969)
says that they seem to have been a Renaissance development.
They met with a mixed reception until Comenius used them in
his own schools. He saw seven essential elements in all
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games: movement, spontaneity, social mixing, combined effort,
order, ease and relaxation. Since the statement refers to
games in general, it is difficult to say for sure the pur-
poses and functions of language games used then. However,
some intelligent guess is not impossible. For example, from
the elements attributed to all games, it can be said that the
elements of movement, ease and relaxation might well have been
features of language teaching games practised then. Much
depends on the nature of relaxation here. If it is used as a
means to the end of language learning, then the language games
might tend to be more pedagogically oriented. On the other
hand, if it is the end itself, then the language games might as
well be called recreational.
3.3 The Period of the 1900s
Although games were present in the days of the
Natural Method, Kelly (1969) comments that their use was
far from systematic. Since gaming was still in its
infancy, teachers adapted vernacular children's games into
classroom language games which, very often, involved move-
ment and mime with speech. Unsystematic as they might have
been, it can be seen that games as a teaching device
gradually came into use in the early 1900s. Language games
were mainly used to practise the four skills and formed a
part in the review/practice stage of a lesson.
There is little documentary evidence showing the
use of games before the fifties when English language
teaching was dominated by the Direct Method, Reading Approach
and Structural Approach. An indirect source from the games
collected in Zuckerman and Hon's A Guide to Simulation Games
for. Education and Training (1970) gives us a clue as to the
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kind of language games used in the period. Although the
collection of games in the book is by no means exh z.stive,
a table based on the descriptions of the individual games
can be drawn to show the approximate distribution of
language games from the forties to the sixties. The amount
of games that can be collected for each period is perhaps
indicative of, if not the actual number, the availabilty
and popularity of games in that period.
TABLE 3.1




Reading Readiness 0 1 3
Early Reading 2 3 0
Phonics 1 3 3
(2 kits
More advanced skills 21 3
Vocabulary Games 1 0 8
Total 95 17
From the table, we find that there is an overall increase in
the use of language games. Each period experiences an
almost doubling of game number over the previous period. And
reality has shown us that the trend is very much an upward
rising one. Since the use of language games is very much
related to the teaching approaches, the following inter-
pretation of TABLE 3.1 is made possible. The rise in game
number in the sixties can be accounted for by the cognitive
approach to language teaching then. The cognitive approach
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sees student errors as inevitable and contextualization of
all teaching points essential. Hence games could be employed
in the language classroom. As shown in the table, all types
of language games show a growth in number during the thirty
years except for the case of Early Reading. In the reading
approach of the forties, reading was very important while
speaking skill was given minimal attention. Vocabulary was
also strictly controlled. In the fifties, pre-reading period
was advocated under the structural approach. With the prin-
ciple of language as speech, phonics games were given more
attention than before. There was a renewed interest in
vocabulary under the cognitive approach in the 60s, especially
in the expansion of passive vocabulary for reading purposes.
Generally, the pattern depicted above reflects the different
emphases made on language games in different language teach-
ing approaches. Most of the games were concerned with dis-
crete language items and other language skills. They showed
a steady increase in number as time went by.
Instead of individual games, Avedon and Sutton-Smith
(1971) compiled a bibliography of publications on language
games in the latter half of the present century. Recorded
are two game books from the fifties giving practice to dis-
crete skills such as spelling and vocabulary. The sixties,
however, saw a rise in the number of publications on language
games, which shows that language games were given more
attention than in the past. This is also in keeping with the
observation we have made previously. Eight such books,
dealing with language communication skills for kindergarten,
and vocabulary are recorded. Besides, research effort was
also made in the-area of the effectiveness of the gaming
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method showing the beginning of a serious attitude towards
games in English language teaching. Moreover, game books
on teacher training were also available then. The games
collected in both Zuckerman and Hon (1970) and Avedon and
Sutton-Smith (1971) point to the use of games for practising
discrete language items and skills. Furthermore, publications
on research on g.ame effectiveness and teacher training tell
us that games began to be looked on with a more sincere and
serious attitude than in the forties and fifties. As a
result, the use of games was more widespread and frequent.
Perhaps Dorry's Games for Second Language Learning
(1966) is one of the most representative game books written
in that period. The motivational function of games is said
to be essential for effective foreign language learning:
An enterprising teacher can also use planned games
as an enjoyable and profitable form of practice to
reinforce what has already been taught in a more
formal way. (p.v)
It is clear that games were used as .a supplement to normal
formal classroom procedures. Similar to Comenius' time, they
were used to consolidate what the students had learnt. In
Dorry's book (1966), games are systematically classified into
number, spelling, vocabulary, structure-practice, pronuncia-
tion, rhyming and miscellaneous games. Although they are
only practising discrete language items and not communication
skills as a whole, they represent a pioneering attempt in
compiling a collection of language games ready for use in the
classroom. This publication helped prepare games to take on
a more important role in the language classroom. Written
in the same period, W.R. Lee's Language Teaching Games and
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Contest (1 st edition, 1968) also aims to provide language
practice in an amusing way. His dedication- To all
teachers who believe that in foreign language teaching
enjoyment and success go together- sets the tone for the
whole book. While similar to Dorry's (1966) in its basic
nature, Lee's (1968) has included more skill-practising
games such as Listen-and-do games, Read-and-do games, and
games and writing.
In the early 1970s, when the cognitive approach
to language teaching was in vogue, many teachers worked hard
at adapting traditional children's games to classroom use,
and developing their own variations on familiar themes (Jong
1981). Generally the aim was to give a moment of relaxa-
tion in the lesson (Jong 1981). The idea was reiterated in
Dobson (1972):
To me, a good language game is one that... is easy
to play and yet provides the student with an intel-
lectual challenge... and... entertains the students
but does not cause the class to get out of control.(p.361)
A good language game had to take into account the level of
difficulty, entertaining value as well as class discipline.
One of the most well-known game books in this period was
written by Hill and Fielden (1974). Similar to Dorry's in the
60s, the games in this book are constructed from the point of
view of usage and accuracy and can be classified according to
the formal linguistic features for which the games purport
to provide practice. Of course, the motivational value of
games is still a criterion in selecting games. While it is
claimed that they place speech in a social context (Hill
and Fielden 1974)., the situationalization of language items
appears to introduce an artificial element into the
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situation (Hill and Fielden 1974) squarely admitted by the
authors.
The shift to the communicative language teaching has
led to a different approach to games and their uses in the
language classroom. Wilga Rivers and Mary Temperley (1976)
note the development which uses games to provide the learners
with a framework for spontaneous communication (p.6).
Fluency and use are given as much importance as accuracy and
usage in the foreign language classroom. The corresponding
change in the nature of language games has been identified
by Moon (1981):
Traditionally games were used in the classroom to
lighten the YEaavier part of the language class or
as a stop-gap for tired teachers. They also pro-
vided more lively settings for practising structures.
More recently, games have been used to enable students
to develop their language resources in a communicative
situation. (p.87)
Language games are no longer confined to the practice of
the. individual skills of writing, reading, speaking and
listening. They are used more integratively to provide
opportunities for practising language use in such a way
that language is used for doing things. Other writers such
as Honeyf ield (1979) also hold that the new kind of
language games are less-controlled, more communicative and
allow for a wider range of linguistic forms.
Byrne and Rixon (1978) find that only when the
players need to communicate can spontaneous communication
be generated. To achieve this, they have proposed two
principles that will lead to such communication:
(i) existence of information/opinion gap, and
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(ii) language is used to achieve extra-ling.uistic
objectives so that it is used and not just
practised.
The existence of information gaps is what makes people feel
the need to communicate in real life (Cheng 1980). Examples
include the games Describe and Draw and The Gift Game.
These ideas have been further developed by Paul Nation (1979a)
into the combining arrangement. In this technique, the
learners are all on an equal footing each one has informa-
tion that the others need in order to complete a piece of
work. Because of this, each learner must communicate his/
her information to the others so that all the information
can be combined to complete the task. As a result, the more
recent communicative language games tend to be more co-
operative than competitive. The exciting competitive ele-
ment being absent, the games must be intrinsically attractive
or interesting in their tasks, and most important of all,
the_ learner should be aware of the teaching point of the
games, which adds a new level of significance to the playing
of language games.
A number of recent books and articles have been
devoted to the description of communicative language games
and other language games. Among them are Byrne and Rixon
(1979), Wright, Betteridge and Brickley (1979), Rixon (1981),
Littlewood (1981), Revell (1979), Joiner and Wesphal (eds.)
(1978), Guidelines for Language Games (1981), Guidelines
for Communication Activities (1979), Byrne (1978), Holden
(1978), and Watcyn -Jones( 1981.). Omaggio (1979) also
contains social interaction games. Revised in 1979, the
games in Lee's book (1968) are still predominantly tradi-
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ional though the author claims that there are few games in
this book that have no communicative aspect (p.2). As
Lee has aptly observed that Language subserves different
modes and degrees of communication, and language games are
equally varied (p.2), his book is useful for practising
separate language skills. These numerous publications serve
as a good indication of the extent language games have gainec
in development and popularity.
In the above brief historical account of language
games, it is not difficult to find a growing emphasis on
communication activities through the use of more communi-
cative language games. Jong (1981) has formulated a brief
table showing the movement away from more controlled gram-
matical structure exercises to more communicative games,
from class control by the teacher to an emphasis on. group
work. Based on The 1981/1982 Complete Guide To E.L.T.
Materials, the table was expanded and modified to show more
information in the development of language games across the
years, taking some more publications into account (see
Appendix A). It is hoped that a pattern will thereby
emerge. From Appendix A, the following information can
be found:
1. growing emphasis on more communicative type of
language games
2. group work is always associated with such language
games
3. emphasis on more innovative' teaching methods such
as crossword puzzles, board games and problem-
solving and
. 4. drastic-increase in the number of publications on
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language games. The figure rises from 5 in the 60s
to 23 in the. 70s, and to 19 up to the year of 1981.
Based on the above information about English
language games, some kind of trends can be predicted. It is
not difficult to see the tendency of games to move in two
directions:
1. games emphasising the socializing factors, and
2. purposeful communication among/between players.
Palmer and Rodgers (1983) have also noted that recent
language games reflect heavy borrowings from humanistic
psychology, social sciences, business, favorite parlor and
children's games, and the use of communicative games appears
to be increasing in such diverse field as mother-tongue
language arts instruction, simulation gaming, human relations
training and speech communication. These predictions are
also in line with the movement towards the humanistic
approach (Stevick 1976, Moskowitz 1978) to language teach-
ing. There are already books showing such re-orientation,
among them can be found, to name a few, Krupar (1973) and
Moskowitz (1978).
Shubik (1975a) notices that currently there is a
trend toward games stressing social interaction and the
problems of society. This is manifested in the growth of a
number of board games that are educational as well as
entertaining, such as Diplomacy which calls for negotiations
and other military strategies. Thus there has been a shift
from noncooperative games to games where social interaction
is of importance. And that is where communicative language
games and simulation games come in. In view of the growing
complexity of the society, simulation games in the language
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classroom will likely be used as a means of improving language
proficiency as well as enlarging perspectives in viewing the
world. Examples of simulation games can be found in Zuckerman
and Hon's A guide to simulation games for Education and
Training (1970), and Omaggio' s Games and Simulations in the
Foreign Language Classroom (1979). Other examples can be found
in Palmer and Rodgers (1983). This is also in keeping with
the contemporary educational objectives which, among other
things, aim at a personal and societal growth through a net-
work of social interaction among the learners.
Regarding the trends in games for teaching and train-
ing, Shubik (1975b) sees the permanent worth of gaming in
having children construct games and sets of values, where
the emphasis is on self-programming, conceptualization and
rudimentary model building (p.310). It is very likely that
in places where language games are already highly-developed,
the new direction will be in constructing and evaluating
games, instead of playing the game:
The play of the game may provide interest, spark
curiosity and get students involved. The educa-
tional payoff, however, comes in analyzing the play
and criticizing the game. (Shubik 1975b:310)
It is not far fetched: to say that the above pre-
dictions will be gradually realized in time, because they
are rooted in reality and are responding to the needs of
the learners who are learning a language not for its own
sake but for communicating, performing action, understanding




A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON LANGUAGE GAMES IN HONG KONG
4.1 Introduction
As the aim of the paper is to investigate the
attitudes of the English teachers and students towards
English language games in Hong Kong, andunderstanding of
the development of language games in relation to local
teaching situation is needed. It would thereby serve as
a prologue to the attitude survey in Part Two of the paper.
4.2 English Teaching Methods in Hong Kong
Up to 1980, English language teaching in Hong Kong
had been dominated by the Oral Structural Approach. The
Primary English Syllabus 1976, and the Provisional Secondary
English Syllabus 1975, have as their main focus of attention
to-the forms of the English language, its Structural
features and sentence patterns (Draft Proposed Revision
of the English Syllabus in Hong Kong Schools 1980:1). Pattern
practice was given top priority to enable students to r?:ani-
pulate the structural elements of the language. Guided by
the principles underlying the oral-structural approach,
the basic method was concerned with, as the English Syllabus
of 1973 pointed out, habit-forming and meaningful practice,
both oral and written. In the English Syllabus 1973 was
also suggested the classroom procedures in teaching the
language. They consist of oral presentation of a model,
through oral repetition by class followed by controlled
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practice to oral practice. It is thought that the ability
to manipulate the language items will automatically lead to
successful communication in the language. But the point is
the controlled practice in the classroom was only mistakenly
counted as practice in language use. As a result, dis-
appointments about the communicative ability and general
English proficiency of the school leavers were voiced in
many sectors of the society (The English Bulletin VII, 2).
The Education Department admitted that:
The structural approach to language teaching, then,
often results in the learner's spending a great deal
of time on the mechanical practice and manipulation
of unreal English sentences without having the
opportunity to use what he knows for any genuine
communicative purpose. This hardly seems a recipe for
success in the always difficult undertaking of learning
a foreign language. (Draft English Syllabus 1980:24)
This then prompted a rethinking of the English teaching
approach on the part of the government.
In 1980, the Draft English Syllabus announced the
adoption of the Communicative Approach to language teaching
in Hong Kong. The change was brought about by
1. The current development in the theory and practice
of second and foreign language teaching which reflect
that the communicative use is as important as the formal
elements of the language. Since language is viewed
primarily as a means of communication, it should be
used meaningfully
2. The objectives of language learning should take into
account the needs of the learners
3. A continuous syllabus for the eleven-year cycle is
needed to remedy the discontinuity between the Primary
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and Secondary levels in the past and
4. The widespread dissatisfaction with the standards of
English related to the oral-structural approach to
language teaching.
Consequently, the activities in the language classroom
should be such that their successful completion requires
the use of correct and appropriate English, whether
receptive, productive or both, whether individually, in
pairs or groups or as a class.
4.3 Source of Information on Language Games in Hong Kong
Notwithstanding the development of language games
in the English language teaching overseas, it is necessary,
however, after the above brief review of the shift of emphasi
in English teaching methods in Hong Kong, to view the issue
from a Hong Kong perspective. Since there are few articles
reporting the use and historical development of language
games in Hong Kong, the English syllabuses and the English
Bulletin become the basic sources of information for this
discussion. The English Bulletin is chosen because it
represents a collection of the experiences and views of
Hong Kong English teachers. Moreover, the editorial sections
like 'Questions and Answers' can be valuable in indicating
the kind of views taken by the English Subject Committee of
the Curriculum Development Council of the Education Departmen-
of Hong Kong. That the articles are, after all, expressions
of individual views and experiences clearly indicates the
incomplete nature of the following discussion. Thus The
Engligh Bulletin can be taken as a 'less-than-perfect'
reflection of what is going on in the field of English
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language teaching in Hong Kong.
4.4 Introduction to the Discussion on Language Games in
Hong Kong
Considering the methods which have been adopted in
language teaching in Hong Kong, the following analysis can
be roughly divided into two phases. Phase One refers to the
period between 1953 (the first publication of The English
Bulletin) and 1977, while Phase Two refers to the period from
1978 onwards. In the first period, the oral-structural
approach prevailed whereas in the second the communicative
approach is heatedly discussed and subsequently introduced into
the system. It should be noted that although the approach
proper in 1978 was still the oral-structural one, the first
introduction and suggestion of the communicative approach in
that year is significant. For this reason, language games
will be seen in a new light, which justifies the inclusion of
the year 1978 in Phase Two. Discussion will end with The
English Bulletin 1979 because the 1980 issue has no mention
of language games, and the journal has not been published
since 1981.
4.5 Phase One: Language Games in the Period between 1953 and 1977
A review of The English Bulletin between the period
of 1953 and 1977, in which the oral-structural approach was
very much in vogue, shows the increasing importance of games
in the English language classroom. Starting from 1953, no
mention was made of language games until 1967. In his
article The Oral Approach, Howe (1967, V) 2) suggested
that for the final stage of spoken practice, language
teaching games could often be introduced. In the following
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year, 1968, an article solely devoted to language games
appeared. A language game was taken to be an enjoyable
activity in which a particular use of language is
involved (V,4:92). Similarly, language games were thought
to be the most effective means of providing the final stage
in the oral presentation of a new term as well as a very
useful form of revision of items previously taught.
Advantages of language games were also offered, showing a
seriousness of attitude towards the use of them in the
classroom. They allow language learning, a high retention
of things learned, and a spontaneous use of English. Above
all, they are motivating, and according to the writer of the
article, fun comes from the competitive element of the games.
It is noteworthy that at this stage of the art, errors made
by students in language games were corrected at once, though
not penalized. Attempts were also made to make language
games communicative through the use of natural dialogues,
but the games suggested were more like drills than com-
municative activities.
In 1969, D. Taylor (V,5) said openly that students
write tolerably well but speak abnominably (p.9). This,
however, did not lead to a rethinking of the teaching
approach practised then, but to a strengthening of oral
work. Nevertheless, in the same issue, (V,5), Yue recognised
the importance of the function of language as a means of
communication. This is rare in a time when language was
always learnt and taught as a formal linguistic system. The
writer regarded situations as important for oral work
because language is usually associated with human activity
(p.26).
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Language games came up again in 1970 (VI) 6) in
Cheng's article The Oral Approach: 5 Teaching English
Grammar. Realizing the importance of contexts in language
learning as well as the limitations of pattern drills, the
writer suggested the use of language games to provide a con-
text as well as to enliven the lesson:
The advantage of the game is that it provides some sort
of context to the use of the present perfect... which
is not found in a straight pattern practice drill.
(p.26)
The fact that the editor included the game book by W. R. Lee,
Language Teaching Games And Contests, as one of the basic
references for English teaching can be taken as a sign of
recognising the role of language games in the language
classroom. In addition, it shows that the language games
then were manipulative and highly-controlled in nature in
the context of the oral-structural approach.
As early as 1973, the English Syllabus included
language games as one of the techniques in the teacher's
repertoire. They should be selected, besides other things,
on the basis that in their preoccupation with the game the
children forget that they are taking part in a language
lesson in a classroom. Their use of English becomes
spontaneous and natural (p.Cl). A list of games was given
for practising language items in the primary school.
The poor English of the students entering,university
prompted Professor K. Lord in 1974 (VI,3) to recommend that
communication skills would also be taught. The oral-
structural approach was not all that powerful after all.
Complaints also came from the commercial sector who said' that
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the school-leavers were not able to apply what they had
learned in shcool. Among other problems, the inability
to communicate with others was found to be the most serious
problem. On the other hand, N. Lam advocated in the same
issue the use of language games and similar activities in the
classroom in that they maintained learner interest in
language classes. A good language game is a good way of
breaking the routine of classroom drill as it provides fun
and relaxation while remaining within the framework of
language learning (VI, 3:27). This compares interestingly
with the editorial views in the issues of 1974 (VI,3) and
1962 (IV,l) in response to the question of motivating student
to learn English. Language games were suggested solely for
the motivational element they contained. Every means should
be used to stimulate and maintain the student's interest.
Interest gives the motive power of force behind the lesson.
If the student is interested, he is not unruly (IV, 1:37).
Unlike what has gone before, efforts were made to classify
language games into guessing, competitive, matching and
structure games.
From then onwards, language games began to gain
more support from teachers as a classroom technique. For
example, they were suggested as a means of bridging the gap
between Primary 6 and Form 1 with the main objective of
reinforcing and consolidating-what the students had
learned during the primary course (A. Cheng in 1974 VI, 4).
The interest element in games was also acknowledged.
In 1976, we notice a more innovative way of English
teaching reflected in, for example, the article The Use of
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Word Puzzles in Teaching English (1976, VI, 5). Creative
language teaching began to be accepted as instructive as
well as motivating:
Word puzzles have often been used in EFL teaching in
the past, but always invariably as light relief only.
I want in this article to make out the case for their
use as a serious and indeed powerful instrument for
teaching the language. (VI, 5:58)
The importance of language games was also reflected in the
survey done by Etherton published in the same issue. Among
the teacher factors contributing to success and failure in
learning English in Hong Kong, one of the major complaints
was: The teachers only taught according to the textbook.
They didn't use any outside materials or language games
(VI2 5:46). Whether they were meant to be a break in class-
room routine or useful learning activities, the fact that
the students wanted language games remained.
The trend towards a more creative language teaching
still characterized the articles published in the following
issues. For instance, in Vol. VI, 6, 1977, R. H. Via
suggested drama techniques for teaching the language. On
the other hand, at the primary level, the article Playway
To English represents the experience of three teachers in
the primary English classroom. Enthusiasm was as much a
teacher attitude as a student one:
It was most heart-warming to watch our pupils busy at
work, their faces beaming with excitement and smiling
contendedly when their work was finally accomplished.
... We conclude by saying that our four years' efforts
have not been wasted. (VI, 6:31)
Though creative teaching methods began to be recognised as
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acceptable, the oral-structural approach still dominated
the average language.classroom. In reply to the questions
of the effectiveness of the approach, the editorial opinion
was that the oral-structural approach would work with
situationalization, games and other activities. In another
instance, language games, songs, and rhymes, crossword
puzzles, etc. were suggested as a way to enable students to
play a more active role.
4.6 Phase Two: Language Games from 1978 onwards
Starting from 1978, a contrast between the growing
emphasis on creative and innovative language teaching and
the diminishing importance of the oral-structural approach
can be detected. The English Bulletin 1978, VII, 1 saw
the first serious mention and practical suggestions on the
communicative use of English in the classroom in Tongue's
article From Formulas to Creativity. The oral-structural
approach was attacked when the writer began by saying:
One of the short-comings of the 'oral-structural
approach' to English language teaching... is that,
even in classes where a great deal of English is used
and repeated, only very rarely does any real communi-
cation take place in that language. (VII, 1:49)
He further argued that language was learned most effectively
through use the grammatical forms must not be treated
separately from meaning, function, and situation. This
line of thought was again picked up in the article Drama
in the English Class in which the writer of the article
concluded that drama activities in the English class help
us to focus our attention on language experience through
actual involvement. The students learn to use the language
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by playing with it (VII) 1:40). At the same time, the
English syllabus was also undergoing some changes in
emphasis though not officially declared yet. Asked about
the objectives and approach to English teaching to be
recommended in the 1979 English Syllabus, the editor replied
that the acquisition of communication skills through the
oral-structural approach and contextualization approach
would be stressed. As always, language games were suggested
as a means to enliven the class.
A shift from the oral-structural approach to the
more communicative approach to language teaching was,
nevertheless, gathering momentum in 1979. The editor in
the section 'Questions and Answers' argued that the commun-
cative approach to language teaching was adoptable in Hong
Kong on the ground that 'communication', when interpreted
broadly, meant more than interaction with others by means of
the spoken language, a practice rarely found among the
Chinese population in Hong Kong. Reading and writing were
as much communicative activities as listening and speaking.
The editor further acknowledged the importance of purposeful
language learning while admitting the limitations of the
oral-structural approach in this respect:
Many of our instructional materials in the past have
concentrated unduly on the formal features of English.
These are of course important but there is more to
language learning than knowledge of rules and ability
to manipulate structures. Meaningful use of what has
been learned is essential in this sense, the 'communi-
cative approach' can be followed from the very first
lesson. (VII, 2:69)
This contrasts sharply and amusingly with the previous
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editorial view that the oral-structural approach was effec-
tive with the use of interesting and contextualized activities
such as games. The worth of language games was further
exemplified in Tongue's article 3 Classrooms in which the
roles of language games in the oral-structural and communi-
cative approach were clearly differentiated, showing a
renewed attention to the technique itself. Although
language games were part of the activities in both approaches,
the kind of games being played is rather different (VII,
2:13). In the former classroom, the main purpose of the
games is to give the opportunity of practising language for.:ms
in a lively manner whereas in the latter the purpose is to
have them use the language for some communicative purpose.
The systematic features of the language are not overlooked
but the primary aim is to contextualize these features- to
have the pupils use them in imagined (but meaningful)
situations rather than in isolation. This article is
significant in that it marked the beginning of a mature
understanding of the nature and applications of language
games in the classroom.
The same issue, as revealed in the editorial, also
reflected the dissatisfaction of many people with the way
in which English was taught in Hong Kong. And it was partly
becaus.e of this that the change of teaching approach was
prompted as shown in the proposed English syllabus in 1980.
In 1980, Ray Tongue (VII, 3) further promoted the
implementation of the communicative approach in Hong Kong
language classroom. In his article, Towards a more
communicative English curriculum in Hong Kong secondary
schools, he clarified the concepts and misconceptions
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about the communicative approach. To him, there was no such
thing as a. 'communicative method' there were, instead, some
language teaching techniques that would be called communi-
cative while others were clearly not. Furthermore, he used
language games, no longer an unfamiliar term then, as a test-
ing stone in differentiating the communicativity of the
approach:
A good example of this distinction is provided by a
study of language teaching games which form part of
all current language teaching methodology of every
school of thought. However, many of the gamES des-
cribed, prove, on examination, to be no more than dis-
guised drills and a drill by its very nature cannot be
communicative. A game, however, which requires the
solving of a problem, the eliciting or exchanging of
information through the medium of the target language
is communicative. This distinction between disguised
drill activities and real games shows clearly the
difference between the two approaches. (VII, 39-10)
By this time, the government view towards such an approach
was already very clear. The editorial view reflected the
conviction on the part of the government in changing the
English teaching approach: Perhaps one possible direction
of improvement in ELT is to pay full attention to language
functions, to meaning and communication (VII, 3:49). On
top of that, the various techniques suggested for the
English teachers also showed aconcern for learning purposes and
student imagination. Talking about language games, the
editor remarked that they were an agreeable way of getting
a class to use its initiative in English. Besides pro-
viding enjoyment as the editors often advocated in the past,
games were seen in a new light: they were able to stimulate
young pupils to use language spontaneously (VII, 3:53).
As games are getting more popular in language teaching
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classrooms in Hong Kong, the teachers are warned of the danger
of changing the game into monotonous drills through careless
design and management.
4.7 Summary
Based on the above review, it is not difficult to see
the growing importance of language games, particularly when
the government is advocating a more communicative approach
to English language teaching in Hong Kong. The increasing
importance of language games is manifested in the growing
knowledge about language games on the level of use as well
as functions. Language games have progressed from the stage
of providing 'light relief' or motivation as shown in Phase
One of the development to that of acting as an instructive
device which bears an important task of stimulating language
use, an activity central to successful language learning.
The attitudes of the editors of The English Bulletin towards
language games have also experienced such a remarkable
change. Furthermore, the interest of an increasing number
of teachers and writers on language games also marks an
acknowledgement of more innovative and creative language
teaching in Hong Kong. A summary of the trends in the two
phases of development of language games is given in
TABLE 4.1.
Although the trend reflected is a favourable one as
far as the use of language games is concerned, it is
unwise to generalize this finding from a collection of
articles by writers and teachers to the majority of the
English teachers in Hong Kong. Therefore, the above review
does not pretend to give a complete picture of the reality, but
TABLE 4.1
DEVELOPMENTOF LANGUAGEGAMESAS REFLECTEDTN THE ENGLISH BULLETIN
Year
Articles Editorial view in Questions Answers
About language games Others About language games Others
1962 Student interest important.
1967 For practice stage.
1968 For oral presentation and
revision.
Advantages of language games.
1969 Situationalization important
for meaningful language.
1970 For enlivening the class.
Providing contexts for
practising structures.
W. R. Lee (1969) suggested.




1976 Word puzzles as teaching
device.







1978 Communicative use of English
important.





drama should be encouraged.
For enliving the class. The English Syllabus
1979 will stress communi¬
cation skills through the
use of the Oral Approach
and contextualization
approach
1979 Different in the Oral
Approach and the Communi¬
cative Approach.
Dissatisfaction of many




The Oral Approach unduly
emphasized.
1980 Can be drills or communi¬
cative activities
Communicative curriculum
allows more language use
An agreeable way for








is used to provide some sort of framework within which the
attitude survey in Part Two of their paper can work. The
review based on The English Bulletin and other government
documents is not supposed to answer and clear all our ques-
tions and doubts about language games. On the contrary, it
generates more questions and interests. Are a majority of
Hong Kong teachers ready for English language games in the
classroom? What do they know about them? Have they ever
tried them in their own lessons? How do they find them?
Do they have any resources for language games? How do
their students react to them?
What kind of problems do they have in using them? What
about the students? What kind of language games do they
like best? What do they like and dislike about language
games? These are only some of the major questions on which
the questionnaires for the attitude survey are based. Such
a survey of the attitudes of English teachers and students
towards language games in Hong Kong is indispensible on the
following grounds:
To date, there has not been any serious attempt to find
out the attitudes of teachers and students in this respect.
Since the affective elements of learning are gaining more
attention and prominence, it is necessary to find out the
attitudes of the teachers and students towards language games
before successful use can be made of language games in the
classroom. The questions asked above serve as some guidance
for the implementation of games in the language classroom.
This research is fundamental in nature in that it establishes





For many years, there has been much use of games in
the language classroom overseas, particularly in a more
communicative approach to language teaching. In Hong Kong,
the recent trend of English language teaching has been
towards one emphasizing language use as opposed to language
usage as in the past. Language teaching games will thus
play a more important role in the repertoire of the teacher's
techniques. For those who are concerned with the teaching
and learning of English, there is a mounting need to gain
insight into the relevance and application of language
teaching games.
5.2 Statement of the Problem
What are the attitudes of English teachers and
students towards English language games in Hong Kong
secondary schools?
5. 3 Significance of the Problem
Language games have always played a role in English
teaching methodology. The roles and nature of language games,
however, show variations in different approaches to language
teaching (See Part One Ch. 3), Changes in the modern com-
plex society have brought about a change in the overall
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educational objectives( see Part One Ch. 2) which in turn,
modify the approach adopted in English languge teaching. It
is in the recent more communicative approach to language
teaching that language games have been given new prominence
and emphasis. They have developed into a common teaching
method in the foreign language classroom in western society
where individuality is stressed and resources are generally
available. What about the situation in this local context
of ours- Hong Kong? Out of context, 'Hong Kong' may mean
anything. In the light of the issue of English language
teaching, however, 'Hong Kong'conjures up, in our mind's
eye, just to mention the obvious, its own particularities
concerning teaching methods, techniques, teacher qualifi-
cation, teacher aspiration, student motivation, student's
mother tongue in relation to English, teacher-student ratio,
classroom size and set up. It is a well-known fact that
students are spoon-fed in Hong Kong. This is true of all
subjects in the schools, and foreign language learning is no
exception. Unfortunately, rote learning has been found
unfruitful for second language learning. Recent research
all points to the importance of the combined effort of
language use and language practice in the process of second
language learning. Unfortunate is also the teacher who
must show a re-orientation in teaching strategies. Now that
the government is advocating a more communicative approach
to language teaching (see Part One Ch. 4) it is imperative
that some related research be done. One such area of research
is the field of English language games which form a part of
the communicative language classroom scene. They are there
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not just to provide fun and relaxation (although that too is
valid in a foreign language classroom) they constitute
activities that help students develop communicative ability
in the target language. With our history of English language
teaching and classroom traditions in mind (see Part One,
Ch. 4), the author thinks we should not hesitate to ask,
Are our teachers and students ready for language games?
Since this readiness hinge's upon
1. attitudes towards language games, and
2. practical knowledge about language games,
a survey was made to throw light on secondary English teachers,
and students along these two dimensions. The survey was
concentrated on ':the secondary level of education because
the gaming method has long been used and accepted in the
primary school in Hong Kong. This study is relevant to
the application of English language games in secondary
schools in Hong Kong. It will provide information that
will -increase awareness of the need to learn more about
language games on the part of the pr.actising teacher. This
study is significant to all who are in a position to promote
English learning/teaching in Hong Kong.
5.4 Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to investigate the
attitudes of English teachers and students towards English
language games in Hong Kong secondary schools. As the
research was intended to find out some information about
the 'readiness' of teachers and students as mentioned in the
last section, the following main questions were asked:
1. How many teachers have had classroom experience in using
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English language games?
2. What kind of problems do they have in using English
language games?
3. What do they know about games on the theoretical as
well as practical levels?
4. Would they use games in the future?
5. What kinds of language games are suitable for what
levels of students?
Re attitudes of students are also of utmost importance.
After all, it is the students who form the target of our
teaching. Their interests and needs directly affect the
strategies teachersadopt. in the classroom. Above all, a
survey concerning students' attitudes towards English language
games will prove beneficial in the implementation of communi-
cative language teaching in the English classroom. The
investigation emphasizes the following:
1. How many students have had classroom experience with
language games?
2. How much English could they learn from the language
games they played?
3. What would they prefer as a teaching method- traditional
pattern practice or more creative language games? Both?
Neither?
4. What are their likes and dislikes about language games?
5. What type(s) of language games do they prefer?
It is hoped that the results of this study will be
pertinent and utilized in the secondary schools in Hong Kong
wherever and whenever appropriate.
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5.5 Limitations
Questionnaireswere used to find out the views of
teachers and students with regard to the use of English
language games in the classroom. Due to the time factor, the
method of oral interview, which increases the validity of
the study, was avoided. The students were presented with a
written and pictorial description of English language games
instead of a demonstration of English teaching methods using
games. Finally, the questionnaires were administered by
different teachers and under different circumstances.
5.6 Definition of Important Terms
Attitude: An enduring organization of motivational,
emotional, perceptual and cognitive processes with respect
to some aspect of the individual's world (Krech and
Crutchfield 1948 p. 173).
A language (teaching) game: A linguistically-focused
activity in which a player or players, through inter-
action and within specified rules, try to achieve a pre-
determined goal (see Part One Ch. 1).
5.7 Methods and Procedures
Two sets of questionnaires, one for the English
teacher and one for the student, were prepared to find out
the answers to the questions listed in Section 5.4 which
form the backbone of the two questionnaires. The schools
for doing the questionnaires were chosen on the basis of
their willingness to co-operate. No attempt of categori-
zation of schools is made. The reasons are given in
Section 5.8.
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5.8 The Teacher Questionnaire
The sample consisted of English teachers from thirty
secondary schools, consisting of five Chinese-medium schools,
and twenty-five essentially English-medium schools. No
further attempt was made to separate them into government,
subsidized and private shcools although all the three types
were present in the sample. This was because the attitudes
towards English language games were thought to be more
related to the teachers' knowledge about them and their
training in ELT rather than the type of school the teachers
teach in. With the school principals' consent, 347 English
teachers teaching within the range of Forms 1 to 5 completed
the questionnaires, which were set in English, during their
free time. The questionnaires were sent and collected by
hand after an average of a week's time. A copy of the
questionnaire is given in Appendix B.
5.9 More about the Teacher Questionnaire
1. As can be seen, questions 1 to 7 provide a general
background of the English teachers investigated with the
last one leading in to the discussion of language games.
Since our attitudes are partly reflected in what we do and
what we do not, No. 8 with its sub-divisions is devoted
to the examination of the teachers' present situations in
regards to language games. For example, for what reasons do
they show hesitation in using language games or dislike them
altogether? Knowledge about the matter concerned also
affects attitudes. The teachers' concepts about language
games are dealt with in No. 9. After that, the teachers were
asked in No. 10 to state whether they would likely use language
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games in the future or not. The last 5 items (Nos. 11-15)
were set to elicit the information on teachers' actual
experiences with language games, paying attention to factors
like game utilization and student response at the same time.
2. Depending on the views and past experiences of the
English teachers participating in the attitude survey, there were
three possible ways of answering the questionnaire:
(a) Nos. 1- 15 (Some problems in using language games)
(b) Nos.1- 10 (No past experience with language games)
(c) Nos. 1- 8A and Nos. 9- 15 (No problem in using
language games)
3. The list of problems in No. 8B was derived from the
author's experience in using language games, and from
informal interviews with practising teachers.
4. No. 9 of the questionnaire is intended to find out the
concepts and misconceptions of the English teachers towards
language games. The items were based on the discussion on
language games in Part One Ch. 1 which states, above all,
that a language teaching game is a linguistically focused
activity in which a player or players, through interaction
and within specified rules, try to achieve a pre-determined
goal. Thus ideally we 'should' have:
Agree
1 Rules are not necessary in a L.G. (wrong)
2 Players may either compete or co-operate 1
with each other in a L.G.
3 L. G. are just fun a(wrong)
(wrong)4 There may not be a teaching point in a
L.G.
5 There are specific goals which players
recognise and agree upon.
1
0





7 Players need not always move about a lot.
8 L. G. can be quiet or noisy.
9 L.G. only benefit those students who are
competent in English. (wrong)
10 L.G. can only be played in groups or teamsLwrong)
11 Almost all L.G. are very long. (wrong)
12 Some L.G. do not aim so much at correct
English as at the ability to communicate
in English.
13 Teachers still play an important role in (wrong)
all L.G.
5.10 The student Questionnaire
The sample consisted of students of the five forms
(Forms 1 to 5) in the seven secondary schools helping to
complete the questionnaires. Three out of seven schools use
Chinese as their medium of instruction. Discarding the
30 incomplete ones, a total of 1313 students' questionnaires
were obtained. To facilitate understanding, they were set
in Chinese. Pictorial and verbal descriptions were pro-
vided to illustrate the meaning of language games in English
teaching/learning. The questionnaires, which took a
maximum of about 15 minutes to complete, were done in class
under their own teachers' supervision. Again they were sent
and collected by hand, but in about a fortnight's time.
The Chinese as well as English versions of the questionnaire










In view of.a more communicative approach to
language teaching recently advocated by the Hong Kong Govern-
ment, this study was designed to find out the attitudes of
English teachers and students towards English language
games which will assume a more important role in creative
language teaching. For this purpose, two sets of question-
naires were prepared for the teachers and students. The
teacher questionnaire is mainly concerned with teachers'
attitudes towards language games, their problems in using
games, their knowledge about gaming, and where applicable,
their classroom experiences in using language games. Besides
the questions on attitudes towards and classroom experiences
in using language games, the student questionnaire also
elicits information on the amount of English students could
learn from games, and the types of games they would prefer
to play in the English lessons. The schools for doing the
questionnaires were chosen on the basis of their willingness
to co-operate. The subjects consisted of 34'6 English
teahcers from thirty secondary shcools, and 1,313 students
from seven secondary schools. The results of the study
will therefore be confined' to the subjects investigated.
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CHAPTER 6
ANALYSIS OF THE TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
6.1 Introduction
This chapter analyses the Teacher Questionnaire used
in the study dealing with the attitudes of the English
teachers and students towards English language games in
Hong Kong secondary schools. For this purpose, the focus
of the Teacher Questionnaire is ontl3 five major areas of
(1) teachers' present situations with language games, (2)
problems in using them, (3) their concepts about language
games, (4) their future plans for using language games,
and (5) their actual language game utilization and experiences.
Since the factors included in the section on teachers'
general background (nos. 1-7 in the questionnaire) form a
large part of the variables for the above-mentioned
investigations, the general information about the teachers
investigated, which mainly consists of items on sex, age,
academic specialization, formal teacher training, and teaching
experience, is dealt with first.
6.2 Teacher Information (Nos. 1-7)
Total number of English teachers investigated: 346




Teacher InformationI t ems %
IR AN 75.7Mostly Female
64.3Mostly in their twentiesAge
46.2English MajorsAcademic
15.5Specializa- English Minors




5.5Other English teaching coursesTraining
24.3None
18.71 year or lessTeaching
29.7Experience 2 to 4 years
22.25 to 7 years
9.68 to 10 years
19.8More than 10 years
49.6F. 1 to F. 3Teaching
33.3F. 1 to F. 6Level
13.1F. 4 to F. 5
2.0F. 6 or above
Heard of language games from formalFirst
54.1,training coursesHeard of
Heard of language games from otherLanguage
36.7sourcesGames
8.4Never heard-of language games
Besides the more obvious information revealed in TABLE 6.1,
some other significant data was also found:
1. With regard to the item on academic specialization, a
total of 61.7% of 346 teachers investigated are English
majors/minors. The Others.in that item include Master in
Education and other higher degrees.
2. As many as 70.2% of the teachers were formally trained in
teaching school subjects. The distribution of English majors/
minors who received various types of teacher training is shown
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in Appendix D. It was found that 51.2% of the 346 teachers
investigated were formally trained in teaching English. In
other words, of the 211 English majors/minors, 177 or 83.9%
were formally trained in English teaching, while 6.2%
attended some short-term English teaching courses. Only
10.0% of them have not had any formal training at all.
Another interesting fact is that more English majors tend to
have such training than the minors.
3. Altogether 92.0% of 346 teachers have heard of language
games. As to the source of information, only 78.0% of 177
teachers trained in English teaching first heard about
language games in formal training courses and 20.9% learned
from other sources (see Appendix E). Furthermore, 21.5%
more teachers from the college of education than those from
the school of education first heard of language games in
formal training courses. Obviously, language games play a
more important role in the curricula of the college of
education than those of the post-graduate studies in educa-
tion. This reflects the fact that some curriculum-planners
conceive language games as an instructional device potentially
more useful in the junior language classroom than in the
senior. If a more communicative language teaching approach
is adopted in Hong Kong, it is imperative that language games
be assigned a more important role in the curricula of the
English teaching courses in both the school of education and
the college of education.
6.3 Present Situation with Language Games (No. 8)
This part indicates the distribution of teachers who
use or do not use games and their reasons for behaving as they
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do (see TABLE 6.2).
TABLE 6.2
Teacher Present Situations with Language Games
% of teachers
° o of
Present Situation with LG
teachers
Not trained inTrained in
English Teaching English Teaching
24.846.636.3Used and OK
31.042.537.4Used+ Problems
1.41.4 1.7Used but not again
42.18.624.3Never used
0.70.60.6Dislike using
342 145174No. of teachers involved
A large proportion of the teachers or 75.1% of the population
have used language games before. When this is compared to
the 91 60%of teachers who have heard of language games before,
the fact is that not all who have heard of language games
have tried language games in their classes. Among the
teachers who have used language games, half of them found
language games all right, and in one instance the teacher
even added they are not just all right, but very good'.
The other half found some problems in using games. It is
noteworthy that the obviously negative attitudes in nos. 3
and 5 of item 8-A only cons t itute a total of 2.07o to the
total population.
6.3.1 Present Situation With Language Games and Formal Training
This section looks at the differences, if any, in the
present game experiences between teachers who are trained in
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English teaching and those who are not. Disregarding (1)
the 19 teachers who have only had short-term training
courses (these teachers will be neither grouped under
trained nor untrained teachers in all the comparisons
involving the factor of formal training), and (2) the 8
missing cases, we have 174 trained and 145 untrained English
teachers in this comparison. The untrained group consists
of teachers who are untrained English majors/minors and those
who majored in other subjects (see TABLE 6.2).
In general, formal training in English teaching is
positively related to language game experience in the class-
room. As high as 90.8% of the trained teachers are game-
experienced while the figure only numbers 57.2% for the
untrained ones. About 34.0% more trained teachers than
untrained ones have used class games whereas the percentage
for dislike using language games is almost negligible in
both trained and untrained groups. Approximately, 20.8%
more trained teachers than untrained ones found language games
all right after playing games with their students. Since a
smaller number of untrained teachers were involved in having
used language games, fewer teachers in the group were found
to have difficulties with the method. Moreover, very few
teachers abandoned language games after trying them in the
classroom. Hence, whether trained or untrained in English
teaching, teachers rarely show a negative attitude towards
language games however, more trained ones have such game
experience, and tend to find the gaming method all right.
6.4 Problems in Using Language Games
While a 36.0% of teachers found no problem in using
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language games, 216 teachers reported having some problems in
implementing language games in their classes. The distribu-
tion of problems is shown in TABLE 6.3.
Confining ourselves to those problems having a response
rate higher than 30.0%, the five main problems of teachers in
using language games are thus:
44.0%1. Language games take too long (C137).
38.4%2. I don't know much about language games (C115),
33.8%3. Language games are too noisy (C129).
4. There's difficulty. in re-arranging furniture 31.9%
to permit movement within the classroom (i.e.
furniture problem) (C136).
5. Language games demand much preparation work 30.1%
(C127).
As indicated, there is no one problem that is serious enough
to worry half of the population involved. The most serious
problem which gets 44.0% of the response rate, is that of
time required for playing language games. Among these five
problems, two are associated with the Game Factor (C137 and
C129) while two concern the Teacher Factor (C115 and C127).
Only one is related to the Environmental Factor (C136).
This reflects the fact that in the minds of at least 31.9% of
the teachers, language games entail high movement on the part
of the players, which makes classroom furniture very much a
nuisance.
6.4.1 Problems in Using Games and Formal Training
The problems of using language games in the classroom
are examined in relation to Trained and Untrained
teachers. Again formal training refers to training in
TABLE 6.3




































































I don't know much ahout L.G.
I can't take care of students' language errors while playing.
The attitude of our school authority towards L.G. is not clear.
L.G. are boring because players seldom move ahout.
L.G. are boring because they are too dry.
I don't like to 'mix' with my students in a game.
Students become nervous if watched.
Some of my students simply don't co-operate with me.
I'm no good at conducting games.
I don't like students to compete with each other.
I don't like the word 'games'.
L.G. are a waste of time because students can't learn from them.
L.G. demand much preparation work.
There's too much external noise- aircraft, traffic, other classes.
L.G. are too noisy.
I haven't got time to think about L.G. seriously.
Our school authority doesn't care much for L.G.
I don't know where to look for L.G.
It's chaotic when students start arguing about whowhich team
should be the winnerloser.
Students don't know what to do in a game.
Our classrooms are too small to play L.G.
There's difficulty in re-arranging furniture to permit movement
within the classroom.
L.G. take too long; it's difficult for us to catch up with the
syllabus.
There're little financial resources for L.G. in our shcool.
I may lose control of the students.
It never came to my mind that we could use L.G. to practiselearn
English.
Students don't like to compete with each other.
Students don't like L.G. which do not contain competitive elements.
I'm not familiar with the language of game instructions.
L.G. are too difficult for students.
There're far too many students in my class(es).




English language teaching. In this comparison, 93 trained
teachers are involved whereas the untrained amount to 107
(see TABLE 6.4).
TABLE 6.4
Teacher Problems in Using Language Games
Untrained Teachers (107)Trained Teachers (93)
Not know about LG 54.2%59.1%1. Too long
Where to look for LG 34.6%46.2%2. Preparation work
29.9%43.0% Too long3. Furniture Problem
25.2%Too noisy40.9%4. Too noisy
Never used (78)Used + Problems (133)
Not know about LG 69.2%58.6%1. Too long
29.5%45.1% Where to look for LG2. Too noisy
Haven't thought about LG 24.4%42.9%3. Preparation Work
seriously
Form 4/above (37)Forms 1- 3 (103)
48.6%Preparation work1. Too long 61.2%
45.9%48.5% Too long2. Furniture problem
43.2%45.6% Too many students3. Too noisy
9 (132) 10 (84)
44.0%43.9% Too long1. Too long
38.1%38.6%2. Too noisy Furniture problem
Not knowing about LG Not knowing about LG
36.9%23.0%3. Furniture Problem Preparation work
Both similarities and differences are clear between the two
groups of teachers. The most significant variation lies in






enough information about language games. Altogether 88.8%
of these teachers had such problems. With respect to
similarities, both trained and untrained teachers found
language games too long and too noisy. Since more trained
teachers have used language games, the problems of heavy
preparation work, classroom management, time, and noise are
more common among the trained. teachers. On the whole, it
can be said that the formal training factor affects to some
extent the problems teachers meet in using class games.
6.4.2 Problems in Using Language Games and Language Game
Experience
Teaching is both a practical and theoretical pro-
fession. Teaching techniques are always best seen in the
actual classroom setting. Likewise, language games are
best understood by playing them. So is there any difference
in the problems experienced by those who have used language
games and the problems envisaged by those who have never
used language games (see TABLE 6.4)?
With the teachers who have never used language games
before, the main problems are associated with teacher factors
which reflect a lack of knowledge about the nature and sources
of language games. Therefore, for this group of people, the
reasons why they have not played language games are not so
much the limitations of language games as their own problems
of understanding. On the other hand, those who have used
language games have problems similar to those of the trained
group.
6.4.3 Problems in Using Language Games and Student Level
To find out if there is any difference in the problems
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encountered by teachers teacning zne senior r or ins -1 of) a,ilu
junior forms (Forms 1-3), item 12 about the student reaction
to games is checked against item 8B. This is done to distin-
guish between those teachers playing language games with
Forms 1-3 students only and those with Form 4/above students
only. Thus the problems they have will refer to the parti-
cular level they have in mind (see TABLE 6.4).
From TABLE 6.4, the following information is obtained.
As the only common problem between the lower and higher forms,
language games too long is nevertheless a much more serious
problem with Froms 1-3 in that about 15.0% more teachers are
troubled in this respect. Furniture and noise problems come
second and third respectively perhaps because of the higher
physicality of language games with younger children in Forms 1-3.
On the other hand, as senior form teachers are often busy pre-
paring their students for external exams, the demand of
language games for preparation work understandably forms the
greatest problem in that group. They also have trouble in
dealing with so many students in a class at the same time,
which is only a little less severe-(43.2%) than the preparation
work problem (48.6%).
6.4.4 Problems in Using Language Games and Game Concept Score
Problems in using language games are also measured
against the teachers' scores in game concept (Item 9 of the
questionnaire) the details of which were already explained
in Section 5.9. The present comparison is to examine if the
understanding of the nature and functions of language games
affects the types of problems teachers meet in playing language
games with their students (.see TABLE 6.4). Since the average
score is 9 points (one point for each 'correct' response),
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the two groups were differentiated into (1) scores 4 9 and
(2) scores 10 points in game concept. As can be seen from
TABLE 6.4, there is not much difference in problems between
the high- and low-score teachers. The only difference lies
in the noise problem in. 9 group and preparation work
problem in 10 group. Moreover, three out of four
problems in 9 group are similar to those of teachers' in
general- language games too long, Don't know much about
language games, and language games too noisy. This
comparison shows that game concept does not greatly affect
teachers' problems in using games.
6.4.5 Problems in Using Language Games and Incorrect Game
Concepts
Based on the assumption that problems are partly a
result of misunderstanding and misconception about the nature
and functions of language games, some problems in item 8B are
matched against their possible related misconceptions in
item 9. This is to find out if there is any correlation between
the teachers' wrong concepts about a particular aspect of
language games and their related problems (see Appendix F).
Among the twenty-nine possible correlations shown in
Appendix F between problems and game concept:
1. Eleven of the correlations show that the problems are
found by more teachers who have wrong concepts about the
related aspects of language games than those who have the
right concepts. In order of decreasing difference between
the two groups, we have TABLE 6.5.
It was found that two of the most serious problems
of usinE lanEuaEe games- lanauaffe games too long. and
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"language games too noisy can at least be partly accounted
for by the misconceptions about the related aspects of language
games. As high as 77.8% of teachers who think that almost all
language games are very long have the time problem in using
language games in class half of those insisting that language
games must be in the form of either groups or teams have noise
problems with language games and thus run the risk of losing
control of their students.
TABLE 6.5
PROBLEMS IN USING LANGUAGE GAMES AND INCORRECT GAME CONCEPTS
ProblemsGame Concept%
L.G. too long
All L.G. are very long77.8
L.G. too noisy_50.0 L.G. must be in groups/
losing control of studentsteams35.7
Students arguing about losing/Rules are unnecessary in LG38.5
winning
L.G. too difficultL.G. only benefit competent14.3
students
of
Students too nervoushave21.4 L.G. must be in groups/teachers Students arguing about winning/teams
the
losingwho
problem Not knowing L.G. can help11.1 L.G. are just funthink
teachingof
that
11.1 IL.G. a waste of time
L.G. a waste of timeThere may not be a teach-9.7
ing point in L.G.
Students know not what to doThere are no specific9.6
in a L.G.goals in L.G.
2. Fifteen of the correIat ions Show that more-
right-concept teachers have the problems concerned.
3. The two groups of teachers responded similarly to the
problems language games too noisy, and I'm no good at
conducting games. The last problem is not so much a conceptual
as a personal skills problem.
6.5 Teacher Concept and Misconceptions about Language Games(No. 9)
Among the 13 game descriptions in No. 9, some of them
earn a high correct response rate while some cause the teachers
much trouble. If we take 60.0% correct response rate as the
point of reference, then there willbe eight correct responses and
five which cause trouble. In TABLE 6.6 a total of 346 teachers
are represented.
TABLE 6.6
TEACHER CONCEPTS AND MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT LANGUAGE GAMES
Code
No.













We can determine before¬
hand when a game should
be finished.
Some L.G.doonot aims:o much at
correct English as at the
ability to communicate in
English
1+5-7
93.3 lciU8 Rules are not necessary in
a L.G.,




93.3 C150 L.G. are just fun.
86.3 C151 There may not be a teaching
poing in a L.G.,
3 C151
ci6o
Players need not always
move about a lot,
Teachers still play an
important role in all L.G.
58.lt
57.8
8272] CI56 L.G. only benefit those
who are competent in
English
k
79.9 C157 L.G. can only be played in
groups or teams-
5
73.9 Cll+9 Players may either com¬
pete or co-operate
with each other in a
L. G.
6




The major misconceptions about language games lie in the area
of time control, function, specific goals, movement element
and teacher role in language games. The functional and
teacher role problems are in some ways related. When the
teachers are not aware of that aspect of games promoting
language use and spontaneous communication, it means they
still think that teachers play a large part in structuring
the game and manipulating student speech in all such
activities. Furthermore, the strong impression everywhere
that players in a language game need necessarily move about
a lot perhaps explains why so many teachers, trained or
untrained, find classroom furniture an immovable obstacle.
It is also amusing to note that the time aspect of language
games has constituted simultaneously the highest as well as
the lowest correct response rates as shown in TABLE 6.6.
Two possible reasons are proposed for this contradictory
fact:
1. The description Almost all language games are very long
with the all (some language games are very long, for
example, those involving simulations) underlined is too
obvious to be true. Teachers are only too familiar with,
this type of trick in setting question papers in schools
themselves.
2. When the teachers read We can determine beforehand when
a game should be finished they might have been reminded
of the enthusiastic (or noisy?) players who refuse to be
stopped instead of the characteristics of games.
6.5.1 Game Misconceptions and Formal Training
In Table 6.7, only the game descriptions with more
than 50.0% of the incorrect responses are listed. Again, ti.
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teachers who had short-term English training courses are not
included in the table.
TABLE 6.7
GAME MISCONCEPTIONS AND FORMAL TRAINING
Game Misconceptions of Teachers
Trained (177) Untrained (146)
We cannot determine before- L.G. aim more at correct
hand when a game should be English. (63.0%)
finished. (50.3%)
We cannot determine before-
hand when a game should be
finished.(60.3%)
There are no specific goals
which players recognise
and agree upon. (53.4%)
Players need move about a
lot.(53.4%)
From Table 6.7, some significant information is obtained:
1. Untrained teachers tend to be less informed about
language games.
2. Both trained and untrained teachers point to the
impossibility/difficulty of time control in playing
language games, but the misconception is even more
severe with the latter group. This finding suggests
that this aspect of language games should be more
thoroughly discussed in various training courses.
3. Game purpose, time control, specific goals, and player
movement are the elements of games that most perplex
the untrained teachers.
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Thus, teachers' understanding of language games is
affected by their training or lack of it. This suggests, at
the same time, that the misconceptions of untrained teachers
should somehow be clarified in order to make for successful
classroom use of language games.
6.5.2 Teacher Awareness of Own Understanding About Language Games
Problems exist in almost any kind of classroom
technique. And language games are just no exception. But the
trouble is: Are our teachers aware of their own understanding
(or lack of it) about language games? Do they praise language
games just because they know that they are not informed enough
to make a judgement? Or are they criticizing language games
without being aware of their own ignorance about them? It
was found (see Appendix G) that only 37.0% of those low-scorers
were aware that they did not know much about language games,
suggesting that teachers need be more informed about the
gaming method if a more communicative approach to language
teaching is implemented in Hong Kong. On the other hand, the
high-scorers seemed to show more self-understanding in
regards to their knowledge about games.
6.6 Future Situation with Language Games (No. 10)
Knowing what the teachers are doing with language
games in their English lessons is informative. But it is
also necessary to find out if-they will use the gaming
method in the future since language games will assume a
more important role in a more communicative approach to
language teaching advocated by the Hong Kong Government.
Encouraging enough, it was found (see TABLE 6.8) that a
TABLE 6.8
TEACHER PLANS FOR USING LANGUAGE GAMES IN THE FUTURE
% of teachers
Academic Speicalization
Eng. maj01 Eng. minor Others
Formal Training Student Level
Total
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151 53 128 170 173 167 52 6 113 336
% of teachers



















































99 83 7 7 1 32 76 7 7 1
The teachers who had short-term English training courses belong to neither group.
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total of 93.7% of the population (i.e. 336 teachers) would
likely employ language games in class, and only 6.3% rejected
language games altogether.
6.6.1 Future Situation with Language Games and Teacher
Academic Specialization
From TABLE 6.8, we see that the English majors/minors
show a greater percentage over the others in having used
language games in their classes:
1. English majors 88.1%
2. English minors 83.1%
3. Others (all except English majors/minors) 56.2%
There is a difference of approximately 30.0% between the
English majors/minors and the rest. This is also the case
with the future situation of used and will use category,
with the English majors responding at the highest rate of
84.1%. This can be explained by the fact that they tend to
be more competent in the English language and are teaching
more English classes than the rest. Among these three
groups of language-game-experienced teachers, a negative
response to future use of language games is very low, ranging
from 3.9 to 5.7%. For those who have so far never used
language games, higher response rates were found in using
rather than rejecting language games in the future. Therefore,
the English majors/minors tend to dominate the used and Will
Use category while the others prevail in Not Used and Will.
6.6.2 Future Situation with Language Games and Formal Training
From TABLE 6.8, the following information is obtained.
Except for the.difference in present game experience, both
trained and untrained teachers show a highly favourable
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attitude towards using language games in the future. A total
of 94.1% of the 170 trained teachers said they would use
language games whereas 93.6% of their 143 untrained colleagues
expressed the same positive views towards the matter. There-
fore the formal training factor does not seem to affect
teachers' plans for using language games in*the future-
highly positive attitudes emerge among trained as well as
untrained teachers.
6.6.3 Future Situations with Language Games and Student Level
This section attempts to find out the distribution
pattern of the wills and 'won'ts with regard to using
language games in the future in terms of the classes teachers
are teaching at present (see TABLE 6.8). With respect to
having used language games in the classroom, there is not
much difference among the teachers teaching different forms.
As expected,more Forms 1- 3 teachers have tried language
games with their classes.
Forms 1- 3 78.0%1.
77.0%Forms 1- 62.
66.7%Form 6/above3.
Forms 4- 5 63.5%4.
The lowest response from Forms 4- 5 teachers can perhaps be
explained by the general tension created by the impending
Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination. Of course,
student factors have also to be taken into account. This will
be shown in Section 6.6.4 of this chapter.
The highest response rate in Used and Will Use
category falls in the group of teachers who are teaching
Forms 1- 6, instead of mainly the lower forms. This can be
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accounted for by the fact that there are more English majors
in that group as has already been discussed in Section 6.6.1,
who fare highest in the category of used and will use language
games.
On the whole, the percentages for using language games
in the future are very high regardless of the classes taught:
100%1. Form 6/above
96.4%2. Forms 1- 6
91.4%3. Forms l- 3
90.4%4. Forms 4- 5
One should not be surprised by the 100% support from Form 6/
above teachers because only 6 teachers are involved in that
group, constituting 1.8% of the total population of 335.
6.6.4 Future Situation with Language Games and Student
Response
Students have to be taken into consideration in
selecting a classroom technique. Teachers' attitudes towards
language games are found to be affected by pupils' reaction
to them. A direct relationship seems to exist between positive
student reaction and future game use (see TABLE 6. S). Taking
both junior and senior forms into account, the teachers who
have used and will use language games have more students who
are interested than not interested in language games. There
are cases in which the teachers' attitudes are still very
encouraging even though the students are not very interested.
In fact there are very few students who are completely
unmotivated by language games. Only 2.2% of Form 4/above
teachers do not plan to. use language games in the future
whereas the rate is 4.1% in Forms 1- 3 teachers. Therefore
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generally, the more interested the students, the more likely
the teachers will use. language games with them whenever appro-
priate.
6.6.5 Future Situation with Language Games and Teaching
Experience
It is often said that the longer the teachers
teach, the less the likelihood of their using more
innovative and creative teaching methods. They have long
been accustomed to their own way of teaching and have, so to
speak, settled down complacently in the educational system.
To find out if this applies to the use of language games
in the classroom is thus an interesting task (for details,
see Appendix H). There is an indication in Appendix H that
the use of language games will reach a peak when teachers
have taught for five to seven years but after that it will
gradually drop. But the response rates for all teachers are
very high. Therefore we cannot say that the longer the
teachers teach, the less the likelihood of their using
language games in the classroom. We can only safely claim
that the teachers who have taught for more than seven years
is the group showing least willingness to use language games in
the future.
6.6.6 Future Situation with Language Games and Teacher
Game Concept
Normally, favourable attitudes are formed by
understanding and appreciation. Is this applicable to
language games? Will teachers'attitudes towards language
games be affected by their own game concept (see Appendix I)?
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Apparently, there is not much difference in problems
between the teachers who said they would and would not use
language games in the future. As far as the three most
serious problems are concerned, they have two in common.
However, under more careful examination, it was found that
the common problems observed are more serious with the group
who are not using language games anymore, particularly that
concerning the time factor. For the remaining difficulties
in the two groups, that in the positive group can be described
as Teacher factor while those in the negative one concern
both Teacher factor (Haven't got time to think about
language games seriously) and Student factor (Students
arguing about winning/losing problem and Too many students).
We can argue that since the teacher factor mentioned can be
more easily brought under control than the student factor, the
group having the latter problems will less likely use language
games in the future. The positive group, on the other hand,
is also having these student problems but they are not as
serious as those of the other group (20.2% and 27.7% corres-
ponding to the two student problems in Won't Use group).
Nevertheless, remembering what has gone before, it is unwise to
say that some teachers will not use language games any, more
because of the above-mentioned additional problems. Instead,
we should be reminded that those who will not use language
games in the future tend to be those who are not English
majors/minors, are untrained and are less informed about language
games in general. Also one should not forget that there are,
in any situation, things that have either escaped our attention
and have not been measured or that cannot be measured.
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6.7 Game Utilization (No. 11)
This forms the first question in the part of the
questionnaire especially for those who are game-experienced.
Based on a total population of 249 teachers the distribution
pattern shown in TABLE 6.9 indicates that language games
were mostly used as a kind of practice after learning in
a lesson. Four-fifths of the subjects regarded games as
a pedagogical device helping the learners consolidate the
language items they have learned in class. As the second
important usage, games were used as review by two-fifths of
the teachers. The remaining uses of games were identified by only
about a quarter or less of the population.
TABLE 6. 9






81.975.0Practice after learning 86.5
42.240.043.6Review
12.4 12.4While waiting for the bell 10.3
18.1Before starting the lesson 16.7 20.0
Number of teachers involved 156 24980
Disregarding the item of others, the peripheral uses of
language games as warming-up devices or time-fillers account
for 30.5% of the total population. This is not unexpected
since there are quite a number of teachers who do not fully
understand the nature and functions of language games (see
GameUtilization
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Section 6.5). Moreover, one just cannot guarantee a complete
control over the peripheral uses of classroom techniques.
Haven't we sometimes made students read aloud just to keep
them awake in class? The other game uses specified by the
teachers who answered the questionnaires can be identified
into those for serious purpose of learning, and those for
recreational and motivational purposes only. For details,
see Appendix K.
6.7.1 Game Utilization and Formal Training
Since language games can be broadly classified into
serious ones for learning, and light-hearted ones for
recreational and attention-focusing purposes, it is interesting
to see if there is any marked difference in use of games
between trained and untrained teachers (see TABLE 6.9).
Games used as a kind of practice and review are
prevalent in both groups of teachers. Together with the
presentational usage, the serious purposes of language games
broadly speaking, tend to be used more by trained teachers.
The more peripheral uses, on the other hand, find greater
support in the untrained group of teachers. About 4 of,both
types of teachers use games as a pre-view during their lessons.
6.7.2 Game Utilization and Student Level
From FIGURE 6.1 it can be said that there is
virtually no difference in game utilization between the
junior and senior forms. Only a difference of a few per cent
in each type of usage can be detected between the two levels.
FIGURE 6.1

































« r toinflt.inn of the Effectiveness of Language Games (No. 13)
This question is intended to find out: first, how
teachers measure the effectiveness of the language games they
have used with their students, and second, its implications
on the seriousness of the teachers' attitudes to using language
games in the classroom (see TABLE 6.10).
TABLE 6.10






































On the whole the findings reflect that most teachers are
interested in finding out how students look on the language
games they have played. However, together with the 2.8% on
exercise method specified in the item of Others (not shown
in TABLE 6.10), the more systematic and objective methods
(tests and exercises) are only employed by as few as 7.6% of -IV-he
total number of cases. This kind of distribution pattern
can be taken to imply that generally teachers are concerned
about the learning effectiveness of language games but only
a few of them take the trouble to measure their effectiveness
with more objective methods such as tests and exercises.
6.8.1 Methods of Game Evaluation and Formal Training
Some variations are noted in TABLE 6.10 between the
trained and untrained teachers:
1. Priority of evaluation methods:
The methods of observation, student oral feedback are ranked
similarly in the two categories as first. and second
respectively. Contrary to the untrained ones, more trained
teachers (in English teaching) make use of tests than not
using any evaluation at all.
2. In terms of individual methods:
Generally, tests as an evaluation method are seldom used in
either groups of teachers. There is only 1.0% of difference
in response rate between them. On the other hand, 14.0% more
untrained teachers are not concerned about finding out the
effectiveness of the games they used.
Although there is no observable difference in using
tests as an evaluation method between trained and untrained
teachers, the former show more enthusiasm in making use of
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personal observation on the one hand, and student oral feedback
on the other. Trained teachers seem to be more concerned about
game effectiveness than untrained teachers.
6.9 The Kinds of Language Games Used (No. 14)
There are many different kinds of language games which
help practise different language items and skills. In the
teacher questionnaire, teachers were asked if they had used
games dealing with discrete elements in the language, or whether
they had used games dealing with language skills or integrative
skills such as in communication or any type of combination of
these (see TABLE 6.11).
TABLE 6.11
LANGUAGE GAMES USED BY TEACHERS














There are five kinds of language games that are used
by half or more than half of the teachers in each case. It
was found that three out of five of them practise discrete
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language items of sentence structure, vocabulary and spelling.
The other two out of five help students with speaking and the
more integrative skills involved in communication. The
greatest response (64.5%) falls in the category of language
games concerned with the sentence patterns of English, because
English sentence structures have always been a problem among
Hong Kong English learners.
On the other hand, the rest of the four language skills
listening, reading and writing- are practised in language games
by less than half of the 248 teachers. More language games are
used to practise prop unciation than improve skills in reading
and writing. The other kinds of language games specified by
2.4% of the teachers include those practising discrete language
items such as reported speech and translation which involves a
completely different skill. Can this be taken as evidence of
the usual emphasis on discrete language items among Hong Kong
language teachers? Or does it suggest the unavailability in
Hong Kong of games for practising language skills? Both
hypotheses are plausible in view of the present developments
of English teaching and language games in Hong Kong (see Part 1,
Ch. 4). Furthermore, it also gives rise to the need to adopt
a more communicative approach to language teaching, and to
learn how to learn (see Part 1, Ch 2).
6.9.1 Game Effectiveness and Student Level
Having learned the general pattern of distribution of
game types among language teachers, it is perhaps informative
to find out the degree of effectiveness of various kinds of
games in different forms comprising students of varying needs
and abilities (see TABLE 6.12).
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TABLE 6.12
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF GAMES IN DIFFERENT LEVELS
% of game % of game
effective- effective-
Types of L.G. Types of L.G.
ness in ness in
Fl- F3 F4/above
Sentence Structure 64.4 Communication 59.8
Vocabulary 48.9 Speaking 56.3
49.4Spelling 48.9 Listening
Communication 42.0 Vocabulary 47.1
Speaking 41.0 Sentence Structure 35.6
Listening Spelling 26.435.1
Pronunciation 25.0 Pronunciation 21.8
Reading 11.7 Writing 13.8
Writing Reading11.7 12.6
Others 2.1 Others 3.4
umber of teachers involved 1 188 87
Except for the last four items on pronunciation,
reading, writing and others, there is a marked difference in
the effectiveness of different games between the junior and
senior forms. Among the first 6 types of language games, an
interesting and neat pattern is denoted. The first three
in Forms 1- 3 are those concerned with discrete language
items (sentence structure, vocabulary, spelling) and the last
three with communication skills (communication, speaking,
listening). This order is reversed in Form 4/above where the
games dealing with communication skills are more effective
than those which practise discrete language items. On the
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average, 53.1% more teachers find discrete item games effective
with lower forms whereas 47.4% more teachers think that language
games dealing with language skills are beneficial to Form 4/
above students. Such a distribution pattern faithfully
reflects the varying emphases in different stages of language
learning. The change of focus from more traditional games to
communication-practising games signifies the progression from
more controlled language practice in the junior level to
more spontaneous language use in the senior level. But one
thing worth mentioning is that the more effective games in
Form 4/above seem to be confined to those related to speaking
and listening, the verbal aspect of communication. In both
levels, pronunciation, reading and writing skills are less
effectively practised in games. In an attempt to explain the
fact, the following reasons are put forward:
1. Teachers may think that language games are more suitable
for learning oral skills. Therefore reading and writing
games are least popular with teachers (see TABLE 6.11)
and thus least effective with students.
2. Teachers may also have more confidence in helping
students with reading and writing skills by using more
formal exercises. Is this simply a matter of tradition?
3. The fact that Form 4/above students have to sit for an oral
examination in the Hong Kong Certificate of Education
Examination (HKCEE) makes language games dealing with oral
communication skills predominate.
In any case, the need for more language game resources
is keenly felt. Perhaps with more game materials, teachers
would be more at ease in incorporating the skill-practising
element into language games.
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6.10 Student Reaction to Language Games (No. 12)
Asked if their students like language games, more
Forms 1- 3 teachers show that their students are very
interested while more Form 4/above teachers think that
their pupils are somewhat interested (See TABLE 6.13).
TABLE 6.13





o' Somewhat interested 51.541.4
4.13.6Indifferent
8.22.7Not very interested
N Not interested at all 1.00.5
97220Number of teachers involved
On the whole, both junior and senior, students are regarded
as being interested in language games. In the case of
Forms 1- 3, 93.2% of the 220 teachers think that the students
are interested: more than half of them say very interested.
With regard to the Form 4/above classes, the figure is only
a little smaller, that is, 86.6% and a little more than half
of them, this time, report that their students are somewhat
interested instead of very interested as in the case of the
junior forms. Consequently. more teachers say that the junior
students are interested in language games. But the difference
in this respect is only 6.6%. As a matter of fact, factors




come into the picture. Thus more information from the student
questionnaire is needed before a conclusion can be made (see
Ch. 7).
6.10.1 Student Reaction and Game Utilization
For this purpose, items 11 and 12 of the questionnaire
are matched as shown in Appendix L. From Appendix L, we find
that:
1. Serious game purposes (preview, presentation, practice
after learning,.and review) tend to arouse more student
interest than light-hearted ones (those played while
waiting for the bell and before starting the lesson).
Unexpectedly, more Form 4/above students are interested in
these latter games than the junior students. Perhaps
language games release them for a moment from the routine
exam-oriented preparatory work.
2. There are students in both levels who are not interested
in games as a pedagogical device.
3. There are very few students in both levels who are not
motivated by games for filling time or for relaxation.
Therefore it can be taken that game purposes have some effect
on student response. Serious games tend to arouse intense
student interest more than light-hearted ones while the latter
type of games motivates, in varying degrees, nearly all
students.
6.11 Language Game Frequency (No. 15)
Last of all, the question asked of the teachers was
about the frequency of their using language games in English
lessons. The purpose of this item was to see how many times
language games were used by average teachers within the period
of 5 months, that is, from September 1982 to the date of the
questionnaire, January 1983 (see FIGURE 6.2).
FIGURE 6.2
LANGUAGE GAME FREQUENCY
As illustrated in the histogram, the mode of the
language game frequency is three to five times. That means
38% of the total 249 teachers play language games at most
once a month with their students. It further implies that
language games appear once in every forty English lessons if
we assume that there are ten lessons a week. There are many
factors affecting such distribution patterns, among them the
student interest factor is analysed below.
6.11.1 Game Frequency and Student Reaction
In the junior forms, the distribution pattern more or
less reflects the direct effect of student response on game
frequency (see Appendix M). That is, the more the students
are interested, the higher the frequencies of teachers' using
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games as an instructional device. On the other hand, the
pattern in Form 4/above is not as neat as that in Forms 1- 3.
Some teachers (4.4%) who had used language games more than
six times had some students who were not interested in
language games. Furthermore, the contribution from the
very interested student response decreases from six to
ten to more than ten times. It can thus be tentatively
suggested that teachers teaching the senior forms are more
influenced by their students' responses in using language
games.
6.12 Summary
I. Language Game Experiences
A. Teacher Game Concept
The following are the game descriptions that received
less than 50.0% correct responses:
Time Control We can determine beforehand when a game
should be finished. (45.7%)
Function Some language games do not aim so much at
correct English as at the ability to communi-
cate in English. (45.7%)
B. Attitudes Towards Language Games
Teachers' attitudes towards language games are reflected
directly by the stated present situations with language
games, and indirectly from the problems of teachers in
using them.
1. Present Situations with Language Games
Number of teachers involved: 346
All right 36.3%





2. Problems in Using Language Games
More than 30.0% of the teachers answering this
question had problems of time, lack of information
about games, noise, furniture, and preparation
work when using language games in the classroom.
C. Details About Classroom Applications of Language Games
1. Game Utilization
Language games are mostly used as a kind of practice
after learning through the regular classroom pro-
cedures.
2. Game Evaluation
The most important methods of evaluating language
games are teachers' personal observation and
students' oral feedback.
3. Kinds of Language Games Used
The most popular types of language games( 50.0%
response rates) are those giving practice in
sentence structure, speaking, vocabulary, spelling
and communication.
4. Student Reaction to Language Games
On the whole, both junior and senior students are
interested in language games, with more enthusiasm
being found in the former group.
5. Game Frequency
The teachers are more or less evenly distributed
among the various frequencies with the highest
response of 38.0% in 3-5 times.
II. Future Situations with Language Games
Almost all teachers(93.7% of 336 teachers) claimed that
they would use language games whenever appropriate.
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CHAPTER 7
ANALYSIS OF THE STUDENT QUESTIONNARIE
7.1 Introduction
Like the teacher questionnaire, the student questionnaire
also investigates the attitudes towards English language games,
but the subjects studied this time are 1313 secondary school
students. Looking at the problem from the student'.s pers-
pective, two main types of questions are included in the




2. Self-rating of English proficiency (no.4)
B. Questions relating to language games
1. The purpose(s) of the language games they have played
in class (no. 2)
2. The quantity of English they have learned from
games (no. 3)
3. Given two kinds of methods for teaching a langauge
item, conventional and gaming methods, they are
asked to state which method(s) they prefer (nos. 5-6)
4. Their reasons for favouring/rejecting language games
as an instructional device (no. 7)
5. The type(s) of language games they would like to
play in class (no. 8)
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In this section, we will be presenting the findings for the
above questions as well as examining, where possible, the
interrelationships among them.
7.2 Student Personal Information
Level (No. 1)
In this questionnaire, the 1313 subjects come from
Forms 1 to 5 in the seven schools that are willing to co-
operate. The students are evenly distributed among the five
forms as shown in TABLE 7.1.
TABLE 7.1
STUDENT PERSONAL INFORMATION
Student Level No. English Proficiency No.% %
Form 1 284 21.6 Above Average 69 5.3
Form 2 234 Average17.8 766 58.7
Form 3 263 20.0 Below Average 471 36.0
Form 4 283 21.6
Form 5 248 18.9
(No Entry) 1 0.1
Total 1313 100.0 100.01306
7.3 Self-Rating of English Proficiency (No. 4)
Subjects were asked to compare their English profi-
ciency with their classmates. The aim of this question was to
see if there was any marked effect of students' English
proficiency on problems such as the quantity of English
learned from language games, and teaching method preference,
etc.
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Out of 1313 students, 7 did not respond to this
question (see TABLE 7.1). On top of other things, it was
found in TABLE 7.1 that very few students regarded their
own English as above average. Although this picture may not,
due to the students' modesty or other reasons, really measure
their English proficiencies, it is valuable in giving some
indication as to how students view their own foreign language
abilities. Therefore it should be remembered that it is the
self-rating of students' English proficiency that is matched
against the various questions in the sections that follow.
7.4 Student Responses Relating to Language Games
Game Purposes (No. 2)
This is the first question concerning the students'
language game experiences in the classroom. The subjects
were asked if they had played language games during their
English lessons or not. If they did, they stated the purpose(s)
of the game- just for fun or for learning/practising English.
There were 26 students who did not respond to this question,
making the total population 1287 students (see TABLE 7.2).
TABLE 7.2 shows that 80.0% of 1287 students have played
language games while 20.0% of them have not had such experience.
Games for learning is the most popular us age among the students
investigated. In a limited time, teachers prefer to use them
with more serious purposes. Moreover, the following
information is also obtained:
1. In each form, the most common use of language games is
for learning English. The response rate in this respect
is highest in Forms 2 and 3. Furthermore, the percentage
of games for learning purposes in each level is almost
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TABLE 7.2





44.1 51.145.260.260.3For learning English 46.8







double or treble that for fun.
2. Light-hearted language games are mostly found being
used among Form one students. About one-third of
Form 1 students stated that the language games they
played were for fun. This can be accounted for as
follows:
(i) Form 1 students are the most junior in the
secondary school. Fun and interest of learning
are given more importance and time in that level, and
(ii) they might have their primary school experiences
in mind when answering the question.
3. Interesting enough, language games seem to be used
increasingly more for both the purposes of fun and
learning with the advance in student level. Starting
with 2.1% in Form 1, the percentage rises to 13.4% in
Form 5. This means that both the interest and instruc-
tional elements of language games are taken account of
GamePurpose
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in the senior forms. In Section 6.9.1, we have seen that
most teachers use games to practise communication skills
with senior students. It is also suggested that language
games are employed to help students with the oral skills
which are examined in the HKCEE.
4. There is not a great variation in the percentage of
students in each form who have not played any language
games before. An average of about one-fourth of each
class of students lack game experience in the English
classroom. The highest response rates are found in both
the most junior (22.3%) and senior forms (22.9% and
21.0%). This is so perhaps because
(i) Form 1 students come from different primary schools
which might have adopted different methods of
teaching. There are some primary schools in which
the way of teaching is still essentially a tradi-
tional one where games are only peripheral.
(ii) Compared with Forms 2 and 3 students, the senior
pupils do not have as much.time for language games
although the fun and instructional factors would be
emphasized when language games were used. As shown
in Section 6.9.1 language games were mainly used
for practising oral skills, which means that other
methods of teaching must have been used to help
students in the other aspects of language learning.
.5. Therefore, on the whole, the ranking of purposes for which
games are used in each level is still the same with all
the five forms- Games for learning English, for fun, and
games for both purposes.
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7.5 The Quantity of English Learned from Language Games (No.3)
This question was asked to find out if students can
really learn English from the language games they have played
in the English lessons. The findings obtained are important
both for their own sake and for examining their effect on
other aspects of language game experiences. A total of 1055
students answered this question (The remaining 258 pupils who
had no language game experience were not required to answer
this question). There were 156 students who chose I don't
know in the quantity scale. Therefore only 899 students
stated clearly the amount of English they had learned from
language games. The responses are examined in TABLE 7.3.
As high as 98.0% of 899 students claimed that language games
could help them learn English. Next to the 2.0% of the
None group, only 5.8% of the students learned much English
from language games. More detailed information is offered as
follows:
In terms of the quantity of English learned:
1. Much English learned from language games- the greatest
response is found in Form 1 (8.3%) while the other 4
forms range from 4.5%- 5.9% in this category. It is not
easy to be certain about why this is so. However, some
explanations can be put forward. For instance, it may
be easier for Form 1 students to learn from language
games which are simple and which mainly deal with discrete
language items that are more manageable and Quantifiable.
Form 1 students may be more accustomed to the gaming
method due to their primary school experiences and thus
may feel more at ease with language games.
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TABLE 7. 3
THE QUANTITY OF ENGLISH STUDENTS HAVE LEARNED FROM LANGUAGE GAMES
Student Level
of students Total
1 2 3 4 5
8.3 4.94.5 5.9 5.2Much 5.8
66.1 67.8 47.163.2 57.0Some 60.3
24.4 29.0 26.8Just a little 42.8 36.6 31.9
1.1 3.2 0.5None 4.3 1.2 2.0
180Number of students 155 205 187 172 899





Much 3.8 5.7 11.6 10.4 7.0 2.6
Some 55.5 62.4 61.6 56.3 62.5 57.0
36.1Just a little 30.9 25.6 31.3 28.7 38.0
None 4.6 1.1 2.1 2.31.2 1.8
Dumber of students 238 566 86 48 544 305
2. Just a little English learned from language games- this
time, it is the senior forms that constitute the highest
percentage. As high as 42.8% of Form 4 students reported
that they had learned just a little English from
language games. This may be due to the more complex
nature of games played in the senior level, and game
frequency.
3. Some English learned from languages- more junior
students havelearned some English from language games










respectively the highest and lowest response rates in
this category, making a difference of 20.7% between them.
4. None- the figures for this category are very low in
each form.
5. Among the five forms of students, the classes that have
learned most and least from language games are respectively
Forms 1 and 4. Adding up the figures for Much and Some






Being the form that benefitted least from language games,
would Form 4 students prefer the gaming method in their
English lessons? Section 7.7 will provide us with an
answer. Thus, on the whole, more junior students claimed
to have learned some or more than some English from
language games.
7.5.1 The Quantity of English learned and Game Purpose
The degree to which language games can teach can be
a function of such items as game purposes. Knowledge about
their interrelationships can be very valuable in choosing
and designing language games for classroom use (see TABLE
7.3). From the neat pattern displayed in TABLE 7.3, it can
be seen that game purposes affect the amount of English
students learned from language games. Adding up the figures





73.2%Games for both purposes
Most students who have played language games for fun as well
as learning find that they can learn much English from them.
Students can still learn from fun games but the number of
them benefit,ted is much less. This result seems to suggest
that the fun element alone in game is not adequate although
the importance of interest element in learning has been
receiving increasing attention in recent years. A teaching
point is needed in a game to direct student learning.
Provided with an interesting setting, topic or task, students
tend to be more motivated to learn the teaching points embedded
in the games. Some learning games may at times be too
dry to motivate those passive students who need some kind of
stimulation. Thus it can be concluded that students tend to
learn more effectively in games that are motivating as well as
instructional.
With Just a little English category, the response
rates decrease from 36.1% in Fun games, through 30.9% in
Learning ones, to 25.6% in games for fun and learning.
The above pattern clearly shows that fun and learning
games are the type of games that make possible a higher degree
of learning than the others. Consequently, to promote maximum
learning, teachers should employ those language games that are
interesting and pedagogical at the same time.
7.5.2 The Quantity of English learned and Student Self-Rating
of English Proficiency
In the teacher questionnaire, 56 out of 346 teachers
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stated that only competent students can benefit from
language games. Although this only accounts for 16.0% of
the total population,* it is still worthwhile here to study
the relationship between English proficiency and the amount of
English students can learn from language games (see TABLE 7.3).
It seems that there is not much difference in the
figures in the three ability groups with regard to some and
None categories. An average of 58.6% and 2.1% of all types
of students have learned respectively some and no English from
the language games they played. However, there is some
variation in the Much and Just a little categories:
1. Much English- the figures in this row increase with
English proficiency. While only 2.6% of the Below
Average students can learn much English, the percentage
of the Above Average group is exactly 4 times as great
in this respect (10.4%). It seems to indicate that the
Above Average students get the most out of language games.
2. Just a little English- the highest response (38.0%) in
this case comes from the Below Average group of students.
There are also 31.3% of the Above Average students who
can only learn a little English from language games.
Generally, fewer of the less competent students learn
English from the gaming method in the language classroom.
But care must be taken in making any conclusion from the above
data or jumping to the conclusion that language games only
benefit those who are competent in English. All we can say is
that Above Average students have a greater opportunity to
make full use of language games whereas the Below Average
ones tend to learn little English from language games.
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It can even be argued that this is not as much a language
game problem as it seems to be. Very often competent
students will make the most of any method of teaching while
the poor ones make the least. Moreover nearly the same
percentage of students from the three different ability
groups can learn some and no English from language games.
I t follows that there is no data at present which
validate that language games only benefit those who are
competent in English. Until such data arise, the idea that
only competent students can benefit from language games
remains an unverified statement about language games.
7.6 Attitudes Towards Language Games (No. 7)
This section presents and attempts to intrepret the
distribution of students' attitudes towards language games
across the five forms of students (see FIGURE 7.1).
FIGURE 7. 1





















Altogether 90.5% of 1312 students like language
games and only 9.0% show a totally negative attitude towards
the method. 5.2% of them see both advantages and limitations
in playing language games whereas 0.5% are uncommitted to
either side. Since 80.0% of 1288 students have tried games
in the English lessons (see Section 7.4), it means that there
are some students who have never played games but, all the
same, like language games. Obviously all this suggests a
favourable attitude towards language games.
All the 5 forms of students show a similar degree
of support of language games. Throughout, above four-
fifths of the population in each form support language games
as shown in FIGURE 7.1. Comparatively speaking, the most
favourable attitude towards language games is found in
Forms 1 and 3, and consequently Forms 2, 4 and 5 have more
students who dislike language games only. Since the
differences among the five forms are very small in each case,
the picture suggests a positive attitude towards language
games. It looks as if gaming should not be confined to the
lower forms senior students would also like to learn through
games in their English lessons, too (see Section 7.7).
7.7 The Teaching Method(s) Students Prefer (No. 6)
In the questionnaire, cartoon strips are used to
illustrate the differences between conventional and gaming
methods of teaching. For the senior and junior levels, two
sets of cartoon strips on different language items are
prepared. Students were then asked to state if they preferred
language games or conventional methods or neither or both of
them. Discarding the 22 unresponsive cases, 1292 subjects
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are involved as shown in TABLE 7.4.
TABLE 7.4
STUDENT PREFERENCE FOR TEACHING METHODS
Student Level
Total% of students
2 3 4 51
41.9 45.1 40.631.5 41.4 43.7Gaming only
20.7 12.3 19.9 11.9 16.9Conventional only 19.4
25.921.6 22.7 28.737.6 18.4Both
16.4 23.111.5 18.1 14.3 16.6Neither
63.0 66.569.1 64.6 62.1 73.8Gaming
35.0 38.342.357.0 40.6 42.8Conventional
232279 260 244277umber of students 1292
Student attitudes towards L. G.
% of students
Like &
Like onl Dislike only Neither
Dislike
42.3Gaming only 27.3 35.8 0.0
Conventional only 16.1 20.9 20.9 40.0
Both 26.7 38.810.9 20.0
Neither 4.514.9 40.9 40.0
Number of students 1111 110 67 5
More senior students like the gaming method while more junior
students choose Conventional and Both methods. There is
not much difference in the percentage of students who prefer
neither of the methods shown in the five forms. The percentage
of support for Gaming Method is least welcomed by Forms 5 and
3 students. For Both Methods, Form 1 students provide the






Form 3 students who neither like gaming nor conventional
method. More detailed information is offered as follows:
1. Form 1- it is quite unexpected that Form 1 students offer
the highest and lowest responses in Both and Gaming
methods respectively, when compared with the other forms.
This gives rise to the following questions:
(i) Is the distribution pattern for Form 1 students
affected by the kind(s) of methods practised
when Form 1 students were in the primary schools?
Both too much or too little use of the gaming
method may affect students' attitudes towards the
method.
(ii) Is the gaming method presented in the questionnaire
more difficult (see Appendix C) than the conventional
method? Is more English required of them than they
can handle at that stage? Or do they feel more
secure in the conventional method in that they
experience less personal risk? Although Simple
Present Continuous Tense practised in the language
game cited in the questionnaire should not be
theoretically too difficult for Form 1 students,
it is known that some of them still need much
drilling in the English alphabet (see Appendix N).
At present, we are still not sure why Form 1 students
behave as they do with respect to their preference for
teaching methods. But we can be quite certain that it
is not due to the inadequacy of language games them-
selves because among the 5 forms, Form 1 students have
learned most (see Section 7.5) from the language games
• they played-in the English lessons. (74.4% of them
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state that they have learned much and some English from
language games.) Besides, the data also reflects that
Form 1 students have a relatively high spirit of learning.
Only 11.5% (as opposed to the 23.1% in Form 3) of them
show a negative response to all the three methods suggested
Form 2- Like Forms 3 and 4, the Gaming population in2.
Form 2 is almost twice that of the Both population.
Form 3- this is the most extreme case in this comparison.3.
While 41.9% of them favour the gaming method only, the
Neither population response rate (23.1%) is as high as
the Both response rate (22.7%)., I f we say Form 1
students have a relatively high spirit of learning, then
Form 3 pupils show a comparatively more negative attitude
towards learning and more conventional way of teaching.
The age factor may be taken into consideration here.
Generally, children around the age of 15 or 16, that is,
at about Form 3 or Form 4 level, tend to go to extremes
.and be more rebellious. The fact that they have gradually
settled down in the educational'system of the secondary
school on the one hand and received much pressure from
external examinations (Scaling Test) on the other may be
taken as a contributing factor in this case. After all,
they may want to relax a bit from their studies under
the great pressure.
Form 4- In section 7.5,*we learned that these students4.
have learned least from language games. The Gaming
population response rate (43.7%) in the form is, however,
among the highest. The quantity of English they have
learned from language games has not instilled in them a
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negative attitude towards the gaming method. The
remaining students are fairly evenly distributed among
the Both, Conventional and Neither methods.
5. Form 5- These students are the most enthusiastic
supporters of the gaming method. In view of the tension
created by the HKCEE, and the heavy preparatory work
associated with it, this is unexpected. It has always
been thought that most of them are extremely exam-
oriented. Now that about half of them have chosen such
an untraditional method as gaming, our view about them
seems to need adjustment. The conventional language
teaching method, on the other hand, is the least popular
one among Form 5 students. Are they aware of the
inadequacy of such a method? Or are they just tired of
the many routine exercises they have been doing all
along? It is not unreasonable to suggest that both of
these reasons may lead them to support the gaming
method. But they do not appear to be relying only on
the educational value of games in making such a decision.
As we have seen in Section 7.5, Form 5 students are not
the class who have learned most from language games.
(59.2% of them (74.4% in Form 1) have learned much and
some English from language games.) Therefore the
instructional aspect of games alone does not constitute
a strong reason for favouring or rejecting language
games for these Form 5 students there must be some
other aspects of games and in our environment that affect
their decision.
On the whole, more than three-fifths (66.5%) of the
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total pupulation favour the gaming method. Form 5 students
are unexpectedly the most enthusiastic supporters of language
games.
7.7.1 Teaching Method Preference and Student Attitudes Towards
Language Games
Do students' attitudes towards language games affect
their choice of teaching methods suggested in the question-
narie? What other information, if any, do we get from
matching students' attitudes against their preference for
teaching materials (see TABLE 7.4)?
It was found from TABLE 7.4 that students' attitudes
towards language games are closely related to their choice
of teaching methods. For those who like games only, a total
of 69.0% of them choose the gaming method suggested, showing
that the remaining 31.0% of pupils do not like the games
suggested in the questionnaire. On the other hand, 40.9%
of those students who dislike games prefer neither method.
That means in general that they do not only dislike games
but also conventional method as well. But a total of 38.2%
of them like the language games suggested in the questionnaire.
It therefore follows that appropriate language games can
help promote,to some extent, positive attitudes towards the
gaming method. Teachers may thus need to know more about
their students before language games can be used effectively
in the classroom. As we expected, those who are ambivalent
about language games welcome Both Methods most (38.8%).
But the percentage of students who like games is still very
high (74.6%). Those who hesitate to make a judgement about
their own views towards language games choose Conventional
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Method and Neither Method more. None of them chooses
Gaming Method alone. But 20.0% of them like the language
games and conventional methods suggested in the questionnaire.
Now it is obvious that, the choice of teaching methods
is affected by students' attitudes towards language games.
The more favourable the attitude, the more likely Gaming
Method will be preferred. Conventional Method alone, on
the contrary, will be least preferred. If students have
negative attitudes towards language games, then their
attitudes may be changed through careful selection of language
games according to student needs.
7.7.2 Teaching Method Preference and the Quantity of English
Learned from Language Games
In Section 7.7, we mentioned that the quantity of
English learned from language games is not the strongest
reason for supporting or rejecting the teaching methods.
The present comparison attempts to find out if the quantity
of English learned from language games affects the pre-
ference for teaching methods (see TABLE 7.5).
About TABLE 7.5, only two things need mentioning:
1. Gaming is most preferred regardless of the quantity
of English learned, except for the Much group who
show a little more interest in Both Methods (38.5%)
than in Gaming Method (36.5%). Since the students who
have learned much English tend to be more competent in
English (see Section 7.5.2), it is not far from the
truth to assume that they can learn equally well in any
other methods, and this perhaps explains their favourable
attitudes towards both of the methods suggested.
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TABLE 7.5
TEACHING METHOD PREFERENCE AND THE QUANTITY OF




Both 38.5% Gaming 44.5% Gaming 39.3% Gaming 38.9%
Neither
Teaching (Gaming 36.5% Both 26.7% Both 26.0% Both 11.1%
Conven-
Method tional
?reference onven-17.3% Neither 15.0% Conven-19.3%
tional tional
Neither 7.7% Conven--13.7% Neither 15.4%
ional
'lumber of
52 539 285 18students
2. Preference for the gaming method seems to increase with
the quantity of English learned, but just up to the
amount of some.
7.7.3 Teaching Method Preference and Student Self-Rating
of English Proficiency
The comparison will be more revealing when checked
against each student level. Appendix 0 shows the method
most preferred in each ability class in each form. The
following observations are made from Appendix 0.
1. Gaming Method is welcomed by all forms, all students
(Both means gaming method together with conventional
method). Conventional Method alone is not most
preferred by any student in any form.
2. The findings in no. 1 further confirm that much English
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learned is more the preferred response of students
having an above-average English ability. Similar to
the teaching method preference for the much English
learned group of students (see Section 7.7.2), there
are three forms- Forms 1, 3 and 5- in which the
above average group of students prefer Both methods
to Gaming method.
3. Moreover, in Form 1, the method most preferred in each
ability group is still Both methods, showing that
(a) they have generally a high spirit of learning (see
Section 7.7) and/or (b) Conventional method still looks
fresh to these students who have just entered secon-
dary school.
4. It can be tentatively suggested that the English pro-
ficiency of students affects students' preference for
teaching methods.
7.8 Reasons for Favouring/Rejecting Language Games and
Student Level
In this comparison, the number of students included
in the positive and negative categories are respec-
tively 1,188 and 186.
The reasons can be classified into those having
response rates that (1) increase with student level,
(2) distinguish between Form 1 and more senior forms,
and (3) are spread fairly evenly among the 5 forms.








1 42 3 5
C113 73.2 68,1 66.0 74.5 71.0
C114 86.0 77.9 86.5 84.9 84.4
C115 35.8 43.1 41.0 42.6 42.4
C116 45.7 40.7 42.6 50.2 52.7
C117 41.5 58,8 59.4 63.3 65.2
C118 25.3 31.4 33.2 42.6 44.2
C119 7.5 22.1 18.4 24.7 24.1
C120 6.4 17.6 17.6 18.7 16.5
C121 6.0 6.9 9.4 10.0 10.3
No. of
Students 265 204 244 251 224
Note:
C113 Language games are fun.
C114 I can learn English from language games.
C115 Language games are competitive.
C116 I can co-operate with my fellow classmates.
C117 I can avoid listening to the teacher.
C118 I need not do any preparation work.
C119 I can chat with my classmates.
C120 I can move about a lot.








They include the reasons:
C116 I can co-operate. with my. fellow classmates.
C117 I can avoid listening to the teacher.
C118 I need not do any preparation work.
For these three reasons, the distribution patterns for the
student factors of C117 and C118 are more consistent as
shown in Fig. 7.2. Students tend to dislike listening to
their teachers more as they advance in level. 28.70 more
students in Form 5 than in Form 1 favour language games
because they can avoid listening to their teachers during
the English lessons. Similarly, but not to so high a degree,
there is an increasing response rate with advance in student
level for choosing language games because less preparation
work is demanded from students. Starting with 25.3% in
Form 1, the figure rises to 44.2% in Form 5, showing, with
years, about one-fifth more students like language games
becasue less preparatory work is involved. With regard to
the co-operative interaction pattern in language games (Cl16)
the response rates rise with level except in the case of
Form 1. Generalising from the above findings, it can be said
that students value the co-operative elements in games more
as they advance in level. Enjoyment in other aspects other
than competition will be increasingly appreciated by the
learners. The advance in level, however, has also brought
with it an increased work load and tension which seem to lead
some students to favour language games for such passive




REASONS C113 to C.120 AND STUDENT LEVEL
2. Reasons with Response Rates that Distinguish between
Form 1 and More Senior Forms
They include the reasons:
C119 I can chat with my classmates.
C120 I can move about a lot.
In both instances, the response rates in Form 1 contrast
sharply with those in the other four forms. Abrupt rises

























Figure 7.2. As shown in the graph, younger students are
surprisingly not closely related to discipline problems in
language games. New environments probably make those
Form 1 students more well behaved. For these learners,
teachers may also play a more authoritative role in the
classroom (see also Section 7.9). This finding, however,
amusingly contradicts the teachers' views reflected in the
teachers' questionnaires. With regard to the problem I
may lose control of my students in No. 8B of the teacher's
questionnaire, 27.2% of the 103 teachers who have played
language games with Forms 1 to 3 students give a positive
response whereas the figure for those Forms 4 above teachers
is only 13.5%.
3.. Reasons Response Rate's' that are Spread Relatively Evenly
Among the- 5' Forms
They include the reasons:
C113 Language games are fun.
C114-I can learn English from language games.
C115 Language games are-competitive.
The distribution patterns across the five forms are repre-
sented graphically in Fig. 7.2. Fig. 7.2 shows that there
is no great variation in response rates across the five
forms in favouring language games for their fun, instruc-
tional and competitive elements. The figures are relatively
higher in the first two cases showing that the learners value
more the instructional and fun aspects in games than the
competitive ones. This is in line with the findings in
Section 7.8 that Forms 1 and 3 have most of their students
choosing the reason of learning English for favouring
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language games. They are also the two forms that have
benefitted most from language games (see Section 7,5).,
Another fact that is worth noticing is that Form 2 gives the
lowest responses in the fun and instructional factors of
games but the highest in the competitive one.
After the above discussion, let us consider the most
popular reasons for favouring language games in each form.
TABLE 7.6 shows that all five forms of students like language
games because they can learn English from them and because
language games are fun. Except for those in Form 1, all
students rank the less constructive reason of avoid listening
to the teacher as the third most important reason for
favouring language games. Comparatively speaking, Form 2 is
the most competitive class while the other classes prefer
co-operation as the interaction pattern in playing language
games. For students' comments on reasons for favouring
games, see Appendix N.
Why do some students dislike language games? Let us
see what TABLE 7,7 has to offer us.
Contrary to the teachers' views expressed in the
teacher questionnaire, feeling nervous in language games is
the most serious problem for all forms of students. While
only 13.0% of the teachers investigated think that students will
become nervous if watched, the problem is acknowledged by as
many as 59.0% of Form 2 students involved in this survey.
From this considerable discrepancy between teachers' subjective
views and students' personal experience, we find the urgent
need on the part of the teachers to know more about their
students in adopting any teaching method in the classroom.
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TABLE 7.7
REASONS FOR REJECTING LANGUAGE GAMES AND STUDENT LEVEL
Student Level
% of students
1 2 3 4 5
C122 2.4 15.4 17.9 17.9 17.9
C123 14.6 15.4 17.9 25.6 15.4
C124 51.2 59.0 42.9 48.7 56.4
C125 31.7 17.9 7.1 35.9 28.2
C126 24.4 5.1 10.7 17.9 10.3
C127 17.1 12.8 3.6 20.5 10.3
C128 31.7 35.9 17.9 30.8 28.2
C129 14.6 7.7 7.1 15.4 5.1
C130 43.9 43.6 32.1 23.1 17.9
C131 14.6 20.5 21.4 30.8 7.7
C132 12.2 17.9 14.3 20.5 15.4
C133 9.8 23.1 28.6 10.3 15.4
C134 14.6 17.9 28.6 25.6 15.4
2.4C135 10.3 7.1 7.7 15.4
Number of
41 39 28 39 39Students
Note: C122 I always lose.
C123 I don't like to compete.
C124 People watching me makes me nervous.
C125 Language games are too hard.
C126 Language games take too long.
C127 Language games are a waste of time becasue I
can't learn from them,
C128 Language games are very noisy.
C129 It's often difficult to find out who is the
winner/loser.
C130 My classmates usually don't keep to the rules,
and this is not fair.
C131 Language games are no fun at all.
C132 Our classroom is too small to play games.
C133 Our teachers don't like playing games with us
students.
C134 I'm afraid our teachers don't take the trouble
to play games with us.








Moreover, the question also arises: Do they feel nervous
because of their unpresentable English which is very likely
to be exposed in a language game? Or are they anxious about
the teacher's censuring eyes? It was found that students'
below-average English ability does relate in some way to the
anxiety experienced in playing language games (for details,
see Appendix P). This being the case, more positive support,
encouragement and help are needed from the teacher.
The second thing the junior learners (Forms 1- 3) are
most concerned about is that language games are very often not
fair since many students do not keep to the rules laid down.
This is only natural because winning/losing does matter much
to the adolescents. Therefore this problem does not as much
disturb the senior students who,instead,find language games
too difficult and too noisy for them. It was found that the
English of more than three-fifths of the students who find
language games too hard is unsatisfactory (see Appendix P).
Therefore it seems that teachers should design and collect
games that cater for the defined needs of the students.
It is good to learn that the problems students have
are not as much connected with the inherent nature of games
as with the students themselves. This means that the problems
can be relatively more easily solved with the teacher's help.
(Part 3 of this paper is an attempt to find out as many
solutions as possible to the problems experienced by teachers
and students when using language games.)
Taking the other problems into account, we find that:
1. Form 1 students, among others, have the least problems
with I always lose I don't like to compete Our
teachers don'.t take the trouble to prepare games for us.
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Above everything else, this shows that teachers are more
ready to play games with younger students. As reflected
in the teacher questionnaire, the number of teachers who
have used language games with Form 4/above students is much
sna17-er than the number of teachers who have used games with
Forms 1- 3 students. But senior students are as
enthusiastic as (if not more than) their junior counter-
parts. This should have some bearing on teachers' future
use of language games.
2. Since Form 2 is the most competitive class among the
five forms (see Section 7.8), it is possible that they
find more difficulty with the problems People watching
me makes me nervous and Language games are very noisy.
These problems can be brought under control with careful
selection of language games on the part of the teacher
(see Part Three).
3. As regards the problems with Our teachers do not like
playing language games with us students and Our teachers
do not take the trouble to prepare games for us, Form 3
shcwsthe highest rate of response. Teacher rather than
language game problems have caused some Form 3 students
to have a negative opinion of language games. Here the
importance of teacher attitude is stressed.
4. Form 4 students show highest response in as many as
seven problems, showing that they have adopted a more
negative view of language games.
5, Besides Nervous, Too difficult, and Too noisy problems,
Form 5 pupils are also afraid of losing.
For
students' comments on their reasons for rejecting games,
see
.Appendix Q.
7.8.1 Reasons for FavouringReiect'iner' Lanarja ge Games and
Quantitv of English Learned from Lang-ua'er'e Games
In the two comparisons, there is a difference between
the groups of students who have learned a certain amount and
who have learned no English from language games. Such a
difference is more effectively brought out by the juxtaposition
of the positive and negative cases in TABLE 7,8,
TABLE 7 A
REASONS FOR FAVOURINGREJECTING LANGUAGE GAMES AND
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Not surprisingly, the students who have learned no
English from language. games like the gaming method for reasons
that are not related to learning at least as far as the three
most important reasons goy Language games are preferred
becasue they enable students to avoid listening to the teacher,
engage in idle talk with each other and move about freely.
For those who dislike the gaming method, language games seem
to be a waste of time, a reason that attracts only 7.5% of
the groups who have learned some and little English from
language games. This shows that those students who have not
benefitted from language games on the linguistic level fail
to appreciate language games as an instructional device.
In the positive case, the reasons offered by the
Much group are more constructive than those offered by the
Some and Few groups. With regard to the item Avoid
listening to the teacher, 48.10 of the Much group responding
this way while an average of 60.4% of the other two groups of
students responded this way. The fact that the more one can
learn from language games, the more one can appreciate the
pedagogical purposes of language games is, therefore, further
brought out. This explains why the reasons of the None
group of students in both positive and negative cases are
essentially different from those of the other 3 groups who
have learned something from language games.
7.8.2' Reasons 'for Favouring/Rejecting Language Games and
Student Self-Rating of English Proficiency
It was found (see Appendix R) that English proficiency
has no effect on the students' reasons for favouring language
games. All three ability groups show the same rating of (1)
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I can learn English from language games (_2) Language games
are fun and (3) I can avoid listening to the teacher..
Apparently this seems to contradict the findings in Section
7.8.1 that there is a difference in the reasons for supporting
language games between the groups who have learned English
from language games and who have not. This contradiction
can be reconciled if we remind ourselves that the quantity of
English learned from language games does not correspond
exactly to the English proficiency of students (see Section
7.5.2 and Appendix R). (All ability groups have only a small
portion of their students who have learned no English from
language games.)
On the other hand, English proficiency has some
effect on the students' reasons for rejecting language
games. Poor English tends to relate more to the Nervous and
Language games too hard problems. The problems of Too noisy
and Not fair seem to increase as student English proficiency
increases. Therefore students seem to support language games
for more or less the same reasons whereas the reasons for dis-
carding language games are more varied.
7.8.3* The Re'as'on's' 'for' Student Response I don't like any type
of *l'an'guage games
It was found that 35 out of 1313 students stated that
they did not like any type of language games. For information
on their reasons for rejecting games, see Appendix S.
7.9- Game' Typ.eI Preference (No. 8)
Finally we come to the last question of the question-
naire, Students were asked to choose from a list those types
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of games they liked. Based on 1263 valid cases, the general
rating of game type preference is as follows (for details.,
see Annendix T):
Competitive L.G.1. 63.3%
2. Co-operative L.G. 55.0%
3. L. G. with teacher 50.9%
4. Group/team L.G. 50.7%
5 Class L.G. 35.5%
6. L.G. with high movement 34.5%
7. Noisy L.G. 16.3%
8. L.G. without Teacher 15.9%
9. Quiet L.G. 15.1%
10. L.G. with low movement 14.2%
11. Pair L.G. 9.0%
12. Others 3.5%
(Total number of students: 1263)
From the game types receiving a response rate of
above 40.0%, it can be seen that the students are mostly
concerned with the interaction pattern, degree of teacher
participation and the number of players in language games.
As regards interaction pattern, competition is preferred to
co-operation which comes next in the general rating of game
type preference, This seems to contradict the findings in
Section 7.8 in which the co-operative element (46.4'/0) of
games ranks higher than the competitive one (40.9) as a
reason for favouring language games. Does this suggest that
students like co-operative games for more effective learning
while favouring competitive games on a more emotional level?
In view of the limited scope of this present paper, the
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problem should prove a promising research area in the future.
For about half of the. population involved, the role of
teachers in a language game is still important. And group
games are more warmly received than other forms of games with
regard to the number of players.
Appendix T and Figure 7.3 show the distribution of
game type preference among five forms of students.
FIGURE 7.3
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Compared with the other forms, Form 2 students are the
most competitive (see Section 7.8). Form 5 students are,
however, fairly evenly distributed between co-operative and
competitive games with 2.0% more students in choosing the









explained by their comparative maturity in age and level.
Moreover, the interest in group games seems to increase with
level. Pair games are least welcomed by most students. On
the average, about half of the pupils in each level like
their teachers to participate in the language games with
them. Forms 3 and 5 most dislike playing games with their
teachers. Perhaps Forms 3 and 5 students are a bit fed
up with their teachers who have been busy preparing them
for the external examinations.
From class games onward, all the game types receive
a response rate of less than 40.0%. For class games, the
distribution is even with an average of 35.5% in each form.
In respect of the number of players, pair games are the least
welcomed in each level except Form 1. Perhaps most of them
lack experience in this type of game. Perhaps they may also
think pair games are less interesting and allow for less
interaction among themselves. Another possible reason is
that _the interest in pair games seems to depend a great deal
on one's partner or neighbour whom orie may not particularly
like.
With regard to physicality, language games that
permit a higher degree of movement is preferred. Unexpectedly,
the most enthusiastic support comes from Form 4 students
(40.0%) and not the youngest pupils who only contribute about
half of the response. Correspondingly, Form 1 students
react most actively to co-operative games (17.,3%) while
Form 4 react least (10.20). This also echoes the findings
in Section 7.8 that Form 1 students show a greater tendency
to behave themselves-.
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Concerning the degree of noise permitted in a language
game, noisy language games only get about 1.0% more of students'
support than quiet ones. Again, contrary to our expectation,
more Form 5 students (19.9%) like noisy games than Form 1
(12.5%), whose response for quiet games is the highest.
Lastly, about one-fifth of Forms 5 and 3 students
prefer language games that are not characterized by teacher
participation whereas Form 1 only have a response rate of
9.2%, a little less than one-tenth. For other game types
suggested by students, see Appendix U,
7.9.1' Game' Type* Preference* 'and 'Student Self-Rating of English
Proficiency
To show the relationship between students' English
abilities and the types of games preferred, TABLE 7.9 has
been prepared.
The distribution patterns for the various game types
can be roughly divided into three types, that is, those having
response rates that (1) increase with students' English
ability, (2) decrease with students' English ability, and (3)
are spread evenly among the three ability classes.
1. Game' types h'aving* response' rates that increase with
stude'n't's'* Engl'i'sh' ability
These are language games that are
(a) competitive,
(b) played with teacher,
(c) low in physicality,








Above. Average Average Below. Average
C136 Competitive 75.3 66.7 56.4
C137 Co-operative 50.0 55.2 55.6
C138 High Movement 29.4 32.1 39.3
C139 Low Movement 23.5 13.9 13.1
C140 Pair 8.8 8.1 10.2
M41 Group 47.1 50.6 51.6
C142 Class 41.2 35.2 35.1
C143 Noisy 17.6 15.8 16.9
C144 Quiet 20.6 14.5 15.6
C145 With Teacher 58.8 50.5 50.4
C146 Without Teacher 16.2 15.7 16.7
Number of students 68 739 450
(a) Competitive language games
A difference of 17.1%.in response rate is discerned
between the two groups of students who rate their own
English as above average and below average. A higher
possibility of winning the game probably attracts more
competent students to competitive language games.
Personal risk of losing face is too high for the less
bright ones. (This reinforces what we found in
Appendix S. Those who say I don't like any type of LG"
Game
Types
are also those who claim to be poor in English and,
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above all, do not like to compete in language games.
Teachers are thus advised not to embarrass these
students in competitive games.)
Language games that are played with teacher(b)
This time there is a difference of about 8.0% between
the above average and below average groups. This
seems to suggest a better relationship between teachers
and the more competent students. Experience also tells
us that the brighter students are also more able to
identify with their teachers who may be, on top of
everything else, their sources of approval and appraisal.
Does this not tell us, on the other hand, that the less
able pupils also need the teacher's concern?
(c) Language games with a low degree of physicality
Mdre_canpetent students like language games that require less
activity on the part of the players. Enjoyment for this
group of students may come from something other than
-running about in the classroom. It is not unlikely that
they are more attracted by the pedagogical aspects than
the physical activity of language games.
(d) Language games that are played with the whole class
In this case the difference narrows to 6.1%. Again,
personal risk in a large group of people is less threatening
with the brighter learners.
(e) Quiet language games
This does not mean that no sound is made in the games
but neither is there much shouting, yelling and noisy
moving about. Again, a good mastery of English may lead
the students to concern themselves more with the serious
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purpose of language games.
2. Game types having response rates that decrease with
students' English ability
These are language games that are
(a) co-operative,
(b) played in groups, and
(c) high in physicality.
(a) Co-operative language games
About 6.0% more students of the "below average" group
like co-operative games. With these less bright learners,
the danger of losing face is less in a more co-operative
learning atmosphere. Moreover, peer learning is also
made possible as (b) will show.
(b) Group games
This time there is only a difference of 4.5%, showing
that group games are only a little more warmly received
by those students who have a less than satisfactory
command of English. Personal risk can be reduced while
learning can be enhanced in group games.
(c) Language games with a high degree of physicality
This type of game is preferred by 39.3% of the lower
ability students, which is 10.1% more than those with
an above-average English proficiency.
3. Game types having response rates that are spread evenly
among the three ability groups
These are language games that are
(a) played in pairs,
(b) noisy, and
(c) played without teacher.
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(a) Pair games
As shown in Section 7.9, they are least welcomed by
most students. Likewise, there is not much difference
in response rates among the three ability classes. A
range of only 1.4% is found to exist between the
above average and below average groups, making an
average response rate of 8.9%. The restricted scope
of interaction and neighbour problems in such games may
have some bearing on this response (see Section 7.9).
(b) Noisy language games
More students like noisy games than pair games. On
the average, 16.3% of the pupils in each ability group
prefer this type of game. In fact, noisy games put off
rather than draw learners to the gaming method. About
1/3 of the students do not like games becasue they are
too noisy (see TABLE 7.7).
(c) Language games that are played without teacher
-The response rate is generally low in this game type
(16.1%). As has already been seen, more competent
learners like to play language games with teachers
however, there is not much difference in response to games
that are played without the teacher.
Considering the above findings, it can be said that
students' English proficiencies tend to have some effect on
their preference for language games. Pupils who have a good
command of English tend to prefer those games that are com-
petitive, quiet, played with the whole class and include
the teacher. On the other hand, learners with less satisfac-
tory English tend to choose games which are co-operative,
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played in groups/teams, and are high in physicality. The
response rates are fairly low for pair, noisy, and teacher-
absent games which receive a similar response from the three
ability groups.
7.10 Summary
I Language Game Experiences
1. Game purpose
It was found that 80.0% of 1288 students have played
language games before, and 29.0% have never tried any.
In the former group of pupils, 51.1% have played language
games that are for learning only, 21.8% for fun only, and
7.1% for fun as well as learning.
2. The quantity of English learned from language games
(i) More than half of the students have learned some
English from the language games they played.
(ii) Junior forms have learned more language from games
than senior forms.
II Student Attitudes Towards Language Games
1. General attitudes towards language games
(1) Students show a very high degree of support of
language games (about 90.5%).
(ii) Comparatively, Forms 2 and 4 have more students
who dislike language games only.
2. Reasons for favouring/rejecting language games
(i) The five most important reasons for favouring
language games are:
(a) I can learn English from language games.
(b) Language games are fun.
(c) I can avoid listening to the teacher.
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(d) I can co-operate with my classmates in a language
game.
(e) Language games are competitive.
(ii) The three most important reasons for rejecting
language games are:
(a) People watching me makes me nervous.
(b) My classmates usually don't keep to the rules,
and this is not fair.
(c) Language games are very noisy.
3. Teaching method preference
(i) Gaming Method 66.5%
Conventional Method 42.8%
(ii) Form 5 are the most enthusiastic supporters of
language games.
III '*Student Game Type Preference
The four most popular types are:
(a) competitive games,
(b) co-operative games,




FINDINGS AND SUMMARY REMARKS
8.1 Introduction
This chapter summarizes the research study discussed
in the previous chapters. It also discusses the major
findings and conclusions along with recommendations for
further research.
8.2 Restatement of the Problem
What are the attitudes of English teachers and
students towards English language games in Hong Kong
secondary schools?
8.3 Purpose of the Study
1. To find out the attitudes of English teachers towards
language games, their concepts about language games,
the kinds of problems thus encountered and various
aspects of classroom applications in using the gaming
method.
2. To find out the attitudes of secondary school students
towards language games, their likes and dislikes about
the method, and the types of games they prefer to play
in the classroom.




Total number of teachers investigated 346 100.0%
Trained teachers 243 70.2%
English majors/minors 211 61.7%
Trained in English teaching 177 51.2%
No Training at all 84 24.3%
Dip. Ed. 84 39.8%
Of 211 English majors/minors:
Training 93 4 4.1%
College
Heard about L.G. 318 91.6%
Heard about L.G. from formal training 78.0%138
courses (among 177 trained Eng. teacher)
II. Language Game Experiences
A. Teacher game concept
1. Game descriptions that receive less than 50.0% correct
responses are concerned with time control and functions
of language games.
1.1 Game concept and formal training
Formal training affects teachers' concepts about
language games. Generally, trained teachers show
fewer game misconceptions.
B. Attitudes towards language games
1. Most of the teachers surveyed show a highly favourable
attitude towards language games.
75% of them are game-experienced.
1.1 Present situations with language games and formal
training
Formal training affects teachers' present situations
with language games. More trained teachers have
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used them and found them all right.
2. Problems in using language games
More than 30.0% of the teachers answering this question
have problems of time, lack of information about games,
noise, furniture, and preparation work when using
language games in the classroom. Teachers' problems
in using language games are affected by the factors of
formal training, language game experience, and student
level.
2.1 Problems in using language games and formal training
Untrained teachers tend to have the problem of not
knowing enough about language games and their sources
whereas trained teachers have problems concerned
with the practical applications of games.
2.2 Problems in using language games and language game
experience
Game-experienced teachers centre their objections
on time, noise, and preparation work problems
while those who have never used any language games
are more concerned with their lack of .information
about the method.
2.3 Problems in using language games and student level
Teachers teaching junior forms (Forms 1-3) find
noise, and furniture problems, while the problems
of heavy preparation work and large classes are
more associated with those teaching more senior
pupils (Form 4/above).
2.4 Problems in using language games and game concept
score
The type of problems teachers have is not affected
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by their game concept score.
2.5 Specific problems and game concept
Eleven problems are found to correlate with game
misconceptions, the two most important of which
are:
(a) Language games take too long vs Almost
all language games are very long.
Language(b) Language games are too noisy'
vs games can




III.Future Use of Language Games
1. Most teachers (94.0% of 336 teachers) claimed that they
would use language games whenever appropriate. The
future use of the gaming method is not affected by
teachers' academic specializations, formal training,
problems encountered, or the levels they are teaching.
A majority of teachers said they planned to use language
games in the future. However, the factors of teaching
experience, game concept, and student response seem to
have some effect on teachers' future use of language
games:
1.1 Future situations with language games and teaching
experience
All types of teachers planned to use language games
in the future. The use of language games seems to
decline with teachers who have taught for more than
seven years.
1.2 Future situations with' language games and game
concept'
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Those teachers who will use language games in the
future have more correct responses in game descrip-
tions than those who will not.
1.3 Future situations with language games and student
response to language games
Student interest positively affects teachers' plans
to use language games in the future.
IV. Details About Classroom Applications of Language Games
1. Game utilization
Language games are mostly used as a kind of practice
after learning through the regular classroom procedures.
1.1 Game utilization and formal training
(i) Both trained and untrained teachers give
their greatest support to games used as a
method of practice.
(ii) The more peripheral uses (while waiting for
the bell, and before starting the lesson)
seem to be more associated with the untrained
teachers.
1.2 Game utilization and student level
There is no difference in game utilization with
different levels of students. Language games are
always employed to consolidate what the students
have learned, and to serve as a kind of review.
2. Game evaluation
The most important methods of evaluating language games
are teachers' personal observation and students' oral
feedback.
2.1 Game evaluation and formal training
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(i) The methods of observation and student oral
feedback are still the most popular means c
evaluating language games in both the
trained and untrained groups of teachers.
(ii) However, it seems that trained teachers are
3. Kinds of language games used
The most popular types of languages games (50.0%
response rates) are those giving practice in
sentence structure, speaking, vocabulary, spelling.
and communication.
3.1 Effective game type and student level
(i) There is a marked difference in the kinds
of games effective for junior and senior
students.
(ii) The games effective for Forms 1 to 3 are
those which give practice in discrete
language items whereas Form 4/above find
games concerned with communication skills
more suitable.
4. Student reaction to language games
On the whole, both junior and senior students are
interested in language games, with more enthusiasm
being found in the former group.
4.1 Student reaction to language games and game
utilization
Serious games tend to arouse intense student
interest more easily than light-hearted ones.
5. Game frequency
more concerned about game effectiveness.
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The teachers are more or less evenly distributed among
the various frequencies with the highest response of
38.0% in 3-5 times.
5.1 Game frequency and student reaction to language
games
Game frequency is more positively related to
student interest with teachers teaching Forms 1
to 3 the pattern with more senior students is
not as obvious.
All these findings imply that language games as an
instructional device is and will very likely be accepted
by English teachers. Formal training should be encouraged
in that it fosters more understanding in teachers about
language games and consequently affects teachers' atti-
tudes towards the method. Knowledge about and practical
experience of language games are important in allevia-
ting the difficulties teachers experience in using games.
8.4.2 About Students
The language-game characteristics of each level are
summarized in TABLE 8.1.
I. Student Information And Language Game Experiences
1. Student English proficiency
Asked to compare themselves with their classmates, 58.7%
of 1313 students rate their own English as average,
36.1% below average, and 5.3% above average.
2. Game purpose
It was found that 80.0% of 1288 students have played
language games before, and 20% have never tried any.
TABLE 8.1
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In Game purpose Quantity of English learned columns, J represents the
form that fares highest in that particular game purpose or quantity of English
learned.
Ihe figures in columns c, f and g are in percentage.
2.
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In the former group of pupils, 51.1% have played
language games that are for learning only, 21.8%
for fun only, and 7.17o for fun as well as learning.
3. The quantity of English learned from language games
Junior forms have learned more language from games
than senior forms.
II. About Game Purpose, Student Self-Rating of English
Proficiency, and the Quantity of English Students
have learned from Language Games
1. Quantity of English learned and g ame purpose
Game purpose affects the quantity of English students
can learn from language games. Games which are for
fun as well as learning seem to provide maximum
learning. Both the motivational and instructional
aspects of language games should be emphasized when
using games in the classroom.
2. Quantity of English learned and English proficiency
English proficiency affects in some way the quantity
of English students can learn from language games.
More learning is experienced by those students with
an average and above average ability of English.
Much English learned and just a little English
learned tend to be selected by the most and least
competent students respectively. But this does not
prove that only competent students can benefit from
language games because bright learners will likely
learn the most whatever teaching method is used.
III.Student Attitudes Towards Language Games
A. General attitudes towards language games
About 90.5% of the students investigated show a positive
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attitude towards language games.
B. Teaching method preference
1. It was found that 66.5% of the students investigated
like the language games suggested in the questionnaire.
Students' preference for teaching method(s) is/are
positively affected by students' attitudes towards
language games and their English proficiency.
1.1 Teaching method preference student attitudes
towards language games
(i) The more favourable the attitude towards lan-
guage games, the more likely the Gaming
Method suggested in the questionnaire will
be preferred.
(ii) Students who dislike games tend to choose
Neither Method.
(iii)Those who are ambivalent about games welcome
Both Methods most.
1.2 Teaching method preference Student self-rating
of English proficiency
(i) The gaming method is most preferred in each
ability group in each form.
(ii) Both Methods receives the largest response
from the students of Forms 1, 3 and 5 whose English
is above average.
(iii)Both Methods ranks first in all the three
ability groups in Form 1.
1.3 Teaching method prefernece the Quantity of English
learned from language games
(i) The gaming method is most preferred regardless
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of the quantity of English learned from
language games, except for the Much English
group who show a little more interest in Both
Method than in Gaming Method.
(ii) The preference for Gaming Method seems to
increase with the quantity of English learned,
but only up to those who have learned Some
English.
C. Reasons for favouring/rejecting language games
1. The five most important reasons for favouring language
games are:
(a) I can learn English from language games. 84.1%
(b) Language games are fun. 70.6%
(c) I can avoid listening to the teacher 57.3%
(d) I can co-operate with my classmates in a 46.4%
language game.
(e) Language games are competitive. 40.9%
(Total number of students: 1189)
2. (i) Reasons with response rates that increase with
student level:
(a) I can co-operate with my fellow classmates.
(b) I can avoid listening to the teacher.
(c) I need not do any preparation work.
(ii) Reasons with response rates that distinguish
between Form 1 (low) and the rest (high):
(a) I can chat with my classmates.
(b) I can move about a lot.
(iii)Reasons with response rates that are spread fairly
evenly among the five forms:
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(a) Language games are fun.
(b) I can learn English from language games.
(c) Language games are competitive.
3. The three most important reasons for r,ejecting language
games are:
(a) People watching me makes me nervous. 52.2%
(b) My classmates usually don't keep to 32.3%
the rules, and this is not fair.
(c) Language games are very noisy. 29.6%
(The total number of students: 186)
4. The low English ability of students is found to relate
in some way to the anxiety they experience in playing
language games.
More students with an English proficiency of below
average feel that Language games are too hard.
5. Students' reasons for favouring/rejecting language
games are affected by student level, and the quantity
of English they can learn from language games.
5.1 Reasons for favouring/rejecting language games
Student level
(i) Students increasingly like games because they
can co-operate with their fellow classmates,
avoid listening to the teacher, and avoid
doing any preparation work. Thus co-operative
games can be used more often with senior learners.
(ii) The nervous problem is common in all forms
of students. While the junior students are
more concerned with the idea of fair play,
the senior pupils find language games too hard.
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5.2 Reasons for favouring/rejecting language games
the Quantity of English learned from language games
(i) In both positive and negative cases, there
is a difference between the students who have
learned something from language games and those
who have not.
(ii) When favouring languages games, the students
who have learned no English state those reasons
that are not related to learning.
(iii )When rejecting language games, the same group
of pupils say that language games are a waste
of time.
(iv) Thus, the more one can learn from language
games, the more one can appreciate them as an
instructional device.
5.3 Reasons for favouring/rejecting language games
Student self-rating of English proficiency
(i) English proficiency has no effect on the
students' reasons for favouring language
games. All three ability groups show the
same rating of (1) I can learn English from
language games (2) Language games are fun
and (3) I can avoid listening to the teacher.
(ii) English proficiency has some effect on the
students' reasons for rejecting language games.
(a) Poor English tends to relate more to the
nervous and L.G. too hard problems.
(b) The problems of Too noisy and Not fair
seem to increase as student English pro-
ficiency increases.
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IV Student Game Type Preference
1. The four most popular types of language games are com-
petitive, co-operative, teacher-involved, and group/
team games.
1. 1 Game type preference Student self-rating of
English proficiency
(i) The preference for competitive, teacher-
involved, low-movement, class, and quiet
games tend to increase with students'
English proficiency.
(ii) The preference for co-operative, group/
team, and high movement games increases
as students' English proficiency decreases.
(iii) Few students like pair, noisy, and teacher-
absent games.
8.5 Teacher and Student Information Compared
Besides answering questions about their own
views-of language games in the teacher questionnaire,
teachers also had to state how their students look upon
games in the language classroom. Whether they made use
of objective judgement or subjective observation, a
comparison of the information provided by the two sets of
questionnaires is informative as well as interesting.
If there is any discrepancy between the data collected
from these two different sources, further exploration
can be made. If the information agrees, teacher can act
along the lines suggested. Here we will focus mainly
on (1) the problems in using language games, and (2) student
reaction to language games. The teachers' problems, which
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are further grouped under the headings of language game,
student, teacher, and. environmental factors', are compared
to the students' reasons for favouring and rejecting
language games, and their game type preference whenever
appropriate. Moreover, teachers' views of their students'
reactions to language games are matched against the
students' own statements of their attitudes towards class-
room games. The results of this analysis are tabulated in
Table 8.2.
8.6 Conclusion
Positive attitudes are detected in both teachers
and students, which will likely raise the popularity and
usefulness of the gaming method in the future. Since
there are few problems that cannot be solved, language
games will prove beneficial to students with teachers
exercising their imagination in both designing and con-
ducting games. It is hoped that the various suggestions
in Part 3 of this paper will help teachers use language
games in Hong Kong secondary schools. Furthermore, the
information on the type of games students prefer will give
teachers some hints as to what games to play with their
students who are individuals in every way. The gaming
method, with all its instructional and motivational abilities,
can be and should be given due attention in the future.
8. 7 Recommendations for further research
There is potential for local research in the area
of language games. The following suggestions represent
only some of the broad directions that we can take:
ImplicationsSuggestions
Gametype preference
70 .6 L.G. are seldom boring to both teachers and students. Positive attitude
revealed.





Teachers need not too much worry. about the noise problem because students
would welcome quiet games as much as noisy, games. And they dislike more
than like making loud noises.
Teachers should choose games which can be finished within 1520 minutes.N_'
Some L.G. are more difficult than teachers have expected. Since the quaoivky
of English students can learn from L.G. is not directly prof ortion.nl to their
English proficiency (though the least competent ones learn little from L.G.),
and nearly all students, regardless of t.heir English proficiency, favour L.G.
for being able to learn from them, this should not present too great a problem.
L.G. should always be tailored to the needs of students.
Most teachers fail to understand the anxiety students experience in playing
L.G. A friendly teacher attitude is thus called for. Co-operative games can
also help.
It is best not to force unwilling students to play. Enthusiastic and positive
teacher attitude will be communicated to students.





There is little conflict between teachers and students in this respect.
However, to promote English learning and avoid excessive teacher manipulation,
teacher-absent mamesshould be encouraged.
55 .2 An interesing contrast is observed between teachers and students in this case.
Thus teachers need choose games with less preparatory work on the one hand,
and remind their students the more serious instructional purpose of L.G. on
the other.







The teachers' problem is not unfounded, but teachers can always use $©u)-»Cv:CMirt





Some teachers and students associate games with players running about the room,
but this only troubles a small number of them, and since not many students like
nigh-movement games, low-movement games can be used. Traditional classroom
management does not make L.G. impossible.
Pref ere rice:










In general, teachers' observation on students' response to L.G. is quite
accurate. But the data collected shows that the senior students are as
interested in L.G. as the junior. In fact, with regard to teaching method
preference, more senior students prefer gaming method only. This suggests
that teahcers can be quite safe in using L.G. with more senior learners.
ame Purpose
1 earning. Teachers are reminded of the motivational aspect in applying L.G. with students.
TABLE 8.2
TEACHERANIJ STUDENTIN FORMATI CI! C MI A
STUDENTINFORMATIONTEACHERINFORMATION
roblems in using language games (2l6 teachers) Codeno. Reasons for rejecting L.G.(186 students)
Code
no.
Reasons for favouring L.G.
(I.I89 students)
. C, Factor
0.9 C131 L.G. boring 18.8.G. boring because too dry C113 L.G. are fun
,G. are a waste of time 3.2 CI 27 L.G. are a waste of time 13.t Cl.lt I can learn English from
L.G.
,G. too noisy 33. S C128 L.G. too noisy% 29.6 0119 I can chat with nv
classmates
.0. too Ions; Mi .0 01 ?6 L.G. too long 14.0
.0. too difficult for students L£5.6 C125 L.G. too hard 25.3
student Factor
tudents became nervous if watched 1?. I C12U People watching me makes me
nervous
52.2
ioir.e students don't co-operate with me. 19 .h C130 Some students don't keep
to the rules, therefore
not fair
3? R
'inninglosing problems. 20 .8 C129 Difficult to find out who is
the winnerlever
10.2
'tudents don't like to compete. 1.9 C122
C123
I always lose
I don't like to compete
14 .0
17 .n
C115 L.G. are competitive
I feachor Factor
on't like to mix with students in L.G. 0.9 C133 Teachers don't like playing
with us
16.7
00 much preparation work. 30.1 C13 Teachers don't take the
trouble to prepare games
for us
19.9 C118 I need not do any
preparation work
-•on't like students to compete. 0.9 C122
CIS3
I always lose
J don't like to compete
lU .0
17.7
C115 L.G. are competitive




I can chat with my
classmat03
I can move about a lot
Environmental Factor
;ur classrooms are too small to play L.G.




C132 Classroom too small l6.1 C12G 1 can move about a lot

































Student Reaction to L.G. Game Utilization Quantity of English learned from L.G. G
fames tend to arouse intense student interest more
than light-hearted ones while the latter type motivates
11 students.
Learning is most effectively achieved in games which are for fun as well as
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1. The use of communicative language games in the junior
forms.
2. Research on skill-practising games appropriate for
Hong Kong secondary school students.
3. Which type(s) of games is/are more conducive to
learning for Hong Kong secondary school students-
competitive or co-operative games, pair or group
games?
4. Which type of games is more suitable for Hong Kong
secondary school students- teacher-involved or
teacher-absent games?
5. Why do most Hong Kong secondary school students
dislike pair games? What can be done about the
organization, interaction pattern, and follow-up
work of pair games in order to make them acceptable
to the students?
6. Why do most students feel anxious when playing
language games? What can be done to make them
feel more at ease in such activities?
7. What adaptations of games can be made to suit
students of different English abilities?
8. What is the optimal frequency of game play for each
level of students?
9. What training do teachers need in communicative
langauge teaching, including language games?
10. How can the structure-based English course be




PROBLEMS IN USING GAMES AND How To OVERCOME THEM
9.1 Introduction
There are problems with any kind of teaching
method. However the difficulties in applying the gaming
method, which requires more intellectual and emotional
involvement of students and teachers, have given rise to
more concern among the language classroom teachers. While
some people are easily put off by the problems they en-
counter, others are eager to find a way to solve the
problems. There are also some others who are not as much
deterred by the difficulties they face as by their own
subjective perspectives with regard to language games. To
help solve the problems of those teachers and students who
are sincere about using language games, this chapter is
devoted to offering some suggestions for solving their
problems. The survey discussed in Part Two discovered
that the most serious problems among those secondary school
students investigated are their anxiety in playing language
games, and fair play, whereas the teachers are mostly
worried about the time, noise, classroom furniture, and
preparation work problems. Their lack of knowledge about
language games also caused them to hesitate to employ the
gaming method in class. In the following, these problems
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will be discussed, and. some practical suggestions will be
made.
9.2' Problems 'in' Using Language 'Games
Two main types of objections to using games can
be identified. The first type consists of those problems
that can be more readily solved by a re-adjustment in
students' and teachers' attitudes than by a mere choice
of appropriate language games. These are the student
problem of fair play, and the teacher problem of lack of
knowledge about language games. The second type comprises
those problems that are more effectively resolved by a
careful selection of game types. This latter category
includes the 'nervous' problem found by the student, and
the time, noise, classroom furniture and preparation work
problems voiced by the teacher. Since games are best
understood by playing, there will only be a brief discussion
of each of these problems before the suggestions on actual
game materials.
9, 2. 1. Problems that can be solved by a re*-adjustment
of attitudes
1. My classmates usually don't keep to the rules, and
this is not fair. (Student problem)
All games are rule-governed. Without rules, there
will only be play and not a game. The concept of
sticking to the rules is thus very important in the
success of a game. It is essential for two reasons:
(i) the teaching points in the game will be best
achieved under the various constraints placed
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upon the players/learners in that particular game
and
(ii) in either competition or co-operation, students
will certainly feel better if all of them are
treated as equals that is, if they are willing
to play fair.
The idea of fair play is all the more important among
children, which has already been validated in Section
7.8. If one student is allowed to break a rule or
play unfairly, hostility will soon spread among the
students. And whatever you have put in teaching point
the language game will be lost. In some serious cases,
students will even develop a negative attitude towards
playing games in the classroom. It is thus best to
prevent such problems by playing the game according
to the rules. To do this, the teacher has to inculcate
in the student a sense of fairness and sportsmanship
(Cortez 1972). From the start, the importance of being
an honest winner and a graceful loser should be impressed
upon the student. Careful teachers can also mak3 use
of this opportunity to help their students to appreciate
the more serious aspect of language learning as well
as the fun and excitement offered by language games.
Moreover, they would also do well tOr=through the game
before the game starts to make sure that their students
understand how to play. This eliminates the chance of
foul play during the game. It should also be remembered
that teachers and students share the same responsibility
in dealing with this problem.
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2.
I don't know much about language games. (Teacher
problem)
Comparatively, this is a more difficult problem to
solve. It may be an excuse or a true confession of
ignorance about language games on the teacher's part.
Fortunately only a samll percentage of the teachers
investigated state that they do not plan on using any
language games in the future. Consequently, we are
faced with a teacher training problem which demands
solutions of a much larger scope. For instance,
readjustments should be made in teacher training pro-
grams. In Section 6.2 we saw that not all training
courses talk about language games, which means that
even some trained teachers are not very well-informed
in this respect, to say nothing of the untrained ones.
If teachers are to understand more about games in the
language classroom, the topic of language teaching
-games should become part of the English curriculum in
the training courses. It is a good practice that in
some schools of education in Hong Kong the teachers-
to-be are encouraged to design language games on their
own. Short-term training courses are also a good way
for untrained teachers to become more informed about
the method. Trained teachers, on the other hand, can
take hold of the opportunity to develop and share their
insights about language games. Now that a more commu-
nicative approach to language-teaching is advocated by
the Hong Kong Government, it is imperative that rele-
vent teaching techniques such as language games be
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given more emphasis in the journals published for
local teachers. Together with other appropriate books,
they should be made available to the teachers through
the schools. Moreover, in the English panel, game-
experienced teachers can also be encouraged to share
with other teachers their experiences, insights and
problems with regard to language games. Since the
concept of learning by doing applies in almost all
kinds of learning, teachers will also benefit from
actually using games in their classrooms. Although
it is found that generally the school authority does
not object to the use of the gaming method, there is
no reason why school principals should not be more
informed about the technique as well so that financial
problems may, at the same time, be reduced to a minimum.
Finally, research and studies about language games
should be made in the local context by concerned
individuals so that the findings will be applicable
and useful to our Hong Kong students.
9.2.2. 'Problems that' can be solved by a careful' selection
of game types
1. People watching me makes me nervous. (Student problem)
As they begin such activities as games and role-
playing, many of our students are naturally shy and
nervous. In fact this nervous problem is keenly
felt by students of all levels. And less competent
students experience more anxiety when playing language
games than the brighter ones. Performing in public
is threatening enough, let alone in the foreign language
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of English. Rogers (1979) finds that students are
acutely embarrassed if they make mistakes and are
corrected or laughed at. They are afraid of being
exposed in a public display. For this reason, they
become very nervous and ill at ease when they are in
the spotlight. But we don't want them to be inhibited
about using English after so many years of language
learning. Instead, we need to have our students, as
Via (1977) says, up on their feet, moving about, in
front of the class, in small group situations, in as
many ways as possible in order to get them away from
their secure space (p. 2). To gradually build up
their confidence in using English in language games
and other situations, there are several ways teachers
can help:
(i) Avoid making an issue of students' errors in
language games and such activities. After all,
errors are just natural in the process of language
learning. Correction can be made afterwards
without embarrassing the students on the spot.
Interrupting the flow of the activity will spoil
the game on the one hand, and kill the interest
of the players on the other. Educating the
learners not to laugh at their fellows' errors
is recommended in all learning situations.
(ii) Creating a friendly atmosphere in the classroom.
Wanadilok (1981) suggests that the chosen games
should foster psychological security in the
learners and make the classroom a more pleasurable
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and productive place for both students and.
teachers. It will help open our students'
mouths and hearts in communicating their thoughts
and feelings in their English classes., Of
course, the teachers must make considerable
efforts because all this takes time, and some-
times, a long time. Savignon's (1976) advice
to teachers is most instructive- Be helpful,
be honest, but never hurtful. A pleasant yet
firm tone from the teacher is also essential if
the game is to teach as well as amuse.
iii) Designing language games that will help lessen
students' anxiety in playing the game. Adjust-
ments can be accordingly made in the organization,
interaction pattern, rules, and the level of
difficulty of the game:
(a) Organization
Rodgers (1981) suggests that games played
in pairs and with the whole class will help
solve the nervous problem. Pair games
save the student from being stared at by
thirty or more pairs of eyes and enable the
players to proceed at their own pace in co-
operative games. Pressure is also reduced
to a minimum in co-operative games. Whole-
class games help avoid putting too much
emphasis and attention on individual students.
Nobody likes to act the hero/heroine on whom
everything depends- in the English classroom.
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Another possibility is group games with res-
ponsibility among the players. Most of the
games in Chapter 10 were collected with the
purpose of solving the nervous problem
experienced by students. Since the more
communicative language games are designed
to maximize meaningful communication and
student interaction, most of them are played
in pairs. Making use of the combining
arrangement technique (eg. Split Cartoon
Strips, Sentences And Paraphrases, etc.) and
the idea of information gap (eg. Asking For
and Giyirg Directions Fill In the Missing
Information, etc.), these pair games enable
the players to play on an equal footing,*
each having specific information to share,
and without stress. Class games which do
not focus on individual players such as
Whispering Down The Lane, and Strip Story
are instructional as well as engaging. The
combined student effort required in group
games such as Cross Talk, Chitchat, and
What Did I Say allows players to learn and
enjoy themselves in the games.
(b) Interaction Pattern
Co-operative type of games make players more
at ease in the process of language learning.
In Section 7.8, we have seen how Form 2, the
competitive class, is most susceptible to
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the nervous problem. No doubt, most
students like competitive games, but they
may like them only for the excitement
offered. The burden of losing face might
be quite another matter. Students do mind
their team losing on their account. More-
over, senior students are also found to
prefer co-operative games to competitive
language games. Most of the communicative
games selected in Chapter 10 are co-
operative. Each player has something to
contribute in performing the specified task.
For example, students have to either give
or receive information in Describe Draw,
'Find the Difference in order to achieve the
goal laid down in the game.
Rules(c)
Generally rules in a language game help pro-
mote fun as well as,learning. Teachers are
reminded, however, to avoid those games that
eliminate the less competent players in the
process of play. The students who get
kicked out will understandably fe21
embarrassed and become disinterested in
playing the game. The purpose of playing
language games is not to discriminate
against some students, but to offer
opportunities for all students to use and
enjoy using English.
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(d) Level of Difficulty
Very often students get nervous when games
demand too much of them intellectually or/
and linguistically. It becomes too taxing
for them to play under stress. Therefore
teachers are advised to choose those games
that are manageable for their students and
make adaptations if necessary. As with the
games suggested in Chapter 10 of Part Three
the level of difficulty is indicated in
almost all game books.
These suggestions are only some possible dimensions
along which teachers can consider when choosing,
adapting, and designing appropriate games for
their students. The suggestions should not prevent
teachers from talking to their students who are
individuals in more ways than we imagine.
2. Language games take too long it's difficult for us to
catch up with the syllabus. (Teacher problem)
Depending on the nature of the game, the time needed for
playing games is highly flexible. There are long as
well as short games, as it were. Teachers have to use
their discretion in controlling the time for each game.
For instance,*Scrabble should be avoided if there is
limited time. In fact, almost all game designers object
to dragging out the game for the whole lesson. A time
range of 10 to 20 minutes is most frequent with class
games. Provided the students understand how to play,
normally a 10-minute game is enough for an average class
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because pupils soon grow tired of long games. Even
interesting games will lose their lustre in a 40-minute
lesson. Some writers even suggest that teachers end
the game while their students are still asking for more.
Many games collected in Chapter 10 require a playing
time of 10 to 15 minutes. A few of them can
even be finished in 5 minutes' time as in Suffix
Prefix Game and What Did I Say. However, there are
games that need a longer time (for example, those
involving discussion and role-playing). The time
factor alone should not prevent teachers from using these
games if they prove useful and beneficial to their
students. Anticipating that the main objection to
communicative activities will be shortage of time,
that these activities will make it difficult to cover
the syllabus or to complete the textbook, Tongue (1978
asks a question of teachers, which is worth quoting here:
Is there much point in covering the syllabus or com-
pleting the textbook if little learning is taking place
thereby? Though short games are generally preferable
there are times when teachers need games that can engage
their students throughout a lesson. Hong Kong secondary
school teachers particularly welcome those games that
can help develop speaking and listening skills in the
oral lesson. For this reason, comparatively longer
games are also included in the game list in Chapter 10
(for instance, Mix'-A-Blend).
3 Language games are too noisy. (Teacher problem)
Perhaps due to the highly compact nature of classrooms
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in Hong Kong schools, classroom noise level is one of the
main criticism of language games. Besides worrying about
losing control of students, teachers may also worry about
their colleagues' opinion of their seeming lack of class-
room discipline. Of course, all language games engage
the players in speaking and/or doing something, and thus
may produce a considerable amount of noise. But doesn't
the choral work in conventional teaching cause just as
much noise? Rogers (1979) reminds us that an increase
in the volume of noise may indicate that the activity is
being enjoyed, as learners are freed from the restraint
of repetition and correctness at all times. Not all noise
is unwanted noise'. Furthermore, student behavior in
a properly structured and supervised group is more easily
brought under control than in a conventional teaching
situation. As long as it does not interfere significantly
with communication, the background English noise should
not pose a major problem. All the same, some teachers
may feel that conventional drills are easy to construct
and administer with a large class however, Palmer (1970)
forcefully,argues that ease alone is a poor reason for
continuing these drills. The results of teaching a
language as a medium of vital communication offset the
difficulties of administering such a program (communicative
activities) (p.69). While the fear of excessive noise
is not unfounded, some possible solutions may be found:
(i) Student Co-operation
The class can be asked to co-operate in keeping
the noise level down, and as Rogers (1979)
remarks, it may also be a useful social exercise
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to keep the noise level from disturbing other classes
(ii) Physical Class Grouping
Revell (1979) says from experience that the circular
arrangement seems to give teachers more control than
other groupings since there is no one they cannot
see easily. The harmony thus resulted tends to
work against trouble-makers. In this author's
opinion, it all depends on the actual classroom
situation concerned. If the circular arrangement
is workable, then so much the better if not,
suggestion (iii) is worth trying.
(iii) Interaction Pattern of Games
To help those teachers who are afraid of embarking
on a potentially riotous activity, pair and group
games can be chosen. Class games with a few
students performing at a time are also possible.
Since it may be the excitement offered by com-
petitive games that produces the greatest noise,
the teachers would do best to play co-operative
games with classes that are over-active. As
mentioned earlier, many games in Chapter 10 are
co-operative and played in pairs. Such an
arrangement prevents the class from making too
much noise. As language teachers, we should
perhaps, after all, be more worried about the
classroom that is too quiet rather than the one
that is too noisy.
L There is difficulty in rearranging furniture to permit
movement within the classroom. (Teacher problem)
It is a common misconception among teachers that players
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need to run about in a language game. As Tongue (1980)
has rightly observed, the communicative approach does
not necessarily demand radical changes in classroom
arrangement and management, as many teachers have come
to believe and perhaps fear (p.11). Physicality, low
or high, is only one facet of games it is only a form
of game realization, and not the essence of language games.
Nor has the physical aspect of games got anything signi-
ficant to do with language learning. Whether the game
should permit high movement or low movement on the part
of the player all depends on the teacher who designs and
sets the game in motion. Therefore furniture problem should
not pose too great a problem. With regard to game
organization, class games with two opposing teams generally
do not demand a classroom rearrangement at all, for
example, Spelling Bee, Noughts Crosses and The Secret
Char'act'er collected in Chapter 10. Pair games allow
students to play in their own seats. Even group games
such as Say It and Problem-Solving Games described in
Chapter 10 can be played with students turned round to
face each other. Although this would make students tired,
we cannot compare our teaching/learning environments with
the spacious foreign classrooms in which groups of
students have the luxury to move freely around the room.
We simply have to live with the limitations of our school
buildings. Moreover, we should not forget that most of
our games should only last about 10 or 15 minutes. On
top of that, physicality is one of the aspects of games
that the students do not much concern themselves with
(see Section 7.9). As Chapter 10 will show, most of the
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suggested games do not require any rearrangement of clasp
room furniture. In case student movement is necessary,
teachers should ask students to push the chairs and desk
a little if this new arrangment stimulates them to more
active participation in the game.
5, Language games demand more preparation work (Teacher
problem)
In view of the heavy work load and high teacher-
student ratio in Hong Kong secondary schools, this
teacher objection is justified. Besides regular school
work, some teachers help with administrative and student
counselling work. Onthe other hand, we know that all
classroom acitivities demand preparation work on the
part of the teacher. Classroom games or gamelike
activities especially require teachers of imagination
and thorough preparation. If teachers are too busy, it
means that teaching/learning in general, and not just
the gaming method, will be affected. To remedy the
situation, on the broader level, the overall system in
the schools needs to be readjusted. On the classroom
level, something can be done by choosing suitable game
types:
(i) There are language games which demand much or
little or no preparation work. According to the
time and other resources available, individual
teachers can choose games that need much gathering
of material and paper work. Others only demand
some thinking on the teacher's part beforehand.
There are also games that, once the players are
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given oral instructions, will run automatically
without causing the teacher too much headache.
Still, some others permit the teacher to think of
ideas on the spot! These various types of games
will appear in the game list in Chapter 10.
Just to mention a few, many discrete-item games
do not need any preparation work at all, as in
Twenty Questions, The Circle Game and Connections,
etc. However, more materials have to be collected
and designed in communicative language games which
tend to-make use of various visual aids to stimulate
meaningful student interaction. Examples include
Complete The Drawing, Use It, and Asking For
Giving Directions.
(ii) For those games that need a lot of preparation work,
or in fact if the use of games is to be systematic
and efficient, English teachers in a shfcool can
always be organized to form a working team, each
responsibe for a different. task. This not only
helps divide responsibilities but also provides
insights and gives experience to the practising
teachers as well. Paper cutting and magazine
collecting work may also involve the students who
are only too glad for an opportunity to contribute.
All this can be done during summer holidays or a
forger vacation. Soon teachers will be able to
develop an eye for appropriate game materials as
they crop up, say, in the books, magazines, papers,
and cartoon series they are reading.
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CHAPTER 10
PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS OF GAMES To THE TEACHER
10. 1 Introduction
This Chapter is devoted to suggesting practical
solutions for some of the more serious problems of teachers
and students in using language games. Many games would
solve the nervous, time, noise, furniture, and preparation
work problems discussed in Chapter 9. The games have been
chosen with an eye to meeting the needs of Hong Kong secondary
school students and are of two main types: (1) games practising
discrete language items, and (2) games developing communi-
cation skills. The first type give practice in sentence
structure, vocabulary, and pronunciation, whereas the second
type-call for communication skills to perform some specified
tasks or express one's ideas and feelings. The list of games is
by no means exhaustive it only attempts to select and adapt
some language games to the Hong Kong context. For easy
reference, a game directory showing, for example, the problem(s)
solved in each game is provided in Appendix V.
Note: In all game descriptions, level represents the forms
in Hong Kong secondary schools.
10.2 Practical Suggest ions of Games
10.2.1 Discrete Language Item Games
A. Sentence structure
1. TWENTY QUESTIONS
Language Point Asking (a) negative, (b) positive sterr





PI a vers fll a ss firnnns of 10
Preparation None
Each student is given a slip of paper and asked to print one
word on it. This can be the name of an animal or a vegetable
or mineral. After shuffling the slips, a student draws first
and answer yes no questions asked by other class members:
Q: Isn't it an animal? or
It's an animal, isn't it? or
It isn'tIts's not an animal, is it?
The winner of the game is the student who has made the
greatest number of correct guesses.
Variation
Other forms of questions can be asked.
Note
This game is meant to deal with the language interference
found in Hong Kong leanjrers who often say yes, it isn't
or no, it is.
Source
Bott, D.E. 1979 Fun and games: large conversation class
involvement RELC Journal 9:8. pp 46-47.
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2. BLACK FRIDAY
Language Point Not only but as well
Level 2-4 Players Two competing teams,
and the teacher as
judge
Time 10-15 minutes Preparation None
Procedure
The class is divided into two competing teams. The teacher
presents the pattern in a situation, for example: Yesterday
was indeed a black day for John because everything went wrong
for him. He got up late and missed the bus. Not only did he
miss his bus, but he 'missed the ferry as well. The first
student in Team A can then go on like this: Not only did he
miss the ferry but he ran into his boss as well. The first
student in Team B continues in the same way. Each correct
sentence scores one point. The team with the highest score
wins. After 15 minutes the game can be continued in another
lesson till all students have had a try.
Variation
Other structures, for example, The faster you finish your
work, the earlier you can leave. or The more you eat, the
fatter you get. can be practised as well.
Source
Lam, N. 1974 Techniques and activities for developing
fluency in the spoken English of secondary school pupils
The English Bulletin VI:3, P.35.
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3. STRUCTURE CONVERSATION GAME




Prepare ten sets of cards- :each set of a different1.
colour.
Each set should consist of ten cards grouped into pairs-2.
the cards in each pair have the same label.
On each card, write down a task which at the same time3.
is the solution to the task given on the other card
belonging to the same pair.
The task consists of converting the given sentence in4.
such a way that the meaning would remain the same- the
beginning of the solution is always given. (Appropriate
sentences can always be found in books preparing students
for HKCEE.) Examples:
Even though it. was raining,In spite of the rain, we
we played football.played football.
In spite ofEven though.




Teacher divides the class into pairs. Students make sure the
cards they have been given are-of the same colour, and check
that the numbers on their five cards are all different. Each
student picks up the card with the same number as his partner
did, and looks at the sentence on his own card. He cannot
read out or show the new version suggested at the bottom of
the card to-the other player. His partner will tell him if
he is right. For a good answer, he scores a point. Then he
checks his partner's answer with the sentence on his own card.
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Corrections can be done by consulting the teacher immediately
or afterwards. If time allows, students can exchange cards
with other pairs of students.
Note
This game is especially useful for Forms 4 and 5 since
questions concerning the transformation of sentence structures
very often come up in Paper III of the English Examination in
HKCEE.
Source
Palka, E. 1981 A structure conversion game Modern English









Write down sentences with missing sections on papers. Books







Each pair of students is given one such paper. They have to
fill out the missing parts with appropriate words. The class
judge which pair has the most original, most imaginative or
funniest sentences made within a certain time limit.
Variation
After the game, students can be asked to extend their sentences
into a story, which gives them more practice in writing. The
stories made up can be used in another cloze game. This might
be interesting becasue they would be working on each other's
work.
Not e
This game familiarizes students-with the cloze items in
Paper III of HKCEE.
Source
Chamberlain., A. 1981 Language games: a challenge to the
teacher's creative imagination RELC Sutnlexnent 1981, p. 39.
(Variation given by the author of this paper.)
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5. WHISPERING DOWN THE LANE





Teacher writes short sentences on slips of paper. Some
examples for different levels of learners:
My big red apple is under the bush,
There is a sheep in the field.
Do you still want a meal?
He filled the bin with wheat from the mill.
Procedure
Teacher gives the slips of paper to the first person of
each column of students. The sentences are then whispered
down the column until the student at the back is reached.
The last student to hear the sentence writes it on the board
the first student then writes the original beneath. A
comparision of the two versions illustrates their hearing/
pronunciation problems if there is any.
Note
Using students' names in the sentences adds interest and
humour to the game.
Source
Bott, D.E. 1979 Fun and games: large conversation class
involvement RELC Journal 9:8, pp 48-49. (Examples given by
the author of this paper.)
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6. CROSS TALK




Ask the class to prepare ten nouns, ten aajeczlves, ten
verbs and ten propositions at home.
Procedure













Ask someone from each group/team to draw four numbers
(1-10) on pieces of paper. If one group has picked 3, 1,
6, 7, they would then be given the words Tree, Red, Drive,
and Inside. When all groups have their sets of four words,
ask them to write one or more sentences incorporating their
words. A time limit can be set. Teacher can encourage
humourous sentences. Finally, one student from each group
writes the group's sentence(s) on the board. Student errors
can be dealt with immediately.
Source




T,a.ng»a.p-P Pni nt RPC.nnstr»nti nn of sr?ramhl Pri gpntpnoPc
Level 1-5 Players Groups/Pairs
Time 5-10 minutes
Preparation
Print a number of sentences on a sheet of paper. The
sentences may be made up by the teacher, or taken from a
text the class has been studying. Cut each sentence into
small slips of paper each having on it one word. Put
each sentence into an envelop.
Example:
Cheung Chau is an easily accessible island to the
east of Lant au. The journey by regular ferry from
Central takes only an hour. The island is small
and the slopes are not too steep, so the area can
be covered in a day.
Procedure
The groups of players have to reconstruct the sentences from
the words in the envelopes. The first group to finish is the
winner.
Not e
The number of sentences players have to work on can be
adjusted according to the students' English abilities.
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8. DON'T SAY "YES"OR "NO"
Asking questions and giving answers, especiallyLanguage Point
asking questions with question tags (e.g....,
isn't it?..., don't you?..., do you?) and
giving phrases for answers. Using "of course",
of course not, "perhaps", "clearly",
obviously, "I'm sure", "I've no idea", not
at all", etc.
Players Class work, leading toLevel 3-5
group or pair work
Time 5-10 minutes
Preparation Prepares a number of questions as shown in the
following.
Procedure
Teacher divides the class into 2 teams, and puts a number of
questions to each team. Each question must be answered without
delay and without the use of either "Yes" or "No". The team
which answers the most questions in this way wins.
The teacher asks questions of this type:
You do live near the school, don't you?
It was raining at 7 o'clock this morning, wasn't it?
The students should reply, for example:
Not very, my home is a long way from school.
I've no idea.
When the students have seen how the game works, they can fire
questions at each other to try to catch each other out.
Source
Wright, A. et al 1979, Games For Language Learning,
New York: Cambridge University Press, p. 27.
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2. A list of sentences which incrfoporate the language items
to be practised.
Procedure
Teacher divides the class into two teams: A and B. Each team
takes turns to select a number and answer the question read
out by the teacher. Each team tries to score three points in
a row, vertically, horizontally or diagonally. The team that
succeeds in scoring three points in a row gets five bonus
points.
Variation
Other discrete language items, for example, articles, can be
practised using this game. The format of the game adds much
interest and excitement to an otherwise common exercise.
Source
Lam, N. 1974 Techniques and activities for developing
fluency in the spoken English of secondary school pupils
The English Bulletin VI:3, p.32. (Variation provided by
the auther of this paper.)
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B. Vocabulary





On a large piece of card-board rule lines to make about 200
squares, each 2sq. cm. Using block letters, write letters
in the squares in these proportions: write A in 15 squares,
B in 4, C in 6, D- 9, E- 24, F- 5, G- 5, H- 6, I- 12,
J- 1, K- 4, L- 9, m- 6, N- 13, 0- 14, p- 7, Q- 1,
R- 14, S- 11, T- 16, u- 6, V- 2, W- 4, X- 1, Y- 4,
Z- 1. Then cut up the squares. (Students can make the game
themselves!)
Procedure
A group of five sits around a large table (made up with
several students' desks) or in a circle on the floor. Turn
all the cards face down, mix them thoroughly and divide them
into several piles with about the same number in each. Each
player gets a pile. The players take turns placing a card
face up in the middle of the table or circle. All the
blavers see the card at the same time.
(1) Word Making:
First of all, agree on a minimum number of letters to
make a word- 3 or 4 letter words for Forms 1 2, 5 or
more for Forms 3 and above. All the players look at the
cards in the middle. As soon as anyone can see all the
cards needed to make a word, she calls out the word,
takes the letters from the middle and forms the word in
front of her, where the other players can see it. Words
can be in any form- singular, plural or past tense.
Proper nouns are not allowed.
(2) Word Taking:
If a player can make a new word by adding one or more
letters from the middle to another player's word, she
can take this word and put the new one with hers, e.g.
HORNS can be taken by adding T to make THORNS. He can
also take a word by rearranging the letters and adding
some more to make a new word, e.g. the letters of HORNS
with T and E can be rearranged to make SHORTEN. The
new word must contain all the letters of the old word
and at least one more letter from the middle. She
cannot take a word from another player by adding S or
ED, D or ES to make a singular, plural or past form.
He may add letters to his own words to make new words
which are more difficult for others to take.
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The game ends when all the cards are face up and no more
words can be made. Each counts all the cards she has used.
The one who has used the most is the winner.
Source
Fountain, R.L. 1979 Word Making and Word Taking: a game to
motivate language learning RELC Journal 9:8 pp 76-77.
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11. SUFFIX AND PREFIX GAMES
Lang'uage' Point Vocabulary
Level 1-5 Players Teams
Time 5 minutes Preparation None
Procedure
Teacher divides class into two teams. Each team has five
minutes to think up as many words as possible beginning
with: un-, re-, bi-, etc. The team with the greatest number
of words wins.
Variation
Students can think up words ending with: -ation, -ment, -ly,
etc.
12. THE MAGICIAN'S GAME
Spelling and word buildingLanguage Point
Players Pairs/Small groupsLevel 1-3
Time 15-20 minutes
Preparation
On a card write a word which can be turned into another word
by changing one letter at a time.
Procedure
Pairs or groups of players get one or more such cards and
discuss among themselves how the target word comes about.
After all have finished., the class can be divided into two
teams. They then play Spelling Bee, only this time the
words are from the cards they have. Pronunciation is









This game can be played by individuals who have finished
doing the classwork.
Source
Ann, A.O.K. 1981 Language games for the individual




Language Point Vocabulary (spelling-- conducted orally)
Players TeamLevel 1-5
Preparation NoneTime 5-10 minutes
Procedure
The two teams stand up to begin the game. One player of
Team A reads a word to the other team. One player from
Team B must spell it correctly. If he fails, he must sit
down and the word passes back to Team A. If it is spelled
correctly, one player reads out another word for Team B.
It is always the winner who reads the next word. The game
ends when the whole of one team has been eliminated and
they are all sitting down. Alternatively, a time limit can
be set.
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14 THE CIRCLE GAME
Language Point Vocabulary
Players GroupsLevel 1-5
Preparation NoneTime 10-15 minutes
Procedure
Students sit in a circle. They begin a rhythmic clapping,
twice on the knees and once with hands together. On the
third clap, the first student says a word in English. The
player next in the line must, on the third clap, say a word
in English that begins with the last letter of the preceding
player's word. Students who cannot come up with a word are
out for that round and have to start the game using a new
English word in the next.
Source
Omaggio, A. C. 1979,, Language in Education: Theory and Practice
Centre for Applied Linguistics, p. 14. (Game title provided
by the author of this paper.)
15. THE VERB GAME
Language Point Verbs and phrasal verbs
Level 1-5 Players Groups
Time 10-15 minutes
Preparation
Cards indicating actions, for example,
SI'OP
Imagine von arc:
on roller skates and trying to stop suddenly
helping somebody to park: signal to him to stop
a policeman at a crossing: tell the pedestrians to wait
about to go down a ski slope: you change your mind
trying to prevent a large crowd from coming up the stairs
telling your dog to stay where he is
CARRY
1 magme you are:
carrying a heavy rucksack uphill in the sun
carrying a trav full ot glasses at a garden party
carrying a heavy suitcase m one hand, an umbrella m the other
carrying a person who has collapsed
carrying a large picture
carrying a bouquet ot dowers
carrying something valuable vou have stolen from a shop
carrying a loaded gun
BR HA K
1 magme vou are:
trving to crack nuts between vour hands
trying to break down a door
trying to break a piece of green wood
trying to break a piece ot dry wood without an axe
breaking (or forcing) your way through thick jungle




trying to open a tin of sardines
opening an important letter
opening a bottle without a bottle opener
opening a window that suddenly comes unstuck
opening a heavy iron gate
opening an umbrella in the wind
opening an old and precious book
LOOK
Imagine vou arc:
looking through a keyhole
looking tor money you have dropped in the street
looking up at the top oi a building
looking behind to see it you are being followed
looking through a microscope
looking for a name in the telephone directory
looking out of a train window




cutting down a tree
chopping firewood
cutting your fingernails
cutting vour own hair
cutting a tough steak
cutting lengths of cloth
cutting grass (mowing or using a scythe)
BLOW
Imagine you are:
blowing out candles on a birthday cake
blowing up a big balloon
blowing into a balloon for a breathalyser test
blowing a flv off vour nose
blowing onto your hands to keep them warm




tugging at a stiff drawer
pulling out a tooth (drawing a tooth)
pulling in a net of fish while standing 011 a boat
pulling a sledge m thick snow
pulling a barge upstream
pulling on socks
pulling a bucket of water from a deep well
NATCH
magine you are:
watching a boring game of tennis
watching a rare bird, some distance away
watching a boxing match on television
watching the traffic pass on a mam road which vou are trying to cross
watching firemen putting out a fire
watching ski-jumping championships
watching the ram, despondently, from your window
WALK
Imagine you are
walking barefoot over a bed of red-hot coals
walking up an escalator that is moving down
walking in thick mud
walking along a tightrope over the Niagara Falls
walking on the moon
walking in deep snow
walking along the corridor of a train
walking on a squeaky floor in a public library
DRINK
Imagine you are
lying by a swimming pool drinking a long cocktail through a straw
drinking water from a fast-flowing mountain stream
drinking a medicine you do not like
drinking a hot soup full of slippery noodles
drinking a good wine at a wine-tasting ceremony
drinking from the bathroom tap in the middle of the night
Imagine vou are:
eating with (Chinese) chopsticks tor the first time
eating a piece of bread and suddenly bite on something hard
eating for the first time after being on a hunger strike
trying to eat in a crowded train
trving to eat a bar of chocolate without being noticed




trying to read somebody else's newspaper over his shoulder in the
bus
trying to read a newspaper on a windy beach
reading the news 011 television
reading a timetable, trying to find when your train leaves
trying to read what is written on an old gravestone 111 a church




cleaning the windows on the outside of the 50th floor of a skyscraper
cleaning a pair of very muddy boots
cleaning the bath
cleaning a vers' dirty car
cleaning the fayade of an old building
cleaning the market place after the market
CATCH
Imagine vou:
are trving to catch a dangerous snake in your garden
have caught a big fish, which vou are trying to land
are trying to catch vour hat, which has blown ofl in the wind
are trying to catch someone who has stolen your bag
are trving to catch a train that is pulling out of the station
are about to catch a fly that has settled on the table
IVRITE
Imagine you arc:
trying to write a note to a friend with a burnt matchstick (because
you have forgotten your pen)
a traffic policeman writing out a parking ticket
a monk writing a.letter in an illuminated manuscript
a pop star signing his autograph
a waiter writing out the bill
a young child learning to write
a lover writing a name in the sand (or carving a name on a tree)
Dyoeprliirp
To promote more student participation, the class is divided
into groups of three. Each group is given a short list of
actions for miming as shown above. These suggestions are all
based on actions that are fairly readily identifiable.
Players take turns to do the miming, and the rest of the
group must then suggest what they think is or was being done,
who the person is, and where she is.
Not
This game is useful for practising phrasal verbs such as
blow out, blow up, blow off, and look for and verbs
depicting different actions.
Snnrcf
Maley, A. Duff, A. 1978. Drama Techniques in Language Learning„
Cambridge University Press, pp. 41-46.
16. CONNECTIONS
Language Point Asking for and giving reasons, u
and Because...
Level 1-5 Plavers ClassGroupsPairs
Time 5-10 minutes Preparation None
Procedure
Each player in turn says a word he associates with the word
given by the player before him. This should be done as a
fast game. Soemtimes the teacher or another player may









Why did you say bush?
Because I thought of the proverb, A
bird in hand is worth two in the bush.
Source
Wright, A. 1979, Games For Language Learning New York:




17. WHAT DID I SAY?
Language Point Minimal pairs/Sound discrimination
Players one caller and competingLevel 1-5
teams
Preparation NoneTime 5 minutes
Procedure
The caller says one of a pair of words distinguished'by only
one sound, e.g., ship or sheep, bean or bin. Either
the teacher or one student can be the caller. Players
indicate which word they think she said, one point for each
correct answer. They make a signal to show which sound
they think they heard, e.g. hands on heads for [i:] and
hands on desks for [I].
Variat ion
Two cards are given to pairs of students. On each card there
are two or three sentences containing one minimal pair, e.g.
He filled the bin with wheat from the mill.
Front stall seats are quite cheap.
It is easy to slip if one is not used to wearing heels.
My knitting is very neat.
Each player dictates the sentences to her partner from her
own card. After five minutes, they check answers. The
player with no mistake wins. This game shows the areas in
which students need more practice.
18. FUN WITH HOMOPHONES
Language Point Homophones( a homophone is a word which is
pronounced in the same way as another word
but has a different spelling as well as a
different meaning. For examples: heel and
heal, dear and deer, so and sew.)
Level 1-5 Dlouorc rtrrin c: Daqiro
Time 15 minutes
Preparation
On a large piece of cardboard paper, draw a crossword






















Two teams take turns completing the puzzle by supplying the
homophone of the word given in each clue. The team with the
greatest number of correct words wins.
Note
Students can help with the making of the crossword puzzle
under teacher direction.
Source




Language Point English'consonant clusters
Level 1-5 Players Class/Groups
Time 15-20 minutes
Preparation
Make some cards with blends such as
sn- spr-sp-sm- Stsl-
sw-str- for each playersh-
Procedure
The players stand in a circle, each with a blend card in
hand so that the other players can see it. The caller stands in
the centre. He calls a word beginning with a blend, for
instance, swim for sw-. The players holding that card
exchange places. The caller tries to get in one of their
places first. The person left out must go into the centre
and become the new caller. Occasionally, the caller may
say Mix-a-blend and all players change or mix places. The
caller may then try for a place in the circle. (Possible
blend words for the caller are: sleep, slot, smart, smell,
snow, snap, spoon, sport, split, splash, spread, spray,
start, stop, strong, street, sweet, switch, she, show, shop,
etc.)
Note
This game is particularly useful for Hong Kong learners who
generally have difficulty in pronouncing sh, sp, and
st sounds.
Source
Wanadilok, K. 1981 Games for specific pronunciation problems
RELC Supplement 1981, pp. 48-49.
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10.2.2 Communicative Language Games
20. COMBINING ARRANGEMENT: SPLIT CARTOON STRIPS
Language Point Language of description varying according to
the kind of cartoon strips provided.
Players Pairs/Small groupsLevel 1-5
Time 15 minutes
Preparation
Copies of cartoon strips divided between pairs or among
groups (see Figure 10.1). (Magazines and newspapers are
good sources of these materials.)
Procedure
The pictures from a 4- or 6- picture cartoon strip are
split up between students A and B. A can be given sections 1,
3 and 5 and B 2) 4 and 6. They describe their pictures to
each other without looking at the other's and decide on the
correct sequence. This can be used in larger groups where
each group member has one cartoon section.
Note
1. After sequencing the cartoon sections, they can write a
story out of them, and read it to the rest of the class.
2. This game can be used with words, sentences, words and
pictures, split dialogues, and split stories, etc.
Sources
Ro.gers, J. 1979 We have ways of making you talk









21. COMBINING ARRANGEMENT: SENTENCES AND PARAPHRASES




For each pair of players, two cards with a number of
sentences and their phrases are prepared. Example:
PLAYER BPLAYER A
1 It costs a lot of1* It is expensive.
money.
2* 1 hate John.2 John is my friend.
Procedure
Each pair of players is given two such cards. The players
must decide if, one sentence is a reasonable paraphrase of
the other. The player with an '*' marked beside her number
reads out her sentence.
Variation
Such a game can also be played with minimal pairs or words








1 a car1 It is expensive.
2 We can cut it.2 water
3 an umbrella3 We carry it in our pocket
4 We use it to write with.
4 a pen
Note
This game is particularly useful for Forms 4 and 5 students
who will be tested on sentence structures in HK CEE.
Source
Nation, P. 1977 The combining arrangement: some techniques
English Teaching Forum, January 1979, pp. 14-15.
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22. DESCRIBE AND DRAW
Language Point Language of description
Players PairsLevel 1-5
Time 10-15 minutes
Preparation Photocopies of some unusual pictures. (see
Figure 10.2). (Magazines are a good source of such materials.)
Pictures should be line drawing or artistically simple to
reproduce.
Procedure
Player A is given a picture which Player B cannot see.
Player A has to describe the picture as precisely as possible
in order to help Player B visualise and draw the picture.
Player B is allowed to ask questions. Player A is not allowed
to watch Player B. After they have finished, the two versions
are compared. Discussion of any language difficulties then
follows.
Note
More than one student may play the role of Player B.
Source
ELT Materials: Design and Use 19781.Communication Games,The





23. DESCRIBE AND ARRANGE




Copies of 6-12 related pictures. These pictures, differing
from one another only in detail, should be mounted in a
particular order (see Figure 10.3).
ProcedurE
Player A is given the master set of these pictures. Player
B has to rearrange the pictures given to her by following
Player A's description.
Variation
With more junior classes (Forms 1 and 2), the task for Player
B can be changed to locating objects in simple line-drawings
with a set of cutouts.
Source
ELT Materials: Design and Use 1978
,ommunication Games The British Council, p.10. (Example




24. FIND THE DIFFERENCE
Language Point Language of spatial relationships
Level 1-5 Players Pairs/4-member groups
Time 10-15 minutes
Preparation
Copies of pair.s of pictures which differ only in a number
of small details (see Figure 10.4). Each picture should
be stored separately in an envelope.
Procedure
Each player or pair of players is given a picture. The
pictures are identical except for a few details. The players
talk about their own pictures and ask questions about the
other's picture until they can spot the differences. Dis-
cussion of any language difficulties can take place when the
two pictures are compared at the end.
Note
Simple line drawings with some colour can be used with more
junior students.
Source
ELT Materials: Design and Use 1978,
Communication Games ,The British Council, p. 16. (Example




25. ASKING FOR AND GIVING DIRECTIONS
Language Point Language for direction
Level 1-3 Players Pairs
Time 15 minutes
Preparation
1. Two street plans, each showing different missing names
of streets, or buildings or shops.
2. Two cards indicating the directions Player A wants
3. Two cards indicating the directions Player B wants.
(see Figure 10.5)
FIGURE 10.5
Materials For Player A
Directions Player A wants
From Tn
1 the station the bank
2 the bank the book shop
3 the book shop the Grand Hotel
4 the Grand Hotel the drugstore
5 the drugstore the coffee bar
Directions Player B wants
From To
1 the station the police station
2 the police station the boutique
3 the boutique the post office
4 the post office the museum














































Directions Player B wants:
FROM TO
1 the station the police station
2 the police station the boutique
the boutique3 the post office
4 the post office the museum
5 the museum the restaurant
Directions Player A wants:
FROM TO
1 the station the bank
2 the bank the book shop
3 the book shop the Grand Hotel
4 the Grand Hotel the drugstore
5 the drugstore the coffee bar
Procedure
Each player is given her own set of materials as shown in
Figure 10.5. They take it in turns to ask for and give
directions using the street plans provided. When the
required directions are given, they write the name in the
appropriate places. (To permit use with different classes,
names can be written on tracing paper attached to street
plans.) They ask for and give directions alternatively.
Teacher may illustrate on the board what the players can
say when asking for directions:
Excuse me, could you tell me the way to (the bank), please?
After that, they compare street plans to check that they
have written the names of the various buildings in the correct
places.
Note
This game requires comparatively more preparation work and
therefore is best prepared by a team of teachers during
holidays or before school terms begin.
Source
Watcyn-Jones, P. 1981, Penguin Functional English: Pair Work,
Penguin, pp 40-41 (Student A) and pp. 38-39 (Student B).
can you tell me how to get to
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26. JIGSAW PUZZLE GAME




A figure made up of cardboard pieces a base for holding
the figure. There should be one set of such materials for














DB GD AA C
Procedure
The class is divided into two groups: each group of players
consecutively plays the role of the Instructing group and
the Operational group. Both groups are given a number of
cardboard pieces which, when correctly placed, form the
figures as shown in Figure 10.6. Each group is given about
thirty minutes to compose their instructions. These are
written down. When completed, they are handed to the other
group. Each group should now attempt to construct the figure
according to the instructions given by the other group.
After that, the two groups can discuss the sets of instruc-
tions to see where either the 'instructions or the inter-
pretations have led to confusion.
Note
This type of game has gained popularity since writing




Adapted from Cripwell, K. 1978 Communication Games- 1
in Holden, S. (ed.), Visual Aids for Classroom Interaction,
London: Modern English Publication, p. 52.
27. WHAT SORT OF PERSON ARE YOU?
Language Point Discussion
Level 3above Players Pairs
Time 15-20 minutes
Preparation
For each pair of players, two sheets of questionnaires with
the same statements about the way people behave (see Figure
10.7).
FIGURE 10.7
I find it easy to get out of bed in the mornings. 12345 KEY
I watch at least one T.V. programme or listen
to at least one radio programme in the evenings. i 2. 3 4 5
i Yes, always
z Yes, usually
3 Well, it depends
4 No, not usually
5 No, never
I feel nervous when meeting new people. 12545
I am good with money. 12345
I feel bored when i am alone. 1 2. 3 4 5
I would rather be with members of the opposite
sex than with members of my own sex. 1 2. 3 4 5
I try to keep up with the latest world news. 1 2 3 4 5
I get annoyed if people are late. 1 2 3 4 5
I prefer going out at weekends to staying at
home. 1 2. 3 4 5
I think things over carefully before making a
decision. 12345
I try to make at least one or two new friends
every year. 1 2. 3 4 5
I go abroad in the summer. 1 2 3 4 5
I remember people's names when I am introduced
to them. 1 2. 3 4 5
I plan for the future. 1 2. 3 4 5
I find it easy to learn English. i34 5
Procedure
Each pair of players is given two copies of the questionnaire.
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They read through the sentences. They put a circle around
the number which most closely coincides with the way they
usually behave. After-that, they put a triangle around the
number which they think most represents what the other
player usually does. When they have finished, they compare
and discuss their answers with each other- giving reasons
why they do or don't do something.
Variation
This game can also be played with other questionnaires about
other subjects: e.g. children and parents, opinions and
attitudes, etc. (see Figure 10.8 and Figure 10.9).
Note
This game helps players to understand each other besides
promoting language learning. For senior forms, sentences
describing one's emotions and feelings in various situations
can be used in the questionnaire. Meaningful communication
is thus introduced into the language classroom.
Source
Watcyn-Jones, P. 1981 Penguin Functional English:Pair Work




Children should obey their parents withoutKEY
I 2 3 4 5question.
i Yes, definitely
It is an advantage to be an only child. I 2 3 4 52 Yes, perhaps
3 Well, that depends
Girls and boys should be brought up in the
4 No, not really
same way- without definite roles. I 2 3 4 5
5 No, definitely not
Most men would prefer to have a son as their
first child. I 2 3 4 5
You should never hit a child. I 2 3 4 5
It is a child's duty to look after his or her
parents when they are old. I 2 3 4 5
Parents should never quarrel in front of their
I 2 3 4 5children.
The best way of punishing a child is to stop
his or her pocket money. I 2 3 4 S
Babies are boring. I 2 3 4 5
It is wrong for both parents to go out to
work if they have small children. I 2 3 4 5
No family should be allowed to have more than
four children nowadays. I 2 3 4 5
Children under 18 should never be out later




There is no life after death. I 2 3 4 5
K F N
Wars never solve anything. I 2 3 4 5 I I agree entirely
I agree on the
We should try to cure criminals, not punish whole
them. I 2 3 4 5
3 I can't make up
my mindPeople suffering from incurable diseases should
be painlessly put-to death if they request it. I disagree onI 2 3 4 5 4
the whole
Men and women can never be equal. I disagree entirelyI Z 3 4 5 5
It is wrong to pay people so much money for
playing sport. I 2 3 4 5
People should wait until they are at least 24
before getting married. I 2 3 4 5
People were a lot happier in the old days'. I 2 3 4 5
There is too much fuss made about nuclear
power nowadays. I 2 3 4 5
Divorce is wrong. I 2 3 4 5
Most people keep pets because they are lonely
or have difficulty in making relationships with
other people. I 2 3 4 5
The United Nations is a waste of time and
money. I 2 3 4 5
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28. FILL IN THE MISSING INFORMATION
Language Point Giving and receiving information
Level 2-3 Players Pairs
Time 10-15 minutes
Preparation
For each pair of players, an immigrant survey sheet, and a
passage with incomplete information about that immigrant.
Example:
IMMIGRANT SURVEY SHEET May 28
Name: Chan Tai Man Occupation: Cook
Nationality: Place of birth:
Married/Single Number of children:
Length of time in Hong Kong: years
Date of arrival: June 17th 1973
Reason for coming to Hong Kong:
Present address (district only): Hunghom
Length of time in present district:
Other places where person has lived: Tai Kwok Tsui, Sham Shui
Po, Kowloon City and Mongkok
Knowledge of Cantonese:
1. on arrival: Good/quite good/fairly good/poor
2. now: Good/quite good/fairly good/poor
Number of language courses attended:
Language(s) spoken at home:
Problems/difficulties living in Hong Kong:
1. Difficult to get a good job
2. Difficult to get accomodation




IMMIGRANT IN HONG KONG
Chan Tai Man lives in Hunghom with his wife and 2
children. But he was not born in Hong Kong. He was born in
Kiangshu and came to Hong Kong in 1973
because he thought Hong Kong might be a better place for
living. He lived in with relatives when he
first arrived, then moved to Sham Shui Po,
and Mongkok before finally moving to'' where
he has been living since 1980.
He spoke Cantonese fairly well on arrival, so he did not
bother to attend any Cantonese courses. His cantonese is
now and since his children were born in
Hong Kong, Cantonese is the only language spoken at home.
He likes Hong Kong, but thinks there are two main problems
facing immigrants. To begin with, it is difficult to get
. Secondly, there is the problem of finding
He works as a but has very little contact
with people speaking Cantonese since 80 per cent of his
workmates speak Mandarin or Shanghainese. And even out-
side work, the only contact he has with people speaking
Cantonese are his neighbours whom he meets when he goes
home after work.
Procedure
Pairs of players ask questions of each other in order to fill
in the missing information in the Immigrant Survey Sheet and
the corresponding passage. Then they compare their answers
to check that they have filled in the missing information
correctly.
Note
Students can write the answers on the sheets as shown in
above since the master copy of these materials can be dupli-
cated as many times as required.
Variation
Making use of the idea of information gap, players can ask
about boat or train information, etc.
Source
Watcyn-Jones, P. 1981 Penguin Functional English:Pair Work
Penguin, p. 46. (Example given by the author of this paper.)
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29. COMPLETE THE DRAWING





For each pair of players a simplified map of Tai Po
and another one with some missing parts (see D. 240)
Such materials can be easily obtained from geography
textbooks.
Procedure
Player A is given a complete map of Tai Po while Player
B is given an incomplete one. Player A helps Player B
complete the map by telling him what to draw and answering
his questions. But Player A must not touch Player B's map
or let B see his. When they have finished, they compare
maps.
Source
Watcyn-Jones, P. 1981, Penguin Functional English:Pair Work_






















30. LOOKING FOR A JOB
Language Point
Level 3-5 PIavers Pairs
Time 10-15 minutes
Preparation
For each pair of players, two role-cards, and a newspaper
advertisement on jobs.
Materials for Player A
Role-card for Player A
You are a Form 5 graduate. You are looking
for a job. You do not mind what sort of job
it is, but possibily working in schools would
do. You would hope to earn at least $1200 a
month and are available from 1 July 1983. You
see the above advertisement in the newspaper
and decide to phone up about it. Player B is
Mrs. Leung. You can begin like this:
Good (afternoon). I'm ringing about the
advertisement in today's paper...
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Role-card for Player B
You are looking for a telephone operator for
your school. The person must be female,
between twenty and thirty, able to speak
fluent English, and have a lively personality.
The person will also be expected to work six
days a week, and sometimes later than 5 p.m.
The job is from 24 June 1983 and the monthly
salary is $1000.
You have put an advertisement in the newspaper
for a telephone operator. Player A phones up
about it. If you think he/she sounds suitable,
arrange a time to see him/her. (But you are
only free on Wednesday afternoon.)
Procedure
Each pair of students is given the set of materials shown
above. After reading the materials, Player A rings up'
Player B. Both players have to play the roles assigned to




Language Point Making use of language to convince other
players.
Pla:vers 3- or 5-member groupsLevel 3-5
Time 15 minutes
Preparation
A set of cards showing various occupations (see Figure 10.10).
(If time allows, picture cards which are symbolic of different
kinds of jobs are also possible.) A set of picture cards
showing a range of objects photocopied from magazines or
newspapers or-used textbooks (see Figure 10.11). These two
sets of cards should be stored separately in two envelopes.
Duplicates of these cards are needed for different groups.
Procedure
Both sets are placed face ctownwaras on the table in iron u U1
the players. Each player takes an occupation card, and in
turn (in a clockwise direction) takes one of the object
cards and justifies how he would use it in connection with
his occupation. I f the other players are satisfied with
what he says, he is allowed to keep the card. Otherwise,
he must return the object card to the set on the table.
If it is a competition, the player with the greatest number
of object cards wins.
Source
ELT Materials: Design and Use 19785
Communication Games5The British Council, p.32. (Example
















1. For each group: a board showing the instructions for
expressing language functions (see Figure 10.12). The
key-word in each set of instructions is written in
capital letters or in red. (The rules of the game
state that neither this word nor any derivative of it
may be used by a player when she is responding to this
set of instructions.)
2. A pack of blank cards so that a player who has completed
a successful turn may take one.
3. One colour die and one number die are needed.
The colour signifies the column while the number signifies
the row of the grid.
Procedure
Each group member takes it in turns to throw the 2 dice.
The player reads the instructions in the box and does what
they tell her.. She may not use the words in capital letters
or any related words during that turn. She must say some-
thing within 10 seconds. The other players decide if she
has done all these things correctly. They also judge if
she successfully communicated according to the instructions.
If she is successful she may pick up.a card from the
central pack. When all the cards from this pack are taken
the game is finished, and the player who has collected the
most cards is the winner.
Note
After the game, the teacher can elicit- from the class the
language forms used to perform each language function. This
enables students to realize just how many different language
forms they can use to perform a particular function.
Source
ELT Materials: Design and Use 1978,
















































































































































Language Point Dialogue making
Players Three-member groupsLevel 3-5
Preparation NoneTime 15-20 minutes
Procedure
The teacher whispers a secret word to each tea°m. After
10 minutes, each team must present a dialogue in which the
secret word is used. Other members of the class guess until
they identify correctly the secret word. Teams receive
one point for each wrong guess by a classmate, and the team
with the highest score wins.
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34. CARRYING ON A CONVERSATION




Dialogues with some opening words for each member in a pair.
Example:
Player A plays part of A. Player B plays the part of B.
Dialogue 1
A: It's a pity about Siu Ling, isn't it?
B: Siu Ling? What do you mean?
A: Well, haven't you heard?
B: Heard what?
A:... (carry on the conversation).
Dialogue 2
A: You look frightened,... (Player B's name). What's
wrong?
B: Oh, it's just that... (carry on the conversation).
Procedure
Each player is given one or two such dialogues. They try
to make the conversation go on for as long as possible.
Before starting, they may think for a few minutes about what
might be possible to say. But they should not discuss the
dialogue with each other. When they are both ready, they
begin the conversation.
Note
After the game, players can be asked to write down their
dialogues for correction and reading before the class.
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35. STRIP STORY
Language Point Passing on information, and discussion.




Select a story or a set of instructions which should then
be written out with one sentence on each strip. There
should be at least one strip for each student. (Two
groups can have the same story or description.)
Procedure
The class is divided into two groups. (The whole class
playing together would be too noisy.) Each group member
receives one strip and must now memorize his sentence.
The teacher then collects the strips. To reconstruct
the story or description, all members in each group have to
repeat their sentences and talk among themselves.
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36. WHAT'S THE NEWS?
Language Point Reading and logical deduction skills.
Players PairsLevel 3 /above
Time 10-15 minutes
Preparation
News items with some missing parts. They can be written
on a transparency or on the board.
Procedure
Students read the incomplete news item on the board. Working
in pairs, they have to identify correctly what the news is
about. A time limit can be set for such an exercise.
Va_riat ion
Students can be asked to collect such news items themselves
for competitions between two opposing teams.
Not e
This game helps students make logical deductions and
encourages newspaper reading.
Source
Ross, E. 1981 When is a game not a game? RELC ,Supplement
1981, p. 110.
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37. THE SECRET CHARACTER
Language Point Writing, listening, and speaking skills.
Players Two opposing teamsLevel 3/above




The class is divided into two opposing teams. As homework,
each pair of students in each team selects a character from
a well-known television programme, cartoon, or film, and
works out a brief description of this character in five
sentences. Each team provides its own descriptions. During
the competition, Team A reads a character description to
Team B, for example:
This character is a small boy1
He is American.2
3 He is a bad baseball player.
He has a dog.4
(Answer: Charlie Brown from the cartoon peanuts by Schultz.)
Team B has to guess who the character is. They take turns
doing-the describing and guessing work. The team with the
highest number of correct guesses wins.
38. MY INTERESTS
Language Point Free expression
Level 1-5 PI avers CI ass
Time 20 minutes
Preparation
A number of words or symbols on sheets of paper. The words
must be big enough to be read from any part of the room
(see Figure 10.13). The words are then attached to the
blackboard and walls so that in two places we have four
layers, in one place three, in one place two, in one
place, one layer only.
FIGURE 10.13
M0NKE LIO N H OR S1- ELEPHANT snaki
R E D B L U E GREEN WII IT E
MAN WOM N





Students move around the room and stand next to the word
which attracts them for any reason whatsoever. It might
even be that they are tired, so they stand near the one that
is closest to them. When a group is formed around one or
more groups of words,' they tell each other why they are
there. After 5 minutes, the teacher asks one member of each
group to tell the class why she is there. All reasons are
valid. You will probably get things like
I like monkeys because I was born in the Year of the
Monkey.
Dragons symbolize kingship in China.
I hate blue because all our school uniforms are blue.
Circles remind me of 'mooncakes'.
It is important to encourage original, humorous replies.
Once the first phase has been completed, students remove the
top sheets, and four words will be revealed: red, blue, green,
white. The students now repeat the procedure, but they will
probably now form different, slightly larger groups. The
game continues until finally the class forms two large groups.
Not e
Reasons for both likes and dislikes are included to1.
promote active student participation.
This game takes a comparatively longer time and can be2.
used in the oral lessons.
Source
Chamberlain, A. 1981 Language games: a challenge to the
teacher's creative imagination RELC Supplement 71981, pp. 43-45
(Examples of student responses given by the author of this
paper.)
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39. FACT AND INFERENCE
Listening, speaking, reading and writing skillsLanguage Point
involved in distinguishing the difference
between facts and inferences.
Players GroupsLevel 4/above
Time 25-40 minutes depending on the use of follow-up
activities.
Preparation
A passage containing three or four sentences some questions
about the passage.
Procedure
The class is divided into groups of four. The teacher reads
the following story to the class only once:
A girl got on a bus and noticed her classmate
sitting near the front. As she moved over to talk to
the classmate her pencil case fell on the floor
spilling the contents. She finished picking up her
things just as the bus arrived at school.
Then the teacher asks the students to number a paper from 1
to 8, and reads each of the following statements (written
and covered up on the board) only once. The students answer
that the statement is true, false, or the story doesn't
say:
1. The girl met somebody she knew on the bus.
2. The girl lived very near her school.
3. The girl opened her pencil case.
4. The pencil case contained pencils and erasers.
5. The classmate was a boy.
6. The classmate helped her pick up her things.
7. The bus was very crowded.
8. The girl and the boy always rode the bus to school.
The students then meet in small groups and prepare one group
answer to the questions. The teacher checks which group(s)
is/are most accurate. Each group is given about ten minutes.
Then the answers are announced in class:
No. 1- True
No. 6- False
Nos. 2,3,4,5,7,8- The story doesn't say.
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The following points are also introduced:
Objective: Facts- factual
Conclusions can be checked against what you see,
hear, taste, smell, etc.
Inference: A guess- a conclusion
Putting facts together
A guess which cannot be checked by what you see,
hear, etc.
Variation
Using some common object, students can be asked to write a
list of factual/objective statements and another one of





As a loilow-up aczivlzy, students can be asked for a
definition of objective and inference. They can also
help in collecting some common objects for such activities,
too.
Source
Gilbert, R.A. 1981 Fact vs inference a language game
RELC Supplement 1981, pp. 93-94. (FIGURE 10.14 provided by the
author of this paper.)
40. PROBLEM-SOLVING GAMES
Language Point
Level 1-5 Pl'avers Groups
Time 15 minutes
Preparation
Cards indicating problem situations. Example:
Problem I (The Coin-ids' Caper)
There are two cells with a convict in eac h one. Mac h cell has a door;
one is locked and the other is open. In front of each door is a guard; one
of the guards always lies and the other always tells the truth. The con¬
victs, however, do not know which door is open or which guaid is the
truthful one.
1 TIE PROBLEM; What is the one qtiesnoirthat can be asked ol either
guard to reveal which door is open?
Problem II (The Cannibals)
Three missionaries are standing with three cannibals on a river hank
somewhere in the Amazon. There is onh one two-man boat in which
to cross the river, which is lull of flesh-eating fish. There is one problem,
however, for at no time can the cannibals outnumber the missionaries.
If this occurs, the poor God-learing missionaries will he eaten bv the
_ aumihals. for 1 u ncli.
I FIE PROBLEM: Flow can all six people get safelv across the river?
Problem If! (The Glasses)
The drawing below shows six glasses standing in a row. The first three
are empty; the last three are full.
THE PROBI.EM; IB touching onh one glass, can vou change the ar-
rangement so that no full glass is next to another
full glass and no empty glass is next to another
emptv glass?
1 2 3 4 5 6
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Procedure
The class is divided into groups of foer or five. Each group
reads the problems one by one and discuss the possible
solutions to these problems until a group solution is arrived
at. The group solutions from different groups are then
compared. For each correct solution, the group is awarded
five points for each incorrect solution, the group is
charged thrae points. A time limit can be set. Any group
not discovering a solution within the time limit is charged
two points.
Note
The solutions should be in written form and then read to the
class. This game helps develop students' logic in problem-
solving.
Source




In the text I mentioned why I conceived of language
games as the topic of my thesis in relation to the current
trends of English language teaching. Perhaps it is now
time to view the whole thing on a more personal level. To
most people, work is something which is not very pleasant,
and the task of writing a thesis is no better. When I was
considering the research area for the course TESL,
D.H. Lawrence's witty lines came to my mind:
There is no point in work
Unless it absorbs you,
Like an absorbing game.
I f it doesn't absorb you,
If it's never any fun,
Don't do it.
If I were ever to write a thesis, it had to be absorbing. If
it did not absorb me and was never any fun, why do it at all?
And I decided to write on language games, a topic that is
interesting and engaging in itself. I am not sure how far
the thesis succeeds in absorbing readers, but I did enjoy
reading materials about games, and the findings from the
questionnaires. Above all, I am interested in doing something
for students that will help them learn English effectively
and creatively.
It is reassuring to know that the teachers and students
surveyed react positively to the gaming method in English
language teaching. On the one hand, this seems to be proving
the obvious, but on the other hand, this means that we need
no longer rely on intuitions and guesses. Although some of
the comparisons made in the study have not yielded very
exciting results, they are still worth making. Did not
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Thomas Edison try more than ninety metals which proved
inefficient as the filament in a light bulb before hitting
on the metal that worked best? The questionnaire responses
also reveal the kinds of problems teachers and students have
in using language games. Together with the information on
teachers' classroom game experiences, this can be valuable
for successfully implementing the gaming method in the local
context. Suitable game materials can therefore be suggested
to the teachers as has already been done in the paper. Since
I have not tried all the games suggested and individual
differences do exist in a classroom, teachers are advised to
play the games themselves first before using them with
students. This study also indicates the areas which need
more emphasis in training teachers about gaming in English
language teaching. Knowledge about students' preference for
game types also helps teachers design and integrate games
into the English lessons.
Some questions in the questionnaires, however, are
not sophisticated enough to make any verifiable statement.
u
For instance, the amount of English,1student could learn from
language games was based on students' own subjective views.
No attempt was made to objectify the findings in this respect.
But this is beyond the scope of the study, and therefore
the question appears as it is in the questionnaire. Likewise,
the question on students' self-rating of English proficiency
also suffers the same weakness. The comparisons made in
the study were not tested for significant correlations.
Simple statistics were used throughout the analysis of the
data obtained.
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There is also something I would like to say to
teachers. Although many difficulties must be overcome
before language games can be really conducive to learning,
teachers need not be discouraged from using games. The
practical game materials included, I hope, can help alleviate
their worries about gaming. Honestly speaking, gaming
demands more effort of the teacher than does the 'talk and
chalk' method, but the positive reactions and learning
experienced by students are worth our trouble. If we talk
about rewards in language teaching, this is a reward indeed.
In addition, teachers do enjoy their lessons more when
language games are used, which is important for persevering
in the profession of teaching. It is a good practice for
teachers to record their game experiences as well as the
details of the games themselves, student reactions to them,
and the problems (if any) when playing the games, so that
they can share among their colleagues their experiences and
insights about language games. Personally, I would be very
grateful if teachers could help me in my own teaching and
provide useful materials for later research by sharing with
me their game experiences.
In the course of doing this research, I found that
there is a general lack of game materials in Hong Kong,
except.perhaps at the British Council. Useful and updated
game books are also not available in our university libraries.
I have not yet had the opportunity to check at the libraries
of the various colleges of education, but I do feel the need
for such 'game resources especially in the teachers' libraries.
Returning to the concept of gaming, this thesis can,
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after all, be called a game which is characterized by
rules, specific goals, interaction patterns and closure.
The topic of the thesis defines the goal of such an under-
taking the author interacted with the system represented
by the study itself the paper was governed by both
linguistic and stylistic rules and the paper ends when the
goal is achieved. Viewed this way, this thesis can be taken

































1966 Dorry: Games For Second Language




1968-7] Hill Popkin: Crossword Puzzle Books Books 1,2,3 and 4 Individuals
groups
1972 Quiz Puzzle Book Individuals
1 Q7A Hill Fielden: English Language Teach¬
ing Games For Adult Students 1
Both
1974 Hill Fielden: English Language Teach¬
ing Games for Adult Students 2
Both
197S_fi Ridout R: Puzzle Tt Out Individuals
1Q7ci—Q Jones C: Structural Crossword Puzzles Individuals
1 Q7£ Chamberlin A Stenberg K: Play and
Practice
ELT games divided into 4
sections: Listen Do,
Listen Say, Reading
Writing and Social Games
Both




1976-2 P J Baker: Reading Games 22 games for reading
fluency
Both







1978 Hajnal N: Verb Bingo For practising irregular
verbs
Both
1Q7R Malev Duff: Drama Techniaues Both
1978 Moskowitz G: Caring Sharing In The
Foreign Language Classroom
Both
1978-9 Methold K, Cobb D Land G: Puzzles
For English Practice
3 graded books of puzzles









1979 Lee W R:Language Teaching Games and
Contests (2nd edition]
Both
1979 Kerr J Y K: Picture Cue Cards For
Oral Language Practice
Groups
1979 Wright A, Betteridge D Buckby M:
For T.riaiipcrp T.pprm'na
Both
1979 Byrne D Rixon S: ELT Guide 1Prvmmii n-i-»«-»4--I- r Pnmon
Pairs




i Q«n Bvrne D: A First Book of Board Games PairsGroups
1980 Granger C Plumb J: Play Games With
English (Book 1)
Graded language games
each focusing on a parti¬
cular language feature
Individuals
1980 Byrne D: Word Game Vocabulary building game Individuals
both»
Its Your Turn: Ten Board Games Groupspairs
l QR0 MrCellnm G? 101 Wnr-d Gemes Both
1981 Rixon S: How To Use Games In Language
Tpog1]i -no- Practical suggestions foiclassroom use of games
Bothpairs
A q f rnn T R, KvrnpP• Gamc f nr Pan-ri.TnTlr Pairs
1981 Jones L: Graded English Puzzle: Both
individuals
1981 Maley A Grellet F: Mind Matters A book of tricks, puzzle:
problem-solving
activities for use by




1982 Berman M: Playing And Working With Word Word games leading to th
use of newspaper cutting:
and letter writing
Groups
Rp-rTTmriM?PI twiner Wi t~h Wordc Carfully graded word gam Group:
1 QR1 Rvrnp D: A Sarnnd Rook of Rnard Games Group:








1981 Benson B Stack L: Wordways Board: To reinforce specific ora
ski lis
Groups
1981 Benson B Stack L: Wordways Cubes Students throw the pictur
cubes like dice and then
make sentences about the
pictures that come up
Groups
1981 Watyn-Jones P: Penguin Functional
English: Pair Work (Student A
Studant R]
Two different books
between pairs of student
Pairs




QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ENGLISH TEACHERS
Lear teachers,
Office no,
This questionnaire is intended to find out the attitude of
English teachers towards English language games. Obviously, the findings
of this small survey can only be suggestive, but the greater the response,
the more representative will be the views expressed, We should, therefore,
be grateful if you would spare the time to answer this questionnaire. All
answers will be treated as confidential. Thank you very much.
Faulita Man
The English Department,
The Chinese University of HK.
Please indicate with a j against the answers appropriate to you.
1 Sex
2 Age
Male 1 Female 2







majorminor in other subjects
others (Please specify







Other English teaching courses
None










more than 10 years













In formal teachers' training courses
From other sources
Never heard of any„
8 In dection A oelow, please indicate with a in the appropriate box(es)
which best describe(s) your situation in connection with language games,
and then in beetion B choose from the statements those that are able to
explain why youcre in such a situation.( L.G. stands for language games,)
r.fci nn A I Ymir i biPL+ii nn 5
I've used language games before:
and found they, were all right. (Please skip No.8 Section£
and go on to No. 9.)
2
3
and found the following problems..
but probably would not do so again because...
4
5
I've never used any language games before because...
1 always dislike using any language games because...
Sar.ti rr K ( Why you're in such a situation)
11 don{'t know much about L.G..
I can't take care of students language errors while playing.
The attitude of our school authority towards L.G. is not clear.
iL.G. are boring because players seldom move about.
jL.G. are boring because they are too dry.
II don't like to 'mix' with my students in a game.
|Students become nervous if watched.
|Some of my students simply don't co-operate with me.
jl'm no good at conducting games.
jl don't like students to compete with each other.
II don't like the word 'games'.
I L.G. aire a waste of time because students can't learn from them.
I L.G, demand much preparation work.
as
jThere's too much external noise—aircraft, traffic,other classes.
IL.G. are too noisy.
I haven't got time to think about L.G. seriously.
Our school authority doesn't care much for L.G..
I don't know where to look for L.G..
jit's chaotic when students start arguing about whowhich team
should be the winnerloser.
'Students don't know what to do in a game.
'Our classrooms are too small to play L.G..
-4
JThere's difficulty in re-arranging furniture to permit movement
within the classroom.
~L.G. take too long; it's difficult for us to catch up with the
syllabus.
~There 're little financial resources for L.G. in our school.
I may lose control of the students.
_jlt never came to my mind that we could use L.G. to practiselearn
English.























otudents don't like L.G. which do not contain competitive element?.
I'm not familiar with the language of game instructions.
L.G. are too difficult for students.
There're far too many students in my class(es).
I don't like this kind of informal learning activity.
Others (Please specify
9 Do you agree to the following descriptions about language games? Please
only mark those you do. (L.G. stands for language game's
AGREE
1 Rules are not necessary in a L.G. r
2 Players may either compete or co-operate with each other in x
a L.G.
3 L.G. are .just fun. s
4 There may not be a teaching point in a L.G,.
5 There are specific goals which players recognise and agree
upon.
6 We can determine beforehand when a game 3hould be finished.
7 Players need not always move about a lot.
8 L.G. can be quiet or noisy.
9 L.G. only benefit those students who are competent in English,
10L.G. can only be played in groups or teams.
HAlmost all L.G. are very long.
12Some L.G. do not aim so much at correct English as at the
ability to communicate in English.
13Teachers still play an important role in all L.G..:
10 If the difficulties are removed( or if you have found no problems
before), would you like to use language games in the future?
I've used L.G. before
and will whenever appropriate,
but most probably won't.
I've never used L.G. before
and most probably won't.






















ONLY FOR THOLE WHO HAVE USED L.G. IN THE CLASSROOM:
11 At what stag® of your lesson did you use the L.G.?( You may have
more than one answer.)




While waiting for the bell
Before starting the lesson (to help students relaxconcentrate)
Others (Please specify





4 Not very interested
5 Not interested at all
F.1-F.3 F.4above











14 What kind of game(s) did you use? Which one(s) waswere, on the
wholej effective for language learning and for what levels?
Effective for:











13 Roughly speaking, how many times altogether have you used language
frames since er.ternber 1082?
_1
zero [ 1-2 I 5-53 L 6- 1 u 5 more thanl0times


























QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ENGLISH STUDENTS
Dear students:
This is a study about English Language Gamea. We should
be grateful if you would spare the time to answer this questionnaire.
There are no correct answers to the questions; all we need is your own
personal views. All answers will be treated as confidential. Thank you
very much.
Paul it a Man
The English Department
The Chinese University of HK.
Note:1 You don't have to put down your name in this questionnaire.






2 Have you ever played any games about English in your less one? And
what kind of games did you play?
|Yes, I've played such games foi 1 Pi i ri_
2 learningpractising English.
I No, T've never played such games before.(Please skip no.3)
5 How much English do you think you could learn from the language games
you played in your English lessons?
a lot SOlTlf? .lust a little none H nyi 9+. Vnnv
7-
9
1 2 7 4
G








5 Games used in the English lessons to help students learn or practise
English are called Language Games. There are as many language games
as things to learn in English lessons. In the following examples we
have 2 different methods of learningpractising 'Present Continuous
Tense' and 'mightmust have Read carefully those examples
suitable for your level, and choose the method you prefer.
PfiRMS DTJF. TO THREE
Method. A 9 Present Continuous Tense1
w—
The class is divided into
pairs.
2 One person in each pair gets




They both look at each picture number 1
The person who has an X beside number 1
on his sheet describes what the person
is doing;then both students decide
whether the two pictures are the same
or different. They write' L 1 for
•different1, and' S' 5 same.
xfC .vOV
,v tfy t b
yS e'Ji
4 When they have finished describing
and comparing all the pictures
they hold the two sheets of
pictures together and look at
them to see whether they have
correctly marked I) or S beside
each number.
Method B
b o cofd c




V n 0 W1
the class put the word in brackets in its correct tense.







Both methods A and B
Neither methods A nor B
FORMS FOUR TO FIVE
Method A mightmust have.•
m The class is divided into pairs.
) One of them gets a handout as follows
Read number 1 aloud to your partner. While he begins to think, write down
your answer. Your partner has to guess what you wrote down.
1. A student arrived at school, but there was no one in the room. The teacher
and students had gone somewhere. Guess where.
2. A man came home from jail aftpten years for armed robbery, he was so
disappointed that he decided to commit robbery in order to get back into
jail. Something had happened. Guess what.
3. A man left his house, walked a few steps, then turned around and went
back. He had forgotten something. Guess what.
4. A child rushed home from school ve r)Sh appy and excited. Something nice
had happened at school. Guess what.
5. A couple had just married. They came out of the church and looked at thci;
car. Someone had done something to it.
6. A woman came home from work very happy and excited. She kissed her
husband. Something exciting had happened.
7. A man had been out of town, lie was surprised when he arrived home and
opened the door to his apartment. Someone had been there and done
something.
8. A woman came to work dead tired. She hadn't gone to bed at all.






a iWhile his partner
begins to think, he
writes down his own
answer.






? . . . .
The class put the words in brackets in th i r o.nrrcrf. tona
XlD, 22 Ikv





7 Do you like playing language garnee in the classroom?
Yes, because:
language games are fun.
I can learn English from language games,
language games are competitive.
I can co-operate with my fellow classmates
1 can avoid listening to the teacher.
I need not do any preparation work.
I can chat with my classmates,




I don't like to compete,
pepple wratching me makes me nervous,
language games are too hard,
language games take too long'.
language games are a waste of time because I can't learn
from them.
language games are very noisy.
it's often difficult to find out who is the winnerloser,
my classmates usually don't keep to the rules, and this
is not fair.
language games are no fun at all.
our classroom is too small to play games,
our He ache r s don't like playing games with us students.
I'm afraid our teachers don't take the trouble to play
games with us.
Others (Please specify
8 What kind of language games do you prefer?
competitive ones
co-operative ones
.those involving much physical movement
those involving little physical movement,
those involving pair work
groupteam games
those involving the whole class at the same time
noisy ones
comparatively quiet ones
those involving our teacher
those not involving our teacher
.Others (Please specify
I don't like playing any language games.
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i.ai 1T MX ttJfW-
Read number I aloud to vour partner While he begun to think, write down
your answer Your partner has to guess what you wrote down.
1 A student arrived at school, but there was no one in the room Yhe teacher
and students had gone somewhere. Guess where.
2. A man came home from jail aftpten years for armed robber he was so
disappointed that he decided to commit robbery in order to gel back into
jail. Something had happened. Guess what
3 A man left his house, walked a few steps, then turned around and went
back He had forgotten something. Guess what.
4. A child rushed home from school veryhappy and excited. Something nice
had happened at school. Guess what.
5 A couple had just married. They came out of the church and looked at then
car. Someone had done something to it.
6. A woman came home from work very happy and excited. She kissed her
husband. Something exciting had happened.
7. A man had been out of town. He was surprised when he 'arrived home and
opened the door to his apartment. Someone had been there and done
something.
8. A woman came to work dead tired. She hadn't gone to bed at all.
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Appendix D





























FORMAL TRAINING AND FIRST SOURCE OF LANGUAGE GAMES
Trained English Teachers*
TOTAL% of teachers
Dip /Cert. Ed. Training College
78.088.266.7Formal courses
20.910.832.1Other sources
1.11.11.2Never heard of any
1779384No. of Teachers involves



























































Rules unnecessary vs. winning
losing
CompetitionCo-operation vs.
L. G. 100 dry
vs. Mixing with students
vs. L.G. too noisy
vs. Losing control of
students
vs. Students not like to
compete
vs. No competitive element
Just fun vs. L.G. a waste of
time
vs. Not knowing L.G. can
help English learn
No teaching point vs. L.G. a
waste of time
No specific goals vs. L.G. a
waste of time
vs. Students mot knowing
what to do
Closure not pre-determined vs.
L.G. too long
High movement vs. L.G. too
noisy
vs. Classroom too small
vs. Furniture problem
vs. Losing control of
students
L.G. noisy vs. L.G. too noisy
vs. Losing control of
students
Competent students vs. L.G.
a waste of time
vs. L.G. too difficult
Groupteam vs. Students too
nervous
vs. L.G. too noisy
vs. WinningLosing problem
vs. Losing control of
students
L.G. very long vs. L.G. too
long
L.G. only aiming at correct
English vs. student errors
Teacher important in L.G. vs,
L.G. too dry





















































The second percentage denotes the right concept teachers.
The second percentage denotes the wrong concept teachers.
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FUTURE SITUATION WITH LANGUAGE GAMES AND TEACHING EXPERIENCE
Teaching Experience
% of teachers 1 yr
















Used and will be
Used but won't


















63 99 74 33 64
All types of teachers say they will use language games in
future. There is an indication that teachers soon employ
language games in their classrooms after the period of
adjustment and this continues up to 5-7 years after which
their zest for language games seems to fade gradually.
However, we can also hypothesize that those teachers who
have taught for more than seven jears tend to be less informed
about language games in their formal training courses if
i
they had any. The distribution pattern for not using
lanugage games in the future shows a highest response from
the 'oldest' group of teachers, that is, those who have
taught for more than ten years. New teachers who have taught
for one year or less, on the other hand, dominate, with a
high percentage of 47.6%, the not having used but will use
sector, showing that their support is just a matter of
opportunities. Therefore we cannot say that the longer the
teachers teach, the less the likelihood of their using
language games in the classroom. We can only safely claim
that the teachers who have taught for more than ten years is
the group showing least willingness to use language games
in the future. The above information is represented
graphically in the following figure:












NioU (V but Wont ' Noi USJ.. WOiVt
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313No. of teachers 23
involved
Note:
* Please refer to item 9 for game descriptions.
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Appendix J
PROBLEMS IN USING LANGUAGE GAMES AND TEACHER PLANS FOR USING GAMES
PROBLEM WILL USE WON'T USE
1 L.G. too long 41.0% L.G. too long 68.2%
2 Don't know much about
L.G. 40.4% L.G. too noisy 40.9%












GAME PURPOSES SPECIFIED BY TEACHERS IN THE QUESTIONNAIRES:
1. Serious purpose of learning
(i) Sometimes used games throughout a lesson.
(ii) ETV lessons (follow-up)
(iii) During oral lessons while checking answers
to questions in exercises.
(iv) Activity English class
(v) When I find students have difficulties in
certain topics.
2. Recreation or motivational purposes only
(i) Before/After a long holiday
(ii) English club
(iii) Substitution lessons
(iv) From time to time as a break from the
routine exercise.
Armpn d i x
STUDENT REACTION (F0RMS1-3) TO LANGUAGE GAMES AND GAME UTILIZATIC
% of teachei























































99 86 7 n
STUDENT REACTION (FORM 4ABOVE) TO LANGUAGE GAMES AND GAME UTILIZATION
% of teachers







































































32 46 4 7 1
involved
Appendix M
























































99 85 7 5 1






















































32 45 4 7 1
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Appendix N
REASONS SUGGESTED BY STUDENTS FOR FAVOURING GAMES
Most of what the students have written down is
valuable and informative. From their own game experience
and personalities, all sorts of reasons were suggested.
They can be roughly classified into six main types:
A. English learning.
B. Advantages offered by the fun elements in games.
C. Human Relationships.
D. Self-evaluation.
E. More negative reasons.
F. Miscellaneous.
(The quotations are the author's translations.)




2L.G. stimulate my interest in learning English.
1L.G. enable me to learn in a relaxed manner.
A
1L.G. improve my listening skill.
2L.G. promote learning.
5L.G. are relaxing.B
1I can compare myself with others in L.G.D





3L.G. stimulate my interest in learning English.
2L.G. promote learning.
A
1L.G. give me practice in the English alphabet.
1I get more chances to speak English in L.G.
2L.G. are exciting.B
2L.G. serve as a break from normal routine work.
1I Teacher-student relationship is much better in L.G.C
Ican avoid answering the teacher's questions in L.G. 1E
1L.G. train me to speak up in front of people.'F





| L.G. stimulate my interest in learning English
11
I get more chances to speak English in L.G.
L.G. are relaxing.
L.G. make school life more interesting.
I feel free in L.G.
E
Teacher-student relationship is much better in L.G.
I can find out my own standard of English in L.G.'
I can disturb others in L.G.














C k 1 i d nnk n
Learning in a relaxed manner makes for a high retention
rate of what is learned.
I get more chances to speak English in L.G.
I can use what I've learned in L.G. in other areas.
Playing L.G. increases my intelligence and response rate












I feel happy in L.G.
L.G. provide more activities in English lessons.




We get along with each other better in L.G.
I can find out my own standard of English in L.G.










L.G. stimulate my interest in learning English. j
Learning in a relaxed manner makes a high retention rate of
what is learned.
L.G. promote learning.
I can practise oral skills in L.G.
I get highly involved in L.G. and can use what I've learned
from them








1 can use English in L.G.' 2
L.G. are interesting and I can learn communicative Englisr
from them. 1
L.G. familiarize me with more English words. 1
B L.G. are relaxing." 4
L.G. serve as a break from normal routine work. 1
I feel free in L.G. 2
I feel happy in L.G. 1
L.G. are new to me. 1
D I can find out my own standard of English in L.G. 1
I can avoid doing any homework.E 1
I can disturb others in L.G. 1




THE METHOD MOST PREFERRED IN EACH ABILITY
CLASS IN EACH FORM
Eng.
Teach
Pro. Below AverageAverageAbove AverageMethod
Level
35.4Both (93)37.3Both (166)52.6BothForm 1 (19)
38.9Game (95)41.8Game45.5 (122)Game (11)Form 2
35.6Game (87)45.6Game (158)50.0Both (14)Form 3
38.9 (108)47.0Game (151) Game41.2GameForm 4 (17)
44.7Game (76)46.0Game42.9 (161)Both (7)Form 5
1 The percentage of that particular ability group students tha-
nhnnse the method stated.
2 The total number of students involved in that particular ability
group
3 Game represents Gaming Method.
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Appendix P
THE STUDENT PROBLEM People watching me makes me nervous,
AND STUDENT SELF-RATING OF ENGLISH PROFICIENCY
% of students Above Average Average Below Average
C124 0.0 43.8 56.3 96
51.9%
THE STUDENT PROBLEM Language games are too hard. AND STUDENT
SELF-RATING OF ENGLISH PREFICIENCY
Above Below Row
% of students Average Average AveragE Total






REASONS SUGGESTED BY STUDENTS FOR REJECTING LANGUAGE GAMES
Remarks in this case are relatively few. Only 16
out of 186 students have answered this question. The remarks an
still be, however, classified into reasons consisting of (A)
Game- (B) Teacher- (C) Student. and (D) Environmental factors.
A. Game Factors
1. "I cannot learn a lot of English from L.G.." (Form 4)
B. Teacher Factors
1. "We'll be punished for making too much noise."
(Form 2)
2. "My teacher is not very good at conducting games."
(Form 5)
3. "If we prefer L.G., our teacher will scold us for not"
concentrat ing cn our lessons. (Form 5)
C. Student Factors
1. "It is a waste of time to see the teacher busy quieting"
those noisy students in L.G." (Form 1)
2. I don't know how to play a L.G." (Form 2)
3. "I seldom get a chance to play L.G." (Form 3)
4. Some students may use the chance to shout at the
tops of their voices. (Form 3)
5. "I can't speak fluent English." (Form 5)
D. Environmental Factors
1. "Our school authority does not care much for L.G.
(Form 5)
3. "HKCEE is coming." (Form 5)
Appendix R
REASONS FOR FAVOURINGREJECTING LANGUAGE GAMES AND


















Above Average Average Below Average
1 Learning English
88.2 85.5 81.4
2 Language games are fun
77.9 70. 5 69.7





















































3 86 96 (. 185)
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Appendix R (cont'd)
THE QUANTITY OF ENGLISH LEARNED FROM LANGUAGE GAMES
AND STUDENT SELF-RATING OF ENGLISH PROFICIENCY
Quantity of English







Because of the small percentage of people involved in the
None" group, the reasons for supporting language games are
generally not affected by the student self-rating of English
proficiency. Furthermore, this implies that the quantity of
English learned from language games is a more revealing
device than the student self-rating of English proficiency









46.9L. G. are no fun at all.1
43.8People watching me makes me nervous2
40.6I don't like to compete.3
35Number of students
The above table seems to suggest that the fun
element of games is more important to this group of students
than the rest. Moreover, these students are also among the
small group of people who dislike competition. Besides the
factor of English proficiency, it is also a matter of taste
whether people like or dislike competition (see Appendix T).
As it is, the competitive element of games has constituted
a -reason for both negative and positive attitudes towards
language games. Teachers need to be aware of this in using
language games with their students.
AnnpnHiy T








































































































































GAME TYPES SUGGESTED BY STUDENTS
From the various suggestions given by students, three
classes of games can be identified. They consist of game types
that are associated with (A) learning, (B) emotional involve-





requiring no searching of the mind
helping students improve their English standard








having a group of boys and a group of girls
including teachers sometimes
(Note: some of the remarks are really game characteristics.)
Appendix V
Game Directory
No Game Title Level Players Time










































































Whispering Down the Lane
Cross Talk
Paradise Lost
Don't Say Yes or No
Naughts Crosses







What Did I Say?
Fun With Homophones
Mix-A-Blend
Combining Arrangement: Split Cartoon Strips




Asking For Giving Directions
Jigsaw Puzzle Game
What Sort Of Person Are You?
Fill In The Missing Information
Complete The Drawing


































































































































Note: In the Preparation column, 0» 0 and J mean respectively no, some, and much preparation work is
required for the game.
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